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VERY YEAR since its re-launch in
2015, the Maison du Futur publishes a

comprehensive annual activity book that de-
tails its main activities and achievements and
outlines its priorities for the following year.
“Horizons 2018” examines the prevailing
landscape in Lebanon and the Arab world
with focus on the dramatic incidents that
have taken a heavy toll on the Middle East–
game-changing wars and conflicts that re-
drew maps and borders, dismantled nations
and threatened entities, in addition to the
waves of human displacement that are the
largest in modern history.

The year 2018 was a strenuous year
marked by regional and international events
that can be infallibly described as seismic.
Those events not only brought major up-
heavals to politics, finance the society and
the economy but also had an impact on the
cultural, educational, ideological, religious
and demographic dimensions.

The Maison du Futur watchdogged these
changes and served as a platform for ideas
and a living lab that brought together leading
decision-makers, opinion leaders, academi-
cians, activists and experts from different
walk of life to analyze and forecast the im-
pact of these changes, present helpful sugges-
tions for finding a way out, and forge a new
path forward.

Our ultimate goal is to learn lessons, put
forward recommendations that translate the
aspirations of the populations of the region
and point the political trajectory toward the
very essence of democracy: The duty to re-
spect and protect human dignity.

FOREWORD

E
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As you can see, we boast an eventful year filled with plenty of high-
lights: Seminars, round tables, workshops, forums and political and secu-
rity conferences, as well as a series of political papers on various topics
with the participation of leading Lebanese, Arab and foreign experts.

We have traveled far in pursuit of answers to questions related to poli-
tics and security. The highlight of our activities in this sphere was the an-
nual conference held under the theme “Security amidst Dissolution: The
Challenges of Assuring the Continuity of Security Arrangements in the
Middle East Amidst the Reality of the Dissolution of the Regional Order
and the Fragmentation Process it is Witnessing”.

We held two seminars, the first under the theme “Do Christians have a
Future in the Middle East” and the second under the theme “Lebanese
Model in the Consideration of the Future of Syria and Iraq”.

Social issues were tackled in two seminars themed “The Phenomenon
of Violence in Lebanese society – An Approach to Concepts and Prac-
tices” and “The Challenges of the Youth in Lebanon: From Crisis to Op-
portunity”.

Economic topics were dealt with in two conferences themed “CEDRE
Conference: Geopolitical Context and its Implication on the Domestic
Front: Opportunities and Realization Potentials” and “Considering a
Viable Economic Future for Syria: The Role of Local, Regional, and
Global Stakeholders”.

A seminar was held on the Dynamics of Judicial Independence.
The cultural highlight of this year was an evening that paid tribute to

al-Mahjar poet and one of the founders of the Pen League in New York,
Elia Abu Madi.

There is still a lot to be done. We continuously aspire to be a free and
open research and discussion platform, building on the past and forecast-
ing the future. In 2019, we will continue our broad activities and efforts
which will culminate in the annual conference on energy (water, oil and
gas), a topic that constitutes the focal point of the region’s economic and
social growth and stability, alongside good governance – the main gateway
to development and stability.

I want to thank the Maison du Futur’s team and partners. They have
been there with us every step of the way. I am deeply grateful to Konrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung, Wilfried Martens Center, Al Quds Center and the
Lebanese University.

The Maison du Futur always welcomes your views, cooperation and sup-
port. No matter the challenges of our era, we have a duty to serve the
public interest, make meaningful progress and achieve peace… Most im-
portantly we have a duty to render justice and preserve human dignity.

Amine Gemayel
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AISON DU FUTUR, in cooperation
with the Faculty of Social Sciences of

the Lebanese University Branch II, organized a
seminar entitled, “The Phenomenon of Vio-
lence in the Lebanese Society, Concepts and
Practices”. The seminar was held on the prem-
ises of the faculty, and four main issues were dis-
cussed – The aspects and manifestations of
violence – Violence in the media, between social
responsibility and dysfunction in the structure of
the media industry – The role of legislations in
protecting women from violence – Psychological
violence against women. The seminar was mod-
erated by Professor Houweida Slaibi from the
Lebanese University, with the participation of
His Excellency President Amine Gemayel, Dean
of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the Lebanese
University, Dr. Mona Rahme, the director of the
faculty, Dr. Hani Safi, as well as Melhem
Chaoul, professor at the Faculty of Social Sci-
ences, Clovis Boueiz, PhD student at the Fac-
ulty of Media of the Lebanese University, Elie
Kairouz, member of Parliament, Hiba Abou
Chacra, social worker at ‘Dar al-Amal’, and Sara
Breich, psychologist at ‘Dar al-Amal’. The sem-

PHENOMENON
OF VIOLENCE

IN THE LEBANESE
SOCIETY

MAISON DU FUTUR IN
COOPERATION WITH THE FACULTY
OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
OF THE LEBANESE UNIVERSITY,
BRANCH II,
[FRIDAY JANUARY 12th, 2018]

CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES

AGENDA

OPENING REMARKS :
Maison du Futur Foundation:
Joseph Khoury, University
Professor and Board member at
MdF.
Lebanese University:
Marleine Haidar, Dean of the
Faculty of Social Sciences; Mona
Rahme, director of the Faculty of
Social Sciences, Branch II.

Violence aspects and
manifestations:
– Definition of the
terminology.

– Violence phenomena:
difficulty to reach an
abstract definition,
a look into patterns of
violence.

Moderator: Houweida Slaibi,
University Professor, Faculty of
Social Sciences, Branch II.
– Melhem Chaoul, Professor
at the Faculty of Social Sciences.
DISCUSSION

Violence in the media be-
tween social responsibility
and disruption in the
media structure
– Clovis Boueiz, PhD media
student, Lebanese University
DISCUSSION

Role of legislations in
protecting women from
violence.
– Elie Kairouz, Member of the
Lebanese Parliament.
DISCUSSION

Hiba Abou Chacra, Social
Worker, Dar al-Amal.
– Sara Breich, Psychologist,
Dar al-Amal.
DISCUSSION
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inar was held with the participation of several professors and
students from the University.

After the Lebanese anthem and the University’s anthem,
the Maison du Futur board member Professor Joseph
Khoury, who is also a professor at the Lebanese University,
welcomed the guests and thanked the dean and director of
the faculty for hosting this event ; “During the civil war in
1975, President Amine Gemayel was pushing us to think
about the future we want for our country, and from this surge
was born a pioneer intellectual foundation dedicated to re-
search, a foundation that was baptized as ‘Maison du Futur’.
Today, the foundation is still heading in the same direction –
the future. For this reason, we should think of the problems
facing our society and try to find the adequate solutions to
them. In this context, thinking about the phenomena of un-
precedented violence invading our society and analyzing its
dimensions and risks is a necessity.” Khoury considered the
aspects of violence that our society is witnessing as “unaccept-
able”. Many tragic crimes are being committed over trivial
matters like the access right when it comes to traffic and cars.
Khoury tackled violence from four perspectives – Relation be-
tween the burden of daily life and the tendency to criminality
and violence – The negative repercussions of war on individ-
uals – Role played by traditional and modern media, as well
as violent video games – Severity of the incident that pushes
a peaceful person to commit a crime.

The dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Lebanese Uni-
versity branch II, Dr. Marleine Haidar considered that the
topic around which we are gathered today is extremely impor-
tant. She said  ; “We took a vow to make our faculty reflect the
image of the objective for which it was established – Developing
our surrounding and environment through targeted research.
The faculty is mobilizing its energy in this direction thus the

HORIZONS 2018
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From left to right: 
Joseph Khoury,
Marlene Haidar,
Houweida Slaibi
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importance of understanding the
phenomenon of rampant violence
and its repercussions. We are aware
of the importance of discussing this
problem in cooperation with the
“United Nations Fund for Popula-
tion Activities”, UNFPA, and today,
we are continuing this discussion in
cooperation with Maison du Futur.”

She then gave the floor to the di-
rector of the faculty Dr. Mona
Rahme, who thanked the organiz-
ers of the seminar, and highlighted
that Maison du Futur has always
supported research and studies in all
sectors. Rahme stressed that the ob-
jective of this seminar is to raise the
awareness of students on the danger
of widespread violence and the need
to put a term to it.

Dr. Rahme addressed the stu-
dents; “It is important to realize that we are free
to make our own choices, but it is similarly signif-
icant to know that we are responsible for those
choices that affect our mindset. Consequently, we
have to be open to one another in order to seek
sound ways to reach understanding and reverse
the wrong choices.”

President Amine Gemayel concluded the
opening remarks by stating that the importance
of this seminar lies in the importance of under-
standing the negative repercussions of violence on

the Lebanese society ; “When we established Maison du Futur
in 1975, political violence was widespread, and we were suf-
fering from wars on all fronts. For this reason, we have decided
to establish this intellectual institution based on openness,
tolerance and dialogue, as we consider these values one of the
most important means to fight violence.” Gemayel considered
that fighting violence occurs through knowledge, as this phe-
nomenon cannot be cured through imprisonment, arrest and
law enforcement only, but through education and culture too.
He said that developing the Lebanese society and individual
and protecting them from this violent epidemic require the
establishment of peace on the national level ; “Our bet is on
the youth who will bear the responsibility of leading the

THE PHENOMENON OF VIOLENCE IN THE LEBANESE SOCIETY

From top to
bottom: 
Amine
Gemayel,
Mona Rahme
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Lebanese society towards peace.” He concluded; “Our
world became a big universal village, and our mission
is a must for the sake of young men and women who
represent the future of Lebanon. They are the future
intellects and leaders who will be at the service of their
country and its human being. Lebanon is a message, a
message of peace and love from which stems our re-
sponsibility to fight violence.”

Dr. Melhem Chaoul took the floor and focused his
intervention on analyzing the aspects and dimensions
of violence; “The phenomenon of violence is dissemi-
nating in our Lebanese society through unusual forms
in light of the absence of any attempt to understand

this phenomenon.” He spoke about many social, economic
and psychological reasons behind this phenomenon. Accord-
ing to sociology, the dissemination of violence results from
anomia, which is the absence of norms, a terminology created
by the French sociologist Emile Durkheim. In other words,
the absence of any ethical guidance provided to individuals
from their society leads to the collapse of social bonds between
the individuals and their community. This situation prevails
when the society moves from a social situation to another
which causes disorders. Lebanon suffers from this disorder
since 1975 when it moved from peace to war, and the absence
of norms caused fear which is considered as the first motive
to violence in all its forms.” He proceeded ; “Fear could be pre-
vailing in personal relationships, or within the society, and it
emanates from wars and natural catastrophes which are the
major sources of violence and violent practices. What are the
different patterns and aspects that authorize the gradual clas-
sification of violence and violent practices? We could classify
violence through different actions like daily criminal actions,
terrorist attacks, domestic violence, verbal violence and ha-
rassment, all types of civil political and military conflicts. We
could also speak about different patterns of violence like vio-
lence in personal relationships which means domestic vio-
lence; violence in societal relations like crimes, felonies,
juvenile delinquencies, violence in schools and ethnic violence
like the refusal of different races, ethnicities and minorities.”
In response to traffic violence in Lebanon, he said that when
the car driver is discriminated and rejected during the day, he
becomes a king in his kingdom/car where everything is possi-
ble for him, even killing. As for terrorism, he spoke about four
descriptive models that are ideology, channeled networks, the
theory of criminal or suicidal madness, and the theory of seek-
ing a specific role. He concluded ; “According to the annual re-

Melhem
Chaoul
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port of Lebanese law enforcement entities, 124 crimes have
been committed in Lebanon in 2017 resulting from individual
conflicts, domestic violence, traffic incidents, and murder mo-
tivated by robberies. The majority of these crimes were family
crimes, therefore, what is the role of the family in Lebanon?
How can we deal with the dissociation of families?” 

During the discussion, the following questions were raised:
Q: How can the interpretation of religious texts lead

to violence and terrorism?
A: the religious ideology is not in itself a source of violence.

In light of the deep frustration prevailing, politics merge with
religion and ideology. For the Palestinian cause for example,
the failure of all attempts to find a solution encouraged the
stakeholders to resort to religion as an alternative. The reli-
gious option is never the first option. 

Q: Official entities do not describe a crime as an honor
crime when it occurs. What is your opinion about this?

A: I agree. The traditional society has a great capacity to
renew itself and create new ways as robbery and betrayal to
justify this crime. One should determine under which justifi-
cation the honor crime is being committed.

Q: Institutions and officials do not cooperate to deter-
mine the statistics that reveal the percentage of violence
in Lebanon, so how can we unveil this phenomenon with-
out the cooperation of the relevant entities?

A: You are evoking the problem of scientific research in
Lebanon. We should find a solution on the institutional level.

Q: Will the political coverage of violence lead to its
increase?

A: Of course, yet it shall be noted that the political cover-
age is not being provided for violence as a phenomenon but
for its perpetrators.

The PhD media student Clovis
Boueiz talked about violence in the
media, between social responsibility and
disruption in the media structure. She
based her approach on printed media,
comparing Annahar newspaper to Assafir
newspaper between 2005 and 2009. She
mentioned that “hate speech increased in
both newspapers form 2006 until 2009
by 40%, which is a high percentage.” She
added ; “Violence in the media is linked

THE PHENOMENON OF VIOLENCE IN THE LEBANESE SOCIETY

On the right :
Clovis Boueiz
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to the policy adopted by the newspaper, its financial capaci-
ties, the administrative organization within the institution,
the law and the management, as well as the Human Re-
sources’ awareness about violence in the media.” Boueiz clar-
ified that this type of violence is mainly an incitement to
hatred – promotion of racism, use of insulting words, threats,
libel and defamation, mistrust, national betrayal, accusa-
tions… for latent violence is reflected in the way news are con-
veyed, and in the space the newspaper allocates for this
purpose whether it is published on the first page or as the
main title.” She explained that violence in the media is differ-
ent than violence in politics, giving the example of Prime Min-
ister Rafic Hariri’s assassination ; “The assassination is placed
in the context of political violence, yet the way the event was
covered led to violence in the media. Reading on the first page
of one of the newspapers “Hell in Beirut” was a clear example
of such violence as the word hell refers to inevitable death in
the city. Do the media have the right to call death upon a
whole city based on one event? I would like to reiterate in this
context the role of the media in choosing the words to convey
the news, comment on it or analyze it.” She concluded ; “Vi-
olence in the media is not the result of sociopolitical violence.
Even if the latter is present, will the media have the right to
convey it and highlight hatred?” 

Member of parliament Elie Kairouz discussed the
role of Lebanese legislations in protecting women from
violence, through sharing his legislative experience in
facing violence against women. He said ; “The problem
of violence against women in Lebanon persists, and
this violence takes different aspects, be it physical –
hitting, burning, physical abuse, rape and homicide,
or moral – humiliation, ill treatment, threats, job ex-
clusion. Since my election in 2005, I was surprised by
some articles in the penal code that highlight the lack
of gender equality in spite of the fact that Lebanon
ratified the international convention on the elimina-
tion of all forms of discrimination against women. I
revised some of these texts along with the required

amendments and the regulations to be fully abolished, for ex-
ample: article 562 of the penal code (before its abolishment)
justified the killing of a woman through attenuating circum-
stances. Articles 487, 488 and 489 of the penal code related to
adultery, consecrate gender inequality, be it in the context of
the conditions proving the offence, the evidentiary materials
and the imposed sanction. Article 522 stipulates the suspension
of legal prosecution and sanction implementation should the

Elie Kairouz
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rapist marry his victim. Such a marital union consecrates the
aggression and upholds it. Yet this article was not fully abol-
ished, and its repercussions are still observed in the cases of sex-
ual relation with a minor above 15 years of age but below 18,
and violation of virginity under the pretext of marriage.”
Kairouz mentioned that he participated in the development of
a draft law for the protection of minor girls from early marriage.
If a girl is to be married before the age of eighteen, this marriage
is considered a violation of the right to a full and secure child-
hood. He concluded by saying that he also participated in the
adoption of the law on protecting women and family members
from domestic violence. In reference to the title of the law,
Kairouz said that the relevant judicial authorities refused to
criminalize marital rape ; “We are working on a draft law that
punishes raping the wife because it is still not criminalized by
virtue of the penal code, as if the coercion of a wife to sexual
intercourse were neither a penal offence punished by the law
nor a crime that affects the humanity of women, their dignity,
their freedom and their safety.”

During the discussion, the following problematic emerged:
Q: Will you be able to cancel article 522 fully? What

makes it difficult to achieve this objective? 
A: All parliamentary blocs are trying to have a modern po-

sition with regard to rape. The problem is related to sexual in-
tercourse with girls above 15 and below 18 ; the consent in a
sexual relationship negates the act of rape. Yet, below 18 years
of age, consent has no value, and therefore sexual intercourse
with a minor is considered rape.

Q: Many women ignore their rights. Don’t you think
that legal awareness is needed?

A: Many associations are raising awareness among women
about their rights, yet we still notice some shortcomings in
this context. All relevant entities should escalate their aware-
ness campaigns and broaden their scope to reach out to all the
Lebanese regions and to the largest number of women.

Q: You have mentioned that Lebanon ratified the
“Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrim-
ination Against Women”, CEDAW. What is the relation-
ship between the laws, the constitution, and
international conventions, and which instrument pre-
vails in case the content is contradictory?

A: According to the principle of hierarchy of norms and
the code of civil procedure, the provisions of international
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conventions have supremacy over local regulations. Lebanon
signed several international conventions (including the
CEDAW), and the preamble of the Constitution stipulated
Lebanon’s commitment to the international conventions it
signed, and to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
In reference to protecting women and defending their rights,
the problem is related to the reserves expressed by Lebanon
on some of the articles of this international convention that
are opposed to applicable local regulations, and the fact that
sectarian communities reclaim the right to have their own reg-
ulations in topics related to personal status and family affairs.

When it comes to the role played by Dar al-Amal in pro-
tecting women from violence, the social specialist Hiba Abou
Chacra stressed on the fact that ; “The objective of Dar al-
Amal is to create a world where all the rights of children and
women are respected, through the protection of vulnerable
children, the development of their capabilities and the en-
hancement of their skills. The project also includes rehabili-
tation and reintegration of formerly imprisoned women and
girls who suffer from violence and sexual exploitation, in ad-
dition to women in conflict with the law. It provides the ben-
eficiaries with opportunities for social and personal
development.” She added ; “As a team, we have the capacity
and the opportunity to work with other categories within the
society, especially the most vulnerable and at risk groups. We
focus in our work on the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the ethical values of our profession, especially those
related to the right of self-determination and the right of self-
representation, as well as the use of the comprehensive inter-
vention means, methods and techniques that are suitable for
individuals, groups and societies. Our objective is to achieve
social equity and to protect human rights. In general, we are

oriented towards social rehabilitation and risk miti-
gation. We work on the level of the individual and
his family (psychological therapy, legal advice, school
support for children, meetings with family members),
and on the level of the group (vocational training
workshops, awareness on health issues), and on the
level of institutions and the whole community (pub-
lishing studies and bulletins, intervention programs
in the street).”

The psychologist from Dar al-Amal Sarah Breich
started her intervention by saying that women, across
the centuries, were subject to different forms of vio-
lence, adding that ; “The terminology “violence against
women” is generally used to indicate each behavior

Hiba Abou
Chacra

Sara Breich
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considered as a persecution or exploitation of women prohibit-
ing them from living a safe and balanced life. It is therefore a
targeted violent behavior against a woman or a group of women
be it verbal, moral, material, physical, sexual, social, or cultural.
The main reasons of violence experienced by women in our cen-
ter are unfair laws, ignorance, difficult economic circumstances
and inability to provide every day needs, in addition to educa-
tion and socialization.” She added ; “Some expected psycholog-
ical impacts of violence against women are mental health
disorder, mental and psychological balance, deviant behavior
that is socially and legally unaccepted as a form of self-punish-
ment, lack of ability to provide sound education to children,
repetitive marital conflicts, self-image disorder, feeling of infe-
riority, neurological diseases, addiction, social exclusion and sui-
cide. The most important treatments are cognitive behavioral
therapy, awareness circles and group work therapy, family coun-
seling, art therapy through drawing, coloring, reading, writing,
dancing and music.”

The meeting was concluded by the following questions :
Q: You help prisoners during their incarceration. Do

you provide assistance to them after their liberation?
A: Yes, we do not leave the prisoner once liberated. We pay

the bail, we ensure individual and family follow-up, and we
communicate with several institutions and organizations to
empower former prisoners on all levels to integrate them in
society.

Q: Who established Dar al-Amal? Who finances it?
Does the State have a role in your work?

A: Dar al-Amal was established by Franciscan nuns, and
has a general assembly, a board of directors and a president.
As for the funding, we have a contract with the Ministry of
Social Affairs providing us with an annual contribution to im-
plement some projects. We also benefit from the contribution
of the Ministry of health that provides free HIV tests.

THE PHENOMENON OF VIOLENCE IN THE LEBANESE SOCIETY





A NEW
DEMOGRAPHIC

REALITY:

LANCASTER PLAZA, BEIRUT 
[TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH, 2018]
THIS CONFERENCE WAS HELD UNDER
CHATHAM HOUSE RULES

AGENDA

WELCOMING WORDS

PANEL 1 | APPROACHING
SEVEN YEARS OF WAR-
DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS IN
SYRIA
– Input 1: Madaya,
Zabadani, Foua, Kefarya –
The Regime’s Strategy of
Population Swaps.
– Input 2: Silent Sectarian
Cleansing? Iran’s “Shiifica-
tion” of Syria.
– Input 3: Ethnic Reshuffle
in the North – Turkish and
Kurdish Ambitions.
Questions and Answers.

PANEL 2 | A NEW SYRIAN
REALITY ? THE SCOPE
AND IMPACT OF ETHNO-
SECTARIAN RESHUFFLE
– Input 1: The Politics of
Demographic Shifts – Can
the near future behold a
sustainable solution?
– Input 2: Location Matters
– What are the expected
changes for the Syrian
economic system?
– Input 3: Towards Further
Polarization – What are its
effects on the Syrian
Society, on reconciliation
and on the national
identity?
Questions and Answers.

CONCEPT NOTE

The Syrian civil war, which has led to large-
scale destructions and humanitarian disaster, is
approaching its eighth year. Largely unnoticed by
the public, the strategic developments of the past
few years have also brought a shift in Syria’s de-
mographic framework that is significantly altering
realities. This can have a long-term effect on the
country’s ethno-sectarian structure.

Throughout the past years, three different pat-
terns of demographic reshuffle were observed in
Syria, the most prominent one is the “Four-Town-
Agreement” agreed upon by Iran and Qatar. The
“Four-Town-Agreement initiated a swap between
the Shia populations of the towns Al Fu’ah and
Kafarya in the Idlib Governorate and the Sunni
inhabitants of Madaya and Zabadani in the Rif
Dimashq Governorate. This demographic reshuffle
is allegedly intended to establish a sectarian divide
throughout the country with the purpose of making
it easier for the regime to control its core territories.
In addition, the phenomenon of “Shiification” has
been increasingly mentioned by experts. This ex-
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plains not only the strategic purchase of large properties by Ira-
nians, but also the focused settlement of non-Syrian Hezbollah
fighters and their families in the Qalamoun Mountains. In ad-
dition to the sectarian aspect contributing to a possible new de-
mographic reality in Syria, the conflict between the Kurds and
the Turks in the North is ongoing. Both parties are trying to
gain power. This includes the expulsion of Arab families and the
destruction of their properties in the province of Raqqa by the
Kurds, as well as the targeted settlement of Turkmen in the Turk-
ish-controlled area of the Euphrates Shield Corridor.

In light of these circumstances, this conference brings together
experts to discuss these developments in detail, to clarify the in-
tentions behind them, and to give an outlook on the impacts
that an ethno-sectarian reshuffle might have on the political,
economic and social aspects of a future Syria.

y
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AISON DU FUTUR and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
Syria / Iraq Office, hosted a day-long closed-door

workshop discussing the ethno-sectarian reshuffle Syria is wit-
nessing as a result of the ongoing civil war, which has led to
large-scale destructions and humanitarian disasters. Largely
unnoticed by the public, the developments of the past years
have brought a shift in Syria’s demographic landscape, signif-
icantly altering the reality of the Syrian population on the
ground and ushering a long-term effect on the country’s
ethno-sectarian dynamics. In light of the above-mentioned,
this conference brought together experts who thoroughly dis-
cussed the engineered population exchange and sectarian
cleansing taking place. They discussed their hidden drives and
assessed the impacts they might have on the political, eco-
nomic, and social aspects of a future Syria.

The first session entitled “Approaching Seven Years of
War – Demographic Shifts in Syria” kicked off with the
first panelist conferring on the “Four-Town Agreement” and
the regime’s strategy of population swaps. He presented the
issue as being “a series of population swaps orchestrated in
April 2017 to end a set of disastrous and inhumane sieges, in-
volving the government-held towns of Foua and Kefraya in
Idlib (opposition-held province), and Madaya and Zabadani
in rural Damascus (government-held province) near the
Lebanese border. The agreement, in which Qatar and Iran
were primary parties, was finalized in April 2015 after two

M
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years of negotiations, twists, turns, and false starts. From a
domestic angle, it aimed to bring together Sunnis from Syria’s
main western population centers in Idlib. As from a regional
strategic angle, it sought to ensure that key border zones are
repopulated with what the government perceives as “loyal de-
mographics.” The panelist highlighted that divergences on the
agreement’s implementation caused delays and was halted
when a suicide bombing targeted a convoy loyal to the gov-
ernment near Rashidin, west of Aleppo. He added that after
the swaps, “Foah’s and Kefraya’s evacuees in Homs and Dam-
ascus received a small stipend from the government to pay
their rent, while those evacuating to Idlib received nothing –
Life continued to be extremely difficult for both groups.” As
a conclusion, the panelist expected the Regime to continue
ghettoing restive populations in Idlib for strategic reasons and
as a collective punishment ; it is unclear if populations will in
the future accept evacuating to Idlib since the evacuation
process has ended the siege but not the attacks, and the deal
and its alike are ripping apart Syria’s social fabric and have
direct implications on future reconciliation and governability.

The second panelist discussed Iran’s effort to pursue
broader “Shiification” in Syria – That is conversions to
Twelver Shia Islam among the wider population, including
other Shia minorities such as Ismailis known as Seveners,
Sunnis, and Christians. The panelist explained that the Iran-
ian proselytization was based on creating an affinity with
Wilayat al Faqih’s political doctrine rather than on religious
believes, since minority communities (such as the Seveners,
Alawites, and Christians who constitute respectively 1%, 10-
15%, and 10% of the Syrian population) are easy to pene-
trate. Christians are not directly converting, but are
experiencing a change in mindset under which Shias are
viewed as a better natural ally than Sunnis. Regarding the
means employed by Iran in the process, the panelist men-
tioned the following:

1- Land Grabs and Economic Incentives – Iranians are buy-
ing up large tracts of land in depopulated areas of Damascus
and other major urban zones. They are funding infrastructure
projects and are providing economic facilities.

2- Shrine Construction and Expansions, which will be the
anchor for Shia communities (In Syria, Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Iraq…) and will turn Syria into a place for Shia pilgrimage.

3- Resettling military and civilian Shia Afghanis and Iraqis
in previously Sunni populated areas. This will form a loyal,
strong and transnational Shia community in Syria.
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As a conclusion, the panelist stated that ; “In the vein of
Iran’s broadest conversion success among minority groups, de-
populated cities will likely be repopulated with Assad loyalists
and pro-Iranian individuals, and on the long term any large-
scale sectarian shift will probably require decades of attention
by Iran.”

The third panelist addressed Turkish and Kurdish ambi-
tions regarding the ethnic reshuffle in the North. He outlined
two factors that make demographic change sensitive in North-
ern Syria. The first being Turkey’s appetite to increase the
number of Syrian refugees it hosts (mainly those fleeing from
Northern Syria) to have more leverage inside Syria and within
the United Nations, and the second being the concern of a
Kurdish predominance, which could bolster the Kurds’ already
fearsome standing and ramps up Kurdish nationalism. The
panelist denied allegations over a “kurdification of territories
in Northern Syria under the Democratic Union Party’s (PYD)
and the Syrian Democratic Forces’ (SDF) control, since these
areas are inhabited by both Kurds and Arabs, thus propelling
the above-mentioned parties to integrate Arab political
groups, tribal leaders, and politicians. Moreover, PYD is facing
huge pressure from Turkey and must rely on the Arab popu-
lation so it does not lose areas under its control. PYD’s ad-
ministrative structure has positively changed resulting in
Arabs joining the party and occupying administrative and mil-
itary positions. Ethnicity tension is not present in these areas,
for citizens refer to PYD as an inclusive political party rather
than a body representing the Kurdish ethnic group. If Turkey
defeats the PYD, demography will change in Northern Syria –
Recep Tayyib Erdogan clearly said ; “We will come to Manbij
to hand over the territories to their rightful owners,” express-
ing aims to relocate Arabs in Kurdish areas. The panelist con-
cluded ; “The narrative of raising ethnic tensions in Northern
Syria is exaggerated and does not reflect the reality on the
ground. Assad’s and SDF’s controlled-areas witness coexis-
tence among the diverse array of ethnic and religious groups,
for maintaining diversity is considered by both as a better po-
litical tool, and it is for Ankara’s best to fight Kurds in Syria
rather than fight them in Turkey.”

The session ended with a Q and A:
Q: “Shiification” of Syria requires a large-scale conver-

sion: What is the reality of this demographic engineering?
A: Demographically it is extremely hard, and people are

converting for political reasons rather than religious ones. In
addition to the 2006 war, a lot of Arab Sunnis converted to

A NEW DEMOGRAPHIC REALITY
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Shia Islam mainly to have more opportunities ; this is a reality
that Iran has worked hard toachieve in order to gain predom-
inance in the region.

Q: Shouldn’t there be a distinction between religious
conversions and political alliances which have nothing
to do with “Shiification”?

A: Yes, but political alliances are useful on the long run,
notwithstanding I emphasized the political drives behind the
“Shiification” process engineered by Iran.

Q: Wasn’t the “Four-Town-Agreement” the fruit of spe-
cial circumstances and of some external powers’ leverage
on political groups in Syria?

A: Certainly! This agreement is less important in itself than
its implications for the prospects of the conflict’s resolution
and the way Syrians will govern themselves.

Q: Under whose control are currently Foua and Ke-
fraya?

A: They are still besieged, and the deal wasn’t fully imple-
mented, whereas the part relative to Madaya-Zabadani was.
It was 1-0 for the regime.

Q: How many citizens were affected by the swap? A.
6000 citizens in the four towns.

Q: Are we witnessing Iranian vs Arab nationalism?
A: Iran is promoting Pan-Islamism rather than Iranian na-

tionalism.
Q: Despite the war not being over, there are winners

and losers: Is someone from the winners’ side interested
in the refugees’ return to Syria?

A: Even if some warring parties prevail, there are no win-
ners in this war. As for the refugees, most of them fled away
from the government and have already established themselves
abroad. Should Assad regime remain in power, neither will it
want the refugees back, nor will they want to return. This con-
flict is not only affecting Syrian demography but also that of
the host countries.

During the second session entitled “A New Syrian Real-
ity? The Scope and Impact of Ethnic-Sectarian Reshuf-
fle,” the first panelist discussed the relevance of demographic
shifts for a sustainable solution by defining demographic
shifts, pointing out the source of most of these shifts, and set-
ting some scenarios for how the war might end. He stated ;
“Demographic shifting is the deliberate change of identity of
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a population in a geographic area. The Islamic State is the
most prominent example of demographic shifts. But other
than that and in addition to some attempts from al-Nusra, to
date demographic shifts in Syria were due to the war itself ;
they were not identity-based.” Will the demographic shifts be
entrenched in a political solution? The panelist answered by
outlining three possible post-war political settlements and
foreseeing how each one might affect the pattern of demo-
graphic shifts :

1. The Geneva process succeeds in producing a settlement
along the lines of UNSC resolution 2254 – Syrians will flow
back to Syria, and the main concern will be post-war conflicts
rather than demographic shifts.

2. The Geneva process is by-passed giving way to a joint
international and local settlement ending the war – Demo-
graphic engineering will depend on international bargain and
Turkey’s offensive progress and outcome in Northern Syria.

3. The Geneva process fails – There is no clear political set-
tlement. The Government and its allies will progressively im-
pose military dominance and impose their own legal and
military objectives. Some Syrians will come back and accept
this reality, whereas others will stay abroad. Nevertheless,
there won’t be a massive population change.

The panelist concluded by stressing on the necessity ; “To
posit plausible scenarios for how the conflict might play out
through this year and then connect reliable evidence relating
to demographic shifts to each of the above-mentioned scenar-
ios. Producing a demographic shift of significance would re-
quire a massive relocation of population and/or religious
orientation, and till now there is no evidence of a deliberately
engineered population change policy.”

The second panelist analyzed locations’ impact on Syria’s
economic structure and its effect on demographic shifts by ad-
dressing the situation in the North East, coastal areas, and
Damascus ; “The North East comprises 85% of Syria’s oil
fields, 70% of its wheat fields, and its water from the Eu-
phrates. Controlled by SDF, it is a diverse territory inhabited
by Kurds and Arabs, and some of its destroyed areas such as
Raqqa and Deir al Zour were mainly populated by Arabs. If
the United States is serious in its ambition to capitalize on eco-
nomic resources in the North East, a significant part of its con-
tribution will be allocated to Arab- inhabited-regions ; likewise,
a clear fact is that Saudi Arabia will contribute in the North
East, and its contributions will go to Arabs not Kurds, which
could be a potential source of tension between both ethnicities.

A NEW DEMOGRAPHIC REALITY
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As for Christians, they have almost entirely disappeared from
the North East ; for instance, there is only one Christian in
Deir al Zour. There has been a change in coastal areas’ sectar-
ian composition where Sunnis have increased in proportion,”
the panelist added. About Damascus, the panelist said ; “Al-
though it is diverse, Sunnis (mainly the poor) feel targeted and
persecuted. For instance, there is a decree that allows the Gov-
ernment to destroy two illegal areas where inhabitants are
mainly Sunnis, whereas other illegal areas inhabited by Alaw-
ites, Christians, and Druze have not been targeted. Some say
the reason for the following is Sunnis opposing the regime, but
Sunnis perceived themselves as targeted.”

The last panelist exposed a further polarization’s effect on
the Syrian society, reconciliation, and national identity by re-
vealing the reality of ethno-sectarian tensions ; “The post-war
solution should tackle the political dimension, and not merely
the ethno-sectarian one, since the latter is the war’s outcome.
Furthermore, this result has been exaggerated by enemies of
the revolution with the intention of banalizing it and whatever
solution that might emerge out of it. There is coherence be-
tween the different ethno-sectarian groups since they were all
persecuted and forced into clientelism, and this diversity was
viciously manipulated by the regime.” The panelist added ;
“The current ethno-sectarian division is a normal consequence
of the war, and is spread horizontally not vertically/deeply,
thus not affecting society’s moral value of coexistence. But the
more the conflict and poverty last, the deeper the division will
be ; and the international community should not constitution-
alize this violence into a political agreement.” The panelist
concluded ; “Today, 70% of the Syrian population lives under
poverty, and more poverty will push Syrians into fanaticism
and will lead to a structural change in the Syrian reality.”
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AGENDA

WELCOMING ADDRESS by
“Maison du Futur” and the
“Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung”

FIRST SESSION |
PRESENTING THE POLICY
PAPER THE CHALLENGE
OF THE YOUTH IN
LEBANON : FROM CRISIS TO
OPPORTUNITY 
Moderator : Nadim Koteich,
Journalist and Political Activist.
– Jean-Pierre Katrib,
Member of the Foundation for
Human and Humanitarian
Rights and Managing Director
at Quantum Communications.
– Makram Rabah, Lecturer at
the American University of
Beirut, Political activist.

SECOND SESSION |
DEBATING THE POLICY
PAPER
Moderator : Nadim Koteich,
Journalist and Political Activist.
– Rasha al-Atrash, Managing
editor of “al-Modon” online.
– Ayman Mhanna, Executive
Director of the Samir Kassir
Foundation.
– Rabih al-Haber, CEO at
Statistics Lebanon, exposing the
results of a recent survey pertain-
ing to “Youth and Elections”,
conducted on first-time voters.

DISCUSSION

CONCEPT NOTE

As Lebanon prepares for a much-delayed par-
liamentary elections this spring, much emphasis
and attention will be given to the role of nine
young generations of voters who despite attaining
the eligible voting age of twenty-one have yet to
vote for Parliament. 

Naturally, youths are a vital catalyst of change
and socio-economic development, as any investment
in them is an investment in the future of the coun-
try. However, the youth have been either unable or
reluctant to defy the current political establishment. 

In part, Lebanon’s sociological configuration –
until further notice, ultimate loyalty remains sub-
national, i.e. communal, and ultimate identity re-
mains religious. This seems to have relegated the
youth to subjects as opposed to citizens. Their basic
rights are accessed through the mediation of a com-
munal powerbroker rather than their citizenship.

The byproducts of such a reality are plentiful
and have contributed to a general feeling of civil
apathy among the younger generations who grap-
ple between lack of economic and political oppor-
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tunities, political alienation, unemployment at a staggering
36% among youth – double the global youth unemployment
rate to name a few. 

The following paper will explore the following questions and
try to come up with recommendations for all relevant parties
and stakeholders.

– Where does the Lebanese youth figure in Lebanon’s polit-
ical life?

– How does the current generation, generation Z, differ
(thinking, practice and outlooks) from generations X and the
millennials?

– Are the youth passive recipients of an ill-performing con-
fessional political system; or are they true believers in a modern
civic state?

– Is there any optimistic future for the Lebanese youth?
– Are the elite among them, a class or a community of its own

that has trespassed communal boundaries? Do the Lebanese
youth share any affinity with their counterparts in the MENA
region? (We will use empirical data on this matter).

– Can one speak of a youth’s vision for the country, and is
the youth’s involvement in Lebanon’s civil society a catapult to-
ward change?

HORIZONS 2018
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T IS ALMOST nine years since the last elections were
held, on the 6th of May, 2018, Lebanese citizens will

be heading to the polls to vote for a new parliament. The last
time parliamentary elections were held in Lebanon was in
June 2009, and since then, much of the socio-political and
economic landscape of Lebanon and the region have changed.
Along with the 2011 Arab Spring, the civil war in Syria, the
rising sectarian tensions in the region and the emerging
of violent extremist groups, the Lebanese political establish-
ment has failed to usher in any semblance of good governance,
and the ‘March 14’ and ‘March 8’ divide which evoked so
much passion in the mid-to-late 2000s, has become somewhat
extinguished, leading to the emergence of several non-sectar-
ian and non-traditional political movements. In addition,
the upcoming elections will be governed by the new electoral
law of proportional representation, which supposedly aims to
improve the representation of the country’s different commu-
nities and to create opportunities for newcomers to enter
the parliament.

It is within this context that emerges the importance of
shedding light on the participation of young people in political
life in general and in elections in particular, as voters and can-
didates. Needless to say that the young people are considered
the human capital of the nation and that investing in them is
investing in its future, as they are also a prerequisite for reach-
ing sustainable development goals. Acknowledging that the
Arab and Lebanese youth have played a pivotal role during
the past decade is not an overstatement ; whether in Lebanon
or other Arab countries affected by the Arab Spring, we are
seeing an outpouring of young activists enjoying both the im-
petus and the vision to lead the cause for change. In Lebanon
the youth-led civil activism ushered the way to protests
against the government’s inability to address a range of prob-
lems that start with electricity shortage and do not end with
waste management and environmental pollution.

In cooperation with the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Mai-
son du Futur (MdF) held a workshop entitled “Challenges
of the Youth in Lebanon: From Crisis to Opportunity”,
during which a political paper with the same title was pre-
sented by Jean-Pierre Katrib and Makram Rabah, followed
by comments delivered by journalist Rasha al-Atrash and
Ayman Mhanna Director General of the Samir Kassir foun-
dation. The workshop also showcased a presentation by
Rabih al-Haber of a survey outcomes conducted by Statistics
Lebanon on first-time voters. The workshop was attended by
a group of university students in the presence of President

THE CHALLENGES OF THE YOUTH IN LEBANON
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Amine Gemayel and the Resident Representative of the Kon-
rad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Beirut, Mr. Malte Gaier. The work-
shop was moderated by journalist Nadim Koteich.

In his inaugural address, President Amine Gemayel wel-
comed the attendees coming from the wide array of the coun-
try’s universities, and emphasized the importance of “political
participation in general, being the proviso for democracy and
a vibrant expression of the principles of popular sovereignty
and citizenship”. He stated that youth political participation
is now a hot topic owing to its association with a larger
scheme, “that of reaching global modernity and building
democracy”. “It is the real gateway to mobilize the resources
of new generations and regenerate the nation’s political and
social system,” he added. Although young Lebanese are
“politicized” and used as an effective tool for political mobi-
lization, their impact on the decision-making process is lack-
ing. President Gemayel attributed this to Lebanon’s
sociological configuration and its political system, “both based
on sectarianism and strengthening sub-affiliations at the ex-
pense of the more inclusive nationalism”. He stressed the im-
portance of removing the blurred line between political
activism and civil activism, the latter’s core mission being to
act as a watchdog, holding institutions to account and pro-
mote transparency and accountability. He also called on the
Z generation to capitalize on the cross-sectarian elite that has
emerged from within its own womb and transcended sects and
religious groups. President Gemayel concluded by saying that
this workshop aims to answer a number of questions about
the youth’s vision of the civil state and the state of right, and
how to achieve them and achieve the change they seek by se-
curing their participation in the political arena.

In his speech, Mr. Malte
Gaier stressed the importance
of the cooperation between
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung and
MdF, which is a platform for
dialogue that has succeeded in
attracting all parties and seg-
ments of the Lebanese society.
He said that after more than
eight years on the mandate of
the current parliament, the
forthcoming general elections
will witness the participation of
first-time voters. Gaier empha-
sized the impact those can

Amine
Gemayel

Malte Gaier
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have on the elections’ outcome in terms of their political affil-
iations, as they constitute 20% of the electorate. He pointed
out the difficult conditions experienced by young Lebanese,
whereas unemployment rate among them has reached a high
36%, amid the absence of any policy to create new employ-
ment opportunities that could ease their longing for stability.
He added that so far, the participation of young people in pol-
itics was channeled through social media, “and this is a phe-
nomenon we will shed light on”, asserting the need for youth
to leverage their ability to provide alternatives that challenge
the status quo. 

Gaier emphasized that political participation is a long path,
stressing on the importance of mainstreaming youth in polit-
ical parties which could foster youth engagement and pave
the way for their involvement in politics and give them access
to influence. He asserted that youth could have an impact on
political parties when they push leaders to see things through
the eyes of young people. Finally, he spoke about the role
played by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung with its governmen-
tal and nongovernmental local partners in providing young
people with leadership skills.

Presenting the paper, Rabah said it
may at first appear hostile to young peo-
ple and negative, but its main purpose
was to discern whether young people are
playing an active and positive role in the
political arena or not. He explained that
the paper is not based on field studies but
“rather on some observations and previ-
ous studies, and we were unable to find
figures confirming or denying our finds. I
was a student activist at the Lebanese
University and the American University
of Beirut where I served as president of
the Student Council for two terms during a delicate time of
Lebanon’s history, that is the aftermath of Prime Minister
Rafik Hariri assassination,” he stated. He considered that the
problem of young people in general lies in their refusal to learn
from others’ experience, considering that their experience is
distinct and special, and we often see them using the same out-
moded and unsuitable means of confrontation. He added that
Lebanese youth have a presence in the political sphere mainly
in the ranks of traditional political parties, yet their role re-
mains negative. He noted ; “All the western young people we
have met for experience exchange, are now in leadership posi-
tions in their countries, whether in the state or in their parties.”

THE CHALLENGES OF THE YOUTH IN LEBANON
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He emphasized; “That planting in barren land is not possible,”
adding that "the Lebanese political environment cannot pro-
duce any new elite, because of the prevailing culture based on
glorifying power.” He believes that the change in Lebanon does
not begin with elections and does not end with them, as elec-
tions alone are not a guarantee of change ; we cannot reduce
democracy to voting, and elections do not automatically foster
democracy ; elections are merely a step in the process of
change. He added that the generation Z should turn its vision
into demands, criticizing attempts by civil society to play the
role of political parties in terms of engaging youth, stressing
on the one hand that no one can abolish the political parties,
and on the other that civil society is dealing with young people
as the parties deal with them, like subjects and not citizens.

He referred to the results of the study conducted by Charles
Harb at the American University of Beirut entitled “Describ-
ing the Lebanese Youth: A National and Psycho-Social Sur-
vey” (2009). According to Harb, Lebanese youth are a mirror
of their society, sectarian and conservative. He added ;
“Broadly speaking, while an increasing number of people say
that Lebanon’s sectarian system is no longer viable, the elec-
tions’ results, opinion researches and popular rhetoric show
that sectarianism is as vibrant as ever.” He said that the paper
is an invitation to dialogue and discussion and to give some
recommendations to escape this dead-end, in the hope that
we bet on the Lebanese society as a whole and not just young
people to achieve change. “I think this change is not expected
to occur in the near future, not only because of the lack of
youth political participation, but because of the Lebanese so-
cial configuration,” he concluded.

In his intervention, Katrib
commented on the rise of civil
activism witnessed in Lebanon
starting 2015, noting that “what
brought together all the parties
was the disaster and not the vi-
sion.” The paper’s recommenda-
tions provide ideas to be
discussed, all of which con-
tribute to the promotion of
human rights as a cornerstone
of any attempt to strengthen the
capabilities of Lebanese youth. 

He outlined the recommenda-
tions of the paper as follows:

Jean-Pierre
Katrib
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Human Rights Culture as a Cornerstone
Investing in a human rights culture should be a prerequi-

site ; one that is premised on deeds rather than rhetoric. Cur-
rent and upcoming political generations ought to treat “the
other” based on his or her essence, which is our shared common
humanity and not the accident of national origin, sex, race or
political affiliation. Additionally, they should treat human
rights from a universal, as opposed to a relativist, point of
view. Adopting a selective approach in response to violations
of rights and freedoms is a shortsighted reaction even if it
serves a political agenda or undermines an opponent. What
“works in favor of” today might “work against” tomorrow. It
is a strategic imperative then to uphold a principled and uni-
versal posture on human rights issues.

Issue-Based Politics, not Persona-Based Politics
Endorsing a political program based on issues and not per-

sonas requires a differentiation between methodology and ideol-
ogy. The former is a trait of participatory political systems and
is governed by ideas servicing the public interest. The latter,
ideology, is typically a by-product of oppressive regimes and
is based on ulterior motives driven by self-continuity and/or
personal settling of score. Youth activists from their various
positions should strive to instill a culture that enables issue-
based politics above all. Issues benefit the collective, and are
methodically engineered and evidence-based. Persona-based
politics on the other hand primarily favors the revered per-
sonality and plays into ideological tenets.

Independent Political Activism or Civil Society,
not Both

Because of the current situation and their deception, young
activists are putting the entire establishment in one basket,
considering political practice a disgrace. Therefore, a majority
of young activists today label themselves as “civil society”
hoping to evade the stigma that has become synonymous with
the terms “politics” and/or “politician”. In reality, they are
more “independent political activists” than “civil society”, un-
less they choose to revoke political practice per se and remain
active under grassroots and non-governmental organizations.
But they cannot be both civil society and independent polit-
ical activists as this will automatically invoke a conflict of in-
terest and a contradiction in terms. Members of civil society
organizations (CSOs) are watchdogs, and their role is to
mainly monitor, question and hold accountable officials and
executives in the public and private sectors. They cannot be

THE CHALLENGES OF THE YOUTH IN LEBANON
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public officials and watchdogs at once, as they simply cannot
govern or legislate while at the same time monitoring them-
selves. Young activists should chart an independent path
under each of these streams. 

Political Practice from Within and Without
Engaging in political practice does not occur exclusively

from inside the sphere of government nor from the outside
alone. In maximizing impact and influence, young political
leaders, particularly the independents among them, should
pursue a long-term strategy of engaging incumbent officials
from within the executive and legislative branches. This en-
tails opening formal channels that enable them to properly
inform and lobby as it relates to their causes. Their opposition
needs to be issue-based, responsible and mature. Naming and
shaming from the outside alone, while essential, is not
enough. On the other hand, young activists folded under
mainstream political parties should work from within their
party structures to renew political discourse and modernize
decision-making mechanisms. 

Political Practice as a Continuous Course of Action
If the “Beirut Madinati” experience during the municipal

elections of spring 2016 offers any lesson, it is that independ-
ent political activists should have the will and stamina to stay
in it for the long haul. Political practice is not a prestige vehicle
nor is it a seasonal undertaking. It requires steady determina-
tion and patience as essential virtues. Surfacing on electoral
milestones, such as municipal elections, while submerging
shortly after elections does not send the right message of cred-
ibility to a yearning constituency. Losing a municipal election
does not mean losing a political battle. Elections as such are a
means to an end and not the end itself.

One Message, Various Messengers
While Lebanon’s youth activists share the same set of con-

cerns and agree on the pressure points they are facing, they
diverge on how to best tackle them. The civil activism of sum-
mer 2015, triggered by the government’s mismanagement of
trash collection, is a case in point ; it failed because of basic
operational truths wrong in terms of falling comply with a sin-
gle message as it began to demand improved waste manage-
ment and ended with the demand to bring down the regime.
They should have benefited from the momentum in the street
and the cross-communal mobilization and stuck to the issue
of trash as the main rallying cry, and achieved a quick-win be-
fore capitalizing on this achievement to further other pressing
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issues. With this lack of a unifying message under which var-
ious voices can coalesce, Lebanon’s independent political ac-
tivists have yet to prove that they are a real alternative to the
country’s longstanding political elites and parties. 

A Coalition of the Willing 
Young political activists, independent or not, adhering to

CSOs or political parties, are not alone in their work for the
betterment of society. Early on, they should pursue coalition-
building with like-minded counterparts on the local, regional
and international levels alike. It is not enough to join forces
over an idea. That idea needs to be developed into a program
embodying a clearly detailed framework of action defining the
roles and responsibilities of each.

Commenting on the paper presentation, Koteich stressed
the importance of broadcasting a single message, citing the
success of the popular movement that followed the assassina-
tion of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and led
to the emergence of the March 14 movement. This popular
movement had one demand – the withdrawal of the Syrian
army from Lebanon. Another example was Britain’s VOTE
LEAVE campaign ahead of the UK Brexit poll. However, he
pointed to a loophole in this strategy which is the lack of sus-
tainability as the activism is focused and linked to one de-
mand. On the other hand, he said that the Lebanese young
people play a positive role within their political parties, citing
the municipal elections of 2016, when the majority of the
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youth-base of the Future Movement voted for Beirut Madi-
nati’s list, prompting the party to review its policies. 

Before giving the stage to the commentators, he wondered
about the real meaning of youth. Does it refer only to the age
or to a state of mind that reflects a continued vitality and abil-
ity to sort out new ideas regardless of the person’s age? 

Journalist Rasha al-Atrash praised the realism of the
paper in terms of its well-balanced assessment of the Lebanese
youth, acknowledging at the same time all the challenges they
are facing and considering that any role they could play re-
mains hindered by obstacles for the current political situation
still presents. In addition, the paper also highlighted several
drawbacks such as widespread sectarianism among youth and
their tendency to make capital out of the prevailing quota sys-
tem. She added that the outcomes of Harb’s study cited in
the paper show that Lebanese youth are traditional, conser-
vative and sectarian, more than our generation, i.e. the X gen-
eration. “Despite being portrayed as the generation that has
most benefited from the global stability and job opportuni-
ties, along with being described as the generation that refused
to grow up, we have witnessed the civil rights movement to
enforce human rights, women rights and raise gender equality.
We are the generation Z parents, but we are more independ-
ent and less sectarian than they are, more nationalistic and
less dependent on sub-affiliations. How can we expect this
generation to channel social and political change while being
conservative and traditional ; could it be at the same time the
solution and the problem?” She asked.

She furthered ; “As for the paper’s recommendation
suggesting for youth to adopt an in-state and out-state strat-
egy while pushing for their demands, I would like to point
out that young activists who fought under different banners,
including civil marriage, marital rape, domestic violence,
etc.… tried to network with parliamentary blocs and their at-
tempts have failed. The parliament and the government are
the product   of the prevailing system, mirroring the political
establishment and we know that when the source is damaged
the product cannot be but detrimental, not to mention ex-
ploiting and   distorting social problems, as it was done with
the issue of the Nationality Law which denies Lebanese
women the right to pass on their nationality to their chil-
dren.” She concluded by saying, despite that Beirut Madinati
has lost the municipal elections, hopes remain high as it suc-
ceeded to get its candidate to office in Beirut Order of Engi-
neers polls. Beirut Madinati continues its role within the

Rasha
al-Atrash
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public sphere as an alternative platform and political voice of
the protest movements.

Ayman Mhanna took the
stage and said ; “I do not envy
Rabah and Katrib for trying to
shorten the challenges of the
young people within a limited
number of pages, admiring their
ability to clearly identify the
problems they face – weak polit-
ical participation, the upper
hand of sub-affiliations espe-
cially the sectarian one, and un-
sustainable activity within the
public sphere”. He added ; “I
agree with them on the need to
draw a line between civil society
and political practice. The de-
mand for policies comes from civil society, yet the presentation
of policies is the mission of political parties. When demands
outweigh offers, the price of democracy will rise.”

He added that the study identified unemployment and ex-
tremism as the biggest challenges facing Arab youth in general.
“This is true, especially in Lebanon, where the economic sys-
tem is unproductive and unable to absorb the new labor force
by creating jobs.” He explained that the economy in Lebanon
is based on “exporting our human resources abroad and im-
porting their earnings back,” highlighting that in order to
break this cycle, “We should encourage entrepreneurial spirit
and self-employment as an alternative to full-time employ-
ment, in addition to embracing the digital economy which has
lowered start-up costs.” As for extremism, he said that the
biggest problem is that the widespread extremism we are wit-
nessing nowadays is not only a religious extremism but also
an intellectual extremism. He concluded by stressing on the
need to reform the education sector and shift the learning
process from merely conveying information and data to be
memorized to building and enhancing critical thinking, in
order to build up a high-quality human capital characterized
by problem-solving, inquiry based, creative and cognitive
skills. “Here lies any serious endeavor to foster societal
change,” he remarked. He pointed out that the patriarchal sys-
tem in Lebanon is prevalent at home, at school, in municipal-
ities, in the parliament and in the government, and the
process of change is a comprehensive project that starts from
the bottom, i.e. with education.

THE CHALLENGES OF THE YOUTH IN LEBANON
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President Gemayel intervened ; “Allow me to address a
message to the youth here present, a message that stems from
a personal and realistic experience ; as youth and students, you
have a big role to play within the public sphere, one that you
should not underestimate. I joined the Kataëb Party when I
was 17 years old. I had the chance to participate in a pioneer-
ing experience when the party’s Students Department suc-
ceeded in launching a revolution from within the party and
broke the collar of traditionalism. Here lies the secret of the
party’s survival so far. This revolution, which we have started
as students, has developed into a mind-set within the party,
constantly geared by an innovative spirit. What the Students
Department did in the 1960s subjected the Kataëb Party to
undergo a permanent self-review. Students are agents of
change if they perceive themselves as such, and as youth, you
are able to conduct change within your communities if you
have faith, ambition and conviction. You should not underes-
timate yourselves.”

Taking the stage, Rabih al-
Haber said that the survey was
conducted during the last two
weeks (between March 15th,
2018 and April 2nd, 2018) on a
sample of 1,200 young men
and women (50/50) aged be-
tween 21-29 years old, whom
are first-time voters. He added
that the survey was conducted
in all Lebanese governorates
and covered all socio-economic
groups; the survey margin of
error is minus plus 2.83% ; the
targeted sample was balanced

in terms of gender, age groups, professions, incomes, regions
and communities. Its results showed the following:

– Only 9% of the sample are affiliated to a political party.
– The party leader-cult phenomenon ranked first in choos-

ing their preferred party (28%), while the choice of only 25%
is dictated by the party’s ideas and principles.

– 76% of the sample said they will participate in the forth-
coming general elections and 16% said they will not partici-
pate, while 8% are still not sure. 33% of those who said they
will not participate in the elections attributed their position
to a conviction that it will not lead to any change in the cur-
rent situation as officials are corrupt. Among those who said

Rabih al-Haber
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they would participate, the Shiites ranked first with 88%, fol-
lowed by Druzes 74%, then Sunnis 73% and Christians 69%.

– Asked why you want to participate in the elections, 35%
of the sample said because voting is a right, while only 7%
cited the desire to yielding change.

– Asked whether they thought the upcoming parliament
would represent the voters better, 56% of the sample said yes
and 29% said no, while 16% answered they don’t know.
Among those who said yes, the results are as follows: Shiites:
74%, Christians 57%, Druzes 42% and Sunnis 40%.

– Candidates’ achievements ranked first in determining
their electoral choice (34%), candidates’ political affiliations
ranked second (18%), services provided to their region ranked
third (17%), while candidates’ electoral programs garnered a
mere 13%. Only 4% of the sample cited supporting young
candidates.

– 83% of the sample have already chosen the list they will
be voting for, 66% of them will elect their preferred party’s
list, and surprisingly, only 6% will vote for civil society’s lists.

– 88% of the sample said they would vote for their pre-
ferred party whatever its electoral alliances were ; just 4% will
switch their vote in that eventuality.

– Asked whether they were willing to cast their preference
vote for a candidate from another sect, 55% expressed their
willingness, while 45% said they will not.

– Asked how you influence politics as a citizen, 58% said
by elections, while 24% considered that they don’t affect pol-
itics, and if they aspire to participate in public affairs, 89%
said they don’t.

– 47% of the sample expected the political situation to re-
main stagnant after the elections, while 44% expected that
the balance of power and makeup of the representation of the
main parties will likely be different.

– 45% of the sample considered that the economic situa-
tion is the top problem in the country, 27% opted for corrup-
tion, while 90% considered that unemployment is the first
problem facing young people, and only 2% mentioned polit-
ical division.

– Asked whether they considered themselves religious, 59%
said they were somewhat religious, 27% not religious but be-
lievers and 14% very religious.

– Overall, 62% of young people expressed optimism in their
future, while only 32% expressed their pessimism, and 6% did
not answer.

THE CHALLENGES OF THE YOUTH IN LEBANON
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The results of the survey were consistent with the paper’s
observations in terms of the predominance of sub-affiliations
among youth, especially sectarian ones, over the national af-
filiation. Sects and their affiliated political parties play a prime
role in shaping youth political identity and are viewed as the
intermediary between citizens and the state at all levels of pub-
lic and private life and a must-use channel to obtain basic
rights and services. The survey also showed that youth are tra-
ditional and lacked interest in public affairs. Their stances dis-
played a kind of affinity with their communities’ stances.
Despite the high rate of those who among them have cited the
political elite’s incompetence as the main reason behind their
reluctance to participate in the elections and those who have
considered corruption as the major problem the nation is fac-
ing, they did not show disenchantment with the well-estab-
lished sectarian political system, but rather a kind of
acquiescence, resignation and apathy. The general elections
seemed for them nothing but a 4-year assessment of the size
of sectarian communities and the balance of power among
them, instead of a constructive competition of political pro-
grams. 13% only of the sample cited candidates’ electoral pro-
gram as their electoral drive choice, which is considered
detrimental for elections based on proportional representation.
Although 47% of the respondents expected the political situa-
tion to remain the same after the elections, 62% expressed con-
tentment and optimism in the future; this is a worrying stance,
especially since it comes from young people whom one expects
to foster change and ensure elite circulation.

The workshop ended with a Q and A session:
Q: The American Uni-

versity of Beirut: I believe
that working within the
framework of political parties
is more efficient than work-
ing from outside this frame-
work because they provide a
platform that could translate
our interests into a policy
agenda, influence decision
making process and lead to
change. You talked about the
need to broadcast a unified
message, to what extent can
we encompass all the de-

mands in one message? Don’t you see how much it will be
difficult to unify the demands, especially those of young peo-
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ple? On another vein, I believe that the paper missed a very
important factor – the lack of political awareness and culture
among youth; this lack was evidenced by the survey results.

A: Rabah: I would like to clarify a basic point. We did not
speak about a unified message, meaning unifying the demands
of young people, but rather of one message, in the sense that
any action should only focus on one issue to achieve gains in
order to avoid being distracted by raising many issues at the
same time. As for the importance of political parties, I com-
pletely agree with you as they are prime actors in the political
arena ; they fulfill a vital intermediate role between citizens
and the state, they nominate candidates to office, mobilize
voters, serve as critical watchdogs for the public and provide
citizens with a sense of participation and inclusion in the po-
litical sphere. Political parties are necessary, and their cadres
work on a daily basis and participate in all the elections taking
place in the country. As we want to enter the political arena,
political parties remain the best course to take.

Q: The Holy Spirit University of Kaslik: Don’t you
think that the elections lack the spirit of youth, especially
since Lebanon’s young men and women lack this spirit and
follow traditions?

A: Mhanna: I agree with you. The biggest absentee in the
political discourse nowadays is the dream that embodies my
vision of the country I aspire for ; such a vision is the strongest
electoral link between the candidate and the voter. I will elect
whoever upholds a dream, and unfortunately, nowadays
dreamers do not exist. 

Q: The Lebanese American University: Inspired by the
title of the workshop, I would say that the biggest challenge
facing youth today is the electoral law itself, and the political
participation of youth is not better than the political partici-
pation of women. 97% of the youth do not trust the current
parliament, and there is a lack of affinity between them and
the deputies knowing that the average age of members of the
parliament is 64 years. We count on the next parliament to
lead the process of change while among the candidates there
are 12 of them aged between 80 and 90 years; will they be
able to foster change? I agree with President Gemayel on the
importance of students’ activism within political parties. In
2015 when all elections in the country were put off, the Stu-
dents Department in the Kataëb party held successful elec-
tions. No matter how hard they tried to crack down on youth,
the “pulse” would remain vibrant.

THE CHALLENGES OF THE YOUTH IN LEBANON
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Q: The Lebanese American University: The current po-
litical system is a sectarian quota system and prevents the par-
ticipation of political parties. I believe that the quota system
and the prevailing nepotism are the country’s main problem,
and the new electoral law will produce the same political elite,
especially with the grotesque constituencies’ division. A fun-
damental overhaul of the Lebanese system is the only way out
of this deadlock. As for Hezbollah, its deserved hegemony was
boosted by its achievements and gains.

A: Rabah: I agree with those who said that it is impossible
to hold proportional and sectarian elections at the same time.
In the forthcoming elections, we will be in reality voting ac-
cording to the so-called Orthodox law, while hindering voters’
freedom by denying them the right to cross-choose candidates
among several lists and limiting their choice to one of the
competing lists. I would like to note that martyrs and fighters
are only fuel for the wars, and unfortunately most of them
have not yet reached the legal voting age.

A: Koteich: Any Lebanese party is entitled to have claims,
yet it should be honest to speak its mind out loud so all other
parties know where they do stand. What Hezbollah wants is
a one constituency with a veto power, gaining thus the upper
hand over other stakeholders. I can understand Hezbollah’s
goal in ushering a fundamental overhaul of the Lebanese sys-
tem ; what I cannot understand is Hezbollah’s strive to keep
this agenda hidden. It should be clear that any project to abol-
ish sectarianism based on demographic supremacy is sectarian.
The regime in Lebanon is said to be consensual, but this is
not true because any debate ends with Hezbollah’s imposition
of its own agenda.

Q: Sam Menassa, MdF Executive Director: I wish the
debate can be conducted in a less traditional and cliché frame-
work. I would like therefore to address a question to our
young audience. Who among you is disposed and willing to
counter any role for religion and sects in public life?

Q: al-Jinan University: I’m a first-time voter, and I truly
believe that delivering services to citizens is at the heart of
what most government agencies do, as receiving services is at
the core of citizens’ rights. Provision of services should not be
clientelistic. My question is on what basis should youth cast
their votes in order to bring about change? By virtue of retal-
iation, we tend to disregard traditional parties’ candidates and
turn instead to newcomers such as civil society’s candidates
or the Sabaa Party’s candidates. How can we be sure of their
ability to bring change? As my colleague mentioned, the big
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setback remains the youth’s lack of political awareness. Rather
than acting we merely react, while unable to discern good can-
didates from bad ones and who among them is best fit to lead
the long-delayed change.

Q: The Lebanese University: My question is addressed
to Mr. Menassa. How could we counter religion and sects’
role in public life with an electoral law that enhances sectari-
anism? How could I dream of a secular country while the es-
tablished political system is sectarian and the mechanism
recently endorsed to ensure power devolution is rigged to
boost sectarianism? 

Q: Hassan Sino, candidate with “Kuluna Beirut” –
Beirut, first constituency: I think that the pluralism mir-
rored in today’s audience does not reflect the country. The
state has an interest in keeping the status quo. You talked
about political practice being a sustainable path that requires
patience and assiduity, two virtues that youth lack. How can
we establish a culture of patience among young people? 

A: Rabah: The political system in Lebanon is sectarian,
and it is in the interest of the political elite to preserve it
because it ensures their survival. Yet, I don’t believe that the
problem lies only in politicians as the whole society is en-
gulfed in sectarianism. Politicians are no strangers to this so-
ciety ; it shaped them. In the study we have mentioned that
Lebanon’s sociological configuration enhances sub-affiliations
and that the ultimate identity remains sectarian. We are stuck
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in a vicious circle – which came first the chicken or the egg!
How do we change, from top to bottom or from bottom to
top? I think we have to tackle the issue both ways, and I agree
here with what Mr. Muhanna said about the importance of
reforming the education sector. 

A: Katrib: We learn patience when we first learn how to
work as a team and how to be citizens and not subjects. We
learn patience when we learn the importance of planning and
developing long-term public policies ; hence the importance
of networks that involve collaboration among governmental
and nongovernmental officials, while keeping up with political
activism. The young people play an important role in pushing
for the modernization of political parties. Working in the po-
litical arena is an engagement, a continuous path where elec-
tions are just a means and not an end. 

Q: Mona Rahme, Director of the Social Institute at
the Lebanese University: At the Social Institute, we are
more in touch with people’s problems. I am aware that citi-
zens bear responsibility for the deadlock we are facing, yet
how can we ask a person to be ethical, patient or wait for re-
form programs and public policies, when dealing with a hos-
pital refusal to admit his dying son? Our gridlock-mired
political system and the impotence of our politicians are re-
sponsible for the detrimental situation we are in.

Q: Mohamed Fattal: My question is addressed to Presi-
dent Gemayel. Will a law to lower the voting age be approved?

A: President Gemayel : I emphasize what I previously
said; if we remain dependent on others, we will not achieve
any progress. Young people must assume responsibility in
their respective fields and despite their different backgrounds.
I do hope they will be able to develop a code of honor and

reach a common scale of
values that create a
shared understanding of
what democracy, citizen-
ship or politics are. They
should struggle together
in order to modernize
their political parties.
As for the voting age,
what we need in Lebanon
is a comprehensive
legislative reform that
goes beyond voting age,
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but unfortunately, incumbent officials have a vested interest
in maintaining the status quo.

Q: The Lebanese University : Notwithstanding that turn-
ing 18 years old is a stepping-stone toward adulthood and
legal responsibility, is it logical to continue denying 18-years-
old the voting right? I believe that at 18 and before enrolling
in universities, young people are less subjected to the influence
of political parties and therefore more independent.

A: Katrib: Reducing the voting age is undoubtedly an addi-
tional step towards reform ; however, it is not a step that would
de-facto lead to change. The problem lies in believing that
change is always done from outside the political establishment
and this perception is wrong. There is a gap between the state
and the citizens, yet considering anti-establishment movements
or practices as being the sole vehicle of change is naïve. We
ought to stop glorifying anti-establishment tools while demo-
nizing any attempt of working from within the establishment. 

Q: Saint Joseph University: The survey was conducted
on a sample of 1,200 young men and women. Is this sample
representative? 

A: al-Haber: A sample of 1,200 in a country with a pop-
ulation of less than four million people is in the science of sta-
tistics beyond doubt. The results of the survey conclusively
show how this age group of society thinks.

Q: The Lebanese American University: I think that if
anyone is to choose between his political party and his con-
science, he should choose his conscience, and human rights
are our conscience. Sectarianism is a curse on Lebanon, yet
sectarian pluralism is a blessing. We need officials capable of
solving our problems, and whatever our sectarian affiliation
is, we face the same problems. My question is how can we
eradicate the top to bottom rule? 

A: Katrib: The sanctity of a human being lies in his mind
and conscience ; it allows him to discern between what is wrong
and what is right. The political track is long, and we may make
mistakes, but we must recognize them and learn from them.
In dealing with our leaders, especially in terms of reaching pre-
set goals and implementing agendas, accountability is primor-
dial. We should be able to hold them accountable for poor
performance, ill practices, or failure to fulfill their duties.

Q: The American University of Beirut: We rely on
youth to lead a change while they lack political awareness and
culture. Saying that some of them are unable to name the
President of the Republic or the Prime Minister is not an over-
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statement. I cannot emphasize enough the need to spread po-
litical awareness and political culture as a cornerstone for a
proper engagement of youth in politics. 

A: al-Atrash: I think what is keeping the Lebanese young
people from pursuing a political path or showing interest in
public affairs is the common belief that the political arena is
polluted and that the political practice is a disgrace. I acknowl-
edge that political awareness is missing, and here comes the
role of political parties because they work on furthering this
awareness. However, what I find worrisome is hearing one of
your colleagues stating that youth lose their independence
when subjected to political parties’ influence on campuses.
The importance of university life goes beyond engaging with
political parties. I don’t believe that youth lack of critical
thinking, they do fail however in taking initiative and that is
a scourge afflicting the Lebanese society as a whole. We always
expect something to happen from outside our border to bring
change, while falling into apathy. 

Q: The Lebanese University: The prevailing tendency
among young activists is to avoid politicizing their move-
ments. My question is to what extent authorities hold the
reins of change?

A: Katrib: Working in the civil space is not keen to taking
a pain killer that would make our problems vanish. It is a con-
stant and focused struggle, and assessing achievements de-
pends on each case by itself. At some point, we considered
holding a meeting between a detainee and his family or reduce
the number of slaps a detainee received to one, as big achieve-
ments. I do not want to paint a bleak picture ; we have reached
many goals, many electoral reforms have been adopted, the
legislature is encouraging civil society to press its demands, and
deputies have accepted its role as observer and whistleblower.

Q: The Lebanese University: My question is addressed
to Mr. Menassa and deals with the abolition of sectarianism.
Lebanon is based on the existence of different sects. Don’t
you think that the abolition of sectarianism could lead us to
a more dangerous place? Despite our multiple sectarian affil-
iations, we as young people have the same problems and share
several common denominators that could get us together. Sec-
tarian affiliations do not prevent national cohesion. 

Q: al-Jinan University: Can we press the state to intro-
duce political awareness to the school curricula in order to
bridge antagonist views, mend political rifts and hinder the
sectarian mobilization of young people?
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Q: The American University of Beirut: My question is
about the relevance of youth engagement with political par-
ties. Talking about the Lebanese political parties as if they
were parties in the modern sense of the word is misleading ;
we all know that political parties in Lebanon are organized
along sectarian lines and not ideological lines. On another
vein, we are asking the young people to pressure the political
parties to change their agendas and policies, while we are
aware that these parties have time and again failed at devel-
oping any kind of policies or programs. Which party has pro-
duced economic, financial or social policies? We consider that
political parties lie at the heart of politics and we rely on them
as a vehicle of change while they are just a product of a sec-
tarian and traditional society. The second problem is that we
are forced to vote in our hometowns, and therefore we re-pro-
duce the same political elite.

A: Rabah: The Lebanese political parties are ideologically
driven parties, and I agree with you that they do not fit into
the modern form of political parties. The task ahead of us is
hard, yet many modern movements have emerged from the
womb of the traditional parties. We must change from within.

Q: The Lebanese University: You said that we cannot be
at the same time a whistleblower and a politician. What about
the combination of being a legislator and a minister?

A: Katrib: I agree that combining the legislatorial post and
the ministerial post is not desirable.

A: Rabah: I do not think there is a problem in combining
both, but the person who does this should know when to
change the hat.

Q: al-Jinan University: We are facing a deadlock and the
forthcoming elections will fail to be an opportunity to foster
change. The electoral law is bad and does not allow for any
newcomer, especially youth, to make a breach.

At the end of the workshop, President Gemayel said ; “We
are yesterday’s youth, you inherited a different Lebanon than
the one our parents have passed down to us. The importance
of the paper we discussed today lies in its realism and prag-
matism, and the youth should understand the significance of
political engagement as a national mandate and a long path
often fraught by difficulties. You should have a solid will and
avoid any self-blaming behavior. You can be a vehicle for
change, we have faith in you”. 
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SECURITY 
AMIDST

DISSOLUTION

CONCEPT NOTE

The term “Middle East” has become today enor-
mously elastic with the region turning into a molten
mess of conflicts spreading across borders that in-
creasingly mean little on the ground. Fraught with
subnational conflicts, exasperated by regional feuds,
and subject to foreign interventions, the Middle
East as a regional system is in deep crisis – States
are fracturing and are, in some instances, close to
fragmentation, some even seem to be teetering on
the verge of collapse ; armed formations espousing
Islamist ideology are empowered, with the Islamic
State being the grotesque outcome of this era of
chaos and conflict ; state boundaries are being
eroded by sub-state / trans-state actors changing the
concepts of identity, citizenship and allegiance to
the nation-state and leading to social disintegra-
tion. As a consequence, the region exhibits signs of
deep social trauma and identity crisis at the state
and society levels. Sub-communalization is taking
place across the region, thus gradually eroding the 
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former Ambassador of Pakistan
to the United States, USA.
– Shafeeq al-Ghabra, Professor
at Kuwait University, Kuwait.
– Russel A. Berman,
Professor, Senior Fellow at the
Hoover Institution, Stanford
University, USA.

DISCUSSION

THE CHALLENGES OF ASSURING
THE CONTINUITY OF SECURITY

ARRANGEMENTS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST AMIDST

THE REALITY OF THE DISSOLUTION
OF THE REGIONAL ORDER

AND THE FRAGMENTATION PROCESS
IT IS WITNESSING

MAISON DU FUTUR
BIKFAYA SERAIL
[MAY 25-26st, 2018]
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hard-won century-
old national societies
that independent
states forcefully but
carefully put to-
gether. These ‘con-
tested’ states seem to
be unraveling into
smaller communities
of sects, religious af-
filiations, tribal
groups and ethnici-
ties. Amidst this
mass extinction of states taking place in the Middle
East since the post-Arab uprisings turmoil, frag-
mentation and disintegration are reaching an in-
ternational level resulting in inter-fighting sects,
tribes, ethnic groups, regions, parties and even
emerging radical Islamist groups. Simultaneously,
far older processes of regional integration in varying
forms, from the Arab League to economic and po-
litical union like the Gulf Cooperation Council,
have never been more powerless or fragile.

Neither regional nor international developments
bode well for the foreseeable restoration of a stable
order in the Middle East. This harsh reality, un-
derlined by the heightening tensions and escalating
conflicts, cannot nonetheless translate into an
abandonment of the fragile and precarious systems
of security that insure a primordial level of conti-
nuity and survival for the embattled societies.

The Annual Conference of the Maison du Futur
proposes a thorough examination of this national
and intra-national fragmentation phenomena the
region is witnessing – with limited focus on the
analysis of the deep causes – before addressing the
on-going collapse of the regional order and assessing
its impact on security such as safety, national con-
trol, political-military balance, monopoly of enforce-
ment, on resources like water, food, energy,
infrastructure, and on culture like social contract,

SECOND SESSION |
IMPACT OF THE RULE OF
MILITIAS AND STATE DIS-
SOLUTION ON SECURITY
Moderator : Peter Rimmele
from the Konrad-Adenauer-
Stiftung.
Current crises in the Middle
East are marked by the rise
of militias with ethnic,
sectarian, local, tribal or
simply criminal identity.
Being active in failed, failing
or fragile States, those
militias are successfully
conquering or sharing power
with the governments, thus
asserting themselves as one
of the main trends shaping
the future order of the
Middle East. Panelists shall
discuss the impact of the
increasingly active presence
of militias on security
arenas: Hard security,
security of resources and
cultural security.
– Riad Kahwaji, Founder
and Chief Executer Officer of
INEGMA - UAE.
– Mohamed al-Yahia,
Senior Fellow, Gulf Research
Centre - USA.
– Ali al-Dabbagh, Former
spokesperson of the Iraqi
Cabinet - Iraq.

DISCUSSION

THIRD SESSION | CASE
STUDIES: LEBANON,
IRAQ, SYRIA AND GULF
STATES
Moderator : Joseph Khoury,
Professor and writer, CEO and
co-founder of REACH (MdF,
BM).
The third session will de-
scribe the current state of
the regional upheaval, with
a prospective assessment of
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values, continu-
ity, from both
an immediate,
remedial, point
of view, and a
longer-term
anticipatory
perspective.

The purpose
of this examina-
tion is to identify
approaches of
utility in manag-

ing, containing, and potentially reversing the neg-
ative trends, even if topically and locally, while
sensitizing decision – and opinion-makers, as well
as the general public, to the detrimental indelible
damage that has been associated with similar cir-
cumstances from comparative experiences.

The conference will consist of five sessions, each
featuring three panelists and one moderator.

y

its expected evolution in the
next phase; panelists shall
address the local situation
(Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Kurdis-
tan(s) and Gulf states). The
discussion of dissolution will
encompass the notions of
state and geo-strategic under-
standings of the nature of the
regional order in disarray.
– Fady al-Ahmar, Professor
and researcher at the Holy Spirit
University of Kaslik, expert on
Syrian and Middle Eastern
politics - Lebanon.
– Wahid Abdel Meguid,
Chief of al-Ahram Center for
Strategic Studies - Egypt.
– Motassem Sioufi, Syrian
activist and researcher, Executive
Director of the initiative “Next
Day” - Syria.

DISCUSSION

Saturday, May 26th

FOURTH SESSION | ROLE
OF REGIONAL (TURKEY
AND IRAN) AND INTERNA-
TIONAL ACTORS (USA,
RUSSIA, EU, AND CHINA),
IN INCREASING OR
REVERSING THE
FRAGMENTATION PROCESS
Moderator : Ubaidly Ubaidly,
Journalist and Researcher -
Bahrain. 
The fourth session aims to
identify the role of regional
and international actors in
increasing or reversing the
fragmentation process. 
– Elena Suponina, Expert on
Asia and the Middle East,
adviser to the director of the
Russian Institute for Strategic
Studies, Russia.
– Seyed Hossein
Mousavian, Policymaker,

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION



HE CHAOS in the region, resulting from
conflicts that have been exacerbated by

foreign interventions, puts the Middle East in
the midst of a deeply rooted crisis causing many
of its states to disintegrate. This period of chaos
and conflict has produced a phenomenon of
groups that embrace an extremist version of
Islam, leading to the collapse of state borders and
the appearance of signs of deep social shock and
identity crisis at state and society levels. Reli-
gious, sectarian, ethnic and tribal sub-affiliations
grew, and small communities bound by such sub-
affiliations surfaced, replacing binding national
communities. Fragmentation and disintegration
reached unprecedented levels in the region ; some
states collapsed into failed states, while other
states are on the brink of collapse. The region’s
order was disrupted, making stronger states less
influential and weaker states stronger.

Despite this tragic scenery, and despite re-
gional and international developments that do
not bode well for the chances of re-stabilizing the
Mideast’s order, security systems in the region
cannot be neglected because these systems, no
matter how fragile, guarantee affected commu-
nities’ minimum continuity and survival.

On Friday and Saturday, May 25 and 26, Mai-
son du Futur held, in its headquarters in Bikfaya,
its annual international conference entitled “Se-
curity Amidst Disintegration : Challenges of
Ensuring the Continuity of Security Arrange-
ments in the Middle East Amidst the Re-
gional Order’s Disintegration and Ensuing
Breakdown.” The conference discussed the
breakdown of states and the process of interstate
fragmentation in the region. It also attempted to
assess the repercussions of the regional order’s
collapse on various security fields.

The conference was held in partnership
with the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Foundation
(KAS), Tufts University (Fares Center for Eastern
Mediterranean Studies), University of Quebec
(Raoul-Dandurand Chair in Strategic and Diplo-
matic Studies), and Bikfaya-Mhaydseh Munici-
pality. A number of elitist decision-makers,
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research scholar at Princeton
University - USA.
– Joseph Bahout, Visiting
scholar in Carnegie’s Middle
East Program - USA.

DISCUSSION

FIFTH SESSION |
CONCLUSION: AN OPEN
DISCUSSION OF
APPROACHES 
Moderator : Nadim
Shehadi, Director of the Fares
Center for Eastern Mediter-
ranean Studies in Tufts
University - USA.  
This panel serving as a
wrap-up session will build
on the previous discussions
in order to identify
potential scenarios in the
Middle East, explore
approaches of utility in
managing negative trends,
and envisage the forthcom-
ing steps in the matter.
– Joseph Maïla, Professor at
ESSEC, former Chancellor of
Université Catholique de Paris -
France.
– Sami Aoun, Professor at
Sherbrook University, Quebec -
Canada (MdF, BM).
– Hassan Mneimneh,
Scholar at Middle East Insti-
tute and Principal at Middle
East Alternatives - USA
(MdF, BM).

DISCUSSION

T
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diplomats, academics and media figures participated in the
conference.

Former Lebanese President
Amine Gemayel inaugurated
the conference by welcoming
Lebanon-based and visiting par-
ticipants who came “to explore
the prospects of the coming
phase with all its pains and
hopes.” He also welcomed former
Lebanese Prime Minister Fouad
Siniora, German Ambassador to
Lebanon Mr. Martin Huth and
participating diplomats, scholars,
politicians and media. He said
the conference was being held in
the midst of military and politi-
cal conflicts plaguing the region,
conflicts turned into “futile and
suicide fighting that caused
human and material losses.”
They targeted societies and peo-
ple “in their existence, freedoms,
safety and well-being.” Disente-
gration and fragmentationhit
many states in the region. President Gemayel added; “This
situation exacerbated by the involvement of major regional
and international players, who sank into the region’s quick-
sand. They brought in large numbers of troops and large arse-
nals – in terms of land, sea, air and intelligence warfare –
under the pretext of helping in the crisis’ resolution, but in
fact, their intervention has worsened the situation, and peace
seems to be unattainable. He wondered ; “Are we facing an
open crisis, a lack of security, a political disintegration and a
geodemographic breakdown? Are we facing an explosion or a
breakthrough? Do breakthroughs come into being by force of
arms or by diplomacy? Which international body will take
the initiative to establish regional security based on equal
rights, justice and the satisfaction of peoples? Without these
three aspects, there will be no security whatsoever, or a fragile
one, an unauthentic security that cannot last! Is there an in-
ternational body ready or able to impose genuine peace based
on rights, justice and satisfaction? Peace by force of arms at
the expense of rights and justice is surrendering to fate and
surrendering to the status quo. This does not establish per-
manent stability ; it establishes the complete opposite.”

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION

On the right :
Amine
Gemayel
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Concerning Lebanon, he added; “In this country, we must
focus on establishing rational governance that addresses our
structural problems and puts an end to corruption and squan-
dering in all parts of the state. All this should be accompanied
by the achievement of full and undivided sovereignty over all
national territory – independence according to international
law, Lebanese constitution and national charter.” Regarding
laudable international initiatives towards Lebanon, he said
they remain incomplete unless they are “protected by a pro-
cedural system based on the rule of law, the restriction of ar-
mament to state security agencies and the neutralization of
Lebanon from neighboring crises. Otherwise, within a short
period of time, the initiatives will simply fail. This conference
hosts experts, researchers and academics who make it qualified
to discuss the regional problematic phenomenon of fragmen-
tation and its repercussions in terms of national borders’ col-
lapse, the establishment of confessional and ethnic militias
and the preparation for the establishment of failed states. The
conference is also capable of discussing roles for both regional
and international players.” He concluded; “Together we seek
to move from disintegration to a sustainable solution, from
an existential breakdown to an existential realization. It is the
academics’ duty to stop the absurd reaction of suicide at all
levels, in Lebanon and in the region.”

Former Lebanese Prime Minister Fuad Siniora
affirmed that crushing crises in the Arab world
today are ; “A sort of testing and examination as
much as a source of pain and bitterness. Crises can
trigger rising elites to come up with futuristic visions
and perceptions, and this will facilitate the turning
of crises into opportunities to face risks, achieve
change and restore the ability to adapt to develop-
ments and transformations.” He spoke of two im-
portant issues that feed into the situation of security
and stability decline in the Arab world – Arab states
that are threatened to turn into failed states and the
phenomenon of non-state groups, transnational ter-
rorist jihadist organizations and their destructive
roles. Regional states experiencing conflicts, espe-
cially Syria, have become “scenes of regional and in-
ternational conflicts,” leading to “the emergence of
international and regional areas of influence inside
these states.” 

Regarding ways to get out of current impasses
and save the Arab national state, he said that no
Arab country can do it alone; it is necessary to

Fuad Siniora
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achieve pan-Arab integration and consolidate Arab resources
to ensure the survival of states and realization of desired goals,
while continuing to address terrorism and the spread of ex-
tremist ideology. He underscored the importance of restoring
Palestine as the primary Arab cause. He urged for a joint Arab
action to end internal Palestinian divisions. He also insisted
on the urgency of highlighting to the international public the
Israeli racial discriminatory practices, and he stressed on the
value of pushing for a just and comprehensive solution for the
Palestinian cause according to the Arab peace initiative (an-
nounced during the 2002 Beirut Arab Summit). He also
called for; “Restoring dignity to the Arab individual. By dig-
nity, I mean everything related to fundamental freedoms and
rights, whether political, social, economic or cultural.”

Leading Arab states, especially those with internal stability
and national and regional decision-making capacity, must
achieve cooperation and complementarity; “To confront ex-
ternal interferences in the affairs of troubled Arab states such
as Syria, Libya, Yemen and Somalia, and work in troubled
areas to reach a cease-fire, end violence, sponsor reconcilia-
tions, prepare for drafting new constitutions and holding dem-
ocratic elections and contribute to the restoration of national
armies and other security forces.” He prodded for a clear, frank
and firm Arab stance on Iran's interference in the internal af-
fairs of the Arab states and called for diplomatic intervention
to develop common interests between the Arab states and the
Islamic Republic of Iran. Iran cannot sustain its expansionist
and destructive policy because such policy will have conse-
quences on its internal scene, especially with the international
sanctions imposed on it. Similarly, Siniora believes that Arab-
Turkish relations must be clarified based on mutual respect and
non-interference in the internal affairs of the Arab states.

He said that cooperation and communication with major
powers is vital to secure stability in troubled Arab regions and
move towards political and social stability by facilitating in-
ternal reconciliation, reconstruction, the safe return of dis-
placed people and the establishment of the state of law and
institutions and good governance.  

He added; “We Arabs remain the primary stakeholders in
restoring stability to our countries and our region, preventing
further human losses and halting the growing destruction of
the potentials and capabilities of the present and the future.”
“Exiting current crises” he clarified; “Can only be via two
tracks – The first track is to save the national state, restore
confidence in it, guarantee the rule of good governance, ensure

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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political participation and provide social justice through de-
velopment and the rule of law, as well as the development of
educational systems. Equally important here is the renewal of
religious discourse, which should focus on education, empha-
size the culture of production, encourage the development of
critical thinking in our societies, encourage our future gener-
ations to have a positive view of the world, correct distorted
concepts and prevent instilling extremism in new generations
which is resulting in hostility toward our national states and
a desire to spread violence in the world.” The second track is –
The establishment of an independent Palestinian state on the
land of Palestine, “and this will only be achieved by promoting
joint Arab action.”

He concluded by saying that refocusing on what we should
do will only be done by returning to “enlightened and open
Arabism,” moving away from policies of interventionism
and hegemony, progressing on the path of reform and pro-
moting of common interests and security cooperation among
all Arab states.  

The Ambassador of the Federal Republic of
Germany to Lebanon, Mr. Martin Huth,
hailed the conference's organizers, who brought
together “an elitist group of diplomats, aca-
demics and experts interested in the affairs of
the region.” The entire world lives today on the
crater of a volcano, with accelerating develop-
ments which are becoming difficult to follow
up with.  “In the midst of successive develop-
ments,” he added; “The question now is about
foreign policies adopted by the states and their
objectives and effectiveness. What are the ob-
jectives behind the Saudi policy in Yemen, for
example, and does Iran have some legitimate
concerns that might explain its foreign policy?
Does the United States have any guidelines for
its foreign policy? Last night, we went to bed
to the news about an imminent summit be-
tween the presidents of the United States
(U.S.) and North Korea, but we woke up this
morning to reports that the summit was called

off. What is the logic behind such stances and policies? The
methods used in international diplomacy and their objectives
concern us. Diplomacy relies on the ability to listen to others
and try to understand them. We are now incapable of doing
so; we lost the ability to listen to one another and try to take
into account the fears and problems of others; hence, we failed

Martin Huth
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somewhere.” He added; “We have to realize that the world is
not white or black but multicolored, a fact that forces us to
open up to everyone.”

As for the Middle East in general and Syria in particular,
he said; “New realities have taken place in this geographical
area. Today, we enter the post-Islamic State (IS) stage. We are
also embarking on the incomprehensive track of the Astana
negotiations. As a representative of the West, I wonder how
and why things in the region got to the way they are today. Is
it the failure of regimes that have governed the region’s states
for decades and decades? Is it the failure of international pol-
icy to deal with regional problems? Or is the reason Iran’s role
and plans in the region? It is difficult for me to find an answer
to these questions. Perhaps all these reasons are behind the
current situation in the area. However, what concerns us today
about the role of Iran is the fact that a small circle of people,
centered around the supreme leader of the Islamic Republic
of Iran, takes decisions deemed fundamental because such de-
cisions affect the whole region on the long term. After being
appointed ambassador to Lebanon,” he concluded; “I had the
feeling that Beirut would be the most appropriate forum to
bring Saudi and Iranian viewpoints close together, but I was
surprised that this was not the case, and that we are unable
to achieve this rapprochement.  However, I hope we can play
a positive role in this crazy world.”

A speech was given on behalf of the
resident representative of KAS in
Lebanon, Dr. Malte Gaier. He com-
mended the cooperation with Maison
du Futur which provides a serious
framework of objectivity, political neu-
trality and academic professionalism.
“Since the revival of Maison du Futur,
our closest partner, we have organized
several conferences together and pre-
pared more than 70 political papers.
Our main objective has been to promote
and establish the principles of democ-
racy, dialogue and coexistence.”

“The theme of this year's conference
was a complement to the topics dealt
with in the previous annual confer-
ences,” he stated. The most recent conference last year was
about the limits of aspirations. It dealt with the question of
interference of regional and international external powers in

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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the region and the role of some of these forces. He added;
“This year, we have chosen to focus on security in the Middle
East and on the essential factors to sustain security arrange-
ments because this is a fundamental issue, and it will remain
so for many years given its ramifications and links to other is-
sues, especially in light of the fragmentation in the region.
With this participating elitist group of decision-makers, diplo-
mats, academics and experts, we hope this conference will be
a first step in the right direction toward understanding the
problems of the region and the causes of its conflicts.” 

FIRST SESSION:
“THE MULTI-LAYERED FRAGMENTATION
PHENOMENA”

Mr. Oraib al-Rantawi moderated the first session. He in-
troduced the participants: Ambassador Husain Haqqani, a
former fellow at the Institute of Houston and former Pakistani
ambassador to the United States, Dr. Shafeeq al-Ghabra a
professor at Kuwait University, and Dr. Russell A. Berman,
a university professor and senior researcher at the Hoover In-
stitution, Stanford University.

After Mr. al-Rantawi thanked the organizers of
this conference, which is “important in its subject
and timing;” he wondered about the best way to ap-
proach this thorny issue and to set a date for the be-
ginning of the breakdown and disintegration we are
witnessing. “What ideas and approaches can we
come up with to put an end to the collapse and to
contain the fragmentation? What are the roles of
local, regional and international actors in causing
the phenomenon of breakdown?” He underscored
that the original causes of this phenomenon are
“deeply rooted in the history of this region,” high-
lighting a number of “accumulated and overlap-
ping” reasons – The failure of the Arab national
state to perform its basic functions, including build-
ing a binding national identity and wasting its na-
tional sovereignty, the spread of patterns of tyranny
and corruption, the absence of freedom, the monop-

oly of power and the search for sources of legitimacy outside
the ballot box.

“The effects of the unholy trinity – tyrants, extremists and
invaders – have done their part in rupturing our national iden-
tities and fragmenting our states and societies,” he added. “Au-

Oraib
al-Rantawi
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tocracy is the spiritual father of extremism and arrogance,
both of which call for and lure various forms of foreign inter-
vention,” especially in a region that has long been considered
vital for the influence of several regional, non-Arab states, in-
cluding Israel, Iran and Turkey. He diagnosed the current sit-
uation of the region, spoke about several phenomena,
including mainly – The increasing number of failed states, the
exacerbation of sub-identities and the growing role of non-
state organizations, in addition to the collapse of the rules set
by the Westphalia Treaty, which established the global order
and international relations.

He underscored the importance of security in the life of na-
tions and confirmed that; “Man shall not live by security
alone.” He criticized the approach that links calls for freedom
with the prevailing chaos and holds the Arab Spring responsi-
ble for the current situation in the region. He highlighted the
dangers posed by the culture of “ruling dualities” on the Arab
political mind, arguing that the most serious manifestation is
the duality of “political Islam” and the rule of the generals.  

Since the connection with Ambassador Hussein Haqqani
could not be established via Skype for technical reasons, Mr.
al-Rantawi gave the floor to Dr.
Shafeeq al-Ghabra, who began his
speech with a number of questions ;
“What is the fate of our Arab peoples
which are being destroyed and are of
low priority to our states and rulers?
What will happen in the Gulf, especially
in Saudi Arabia, if the crises continue?
What awaits Egypt which is central to
the region, and what are the reasons for
its weaknesses or strengths? Will Egypt
be able to bear more economic hard-
ship? What is the fate of the impris-
oned intellectuals? What about Jordan
which is in a situation of economic and
social deterioration, with rampant cor-
ruption and a lack of confidence in the
state? What about the mother of all
crises, Syria? The regime responded to
a revolution with total destruction of the country. Turkey’s in-
tervention stripped the opposition from great opportunities,
and Russia's intervention destroyed the opposition. What
about the mother of all causes, Palestine? Will it be restored
to the heart of the Arab movement in the midst of a compli-
cated confrontation – Infighting and internal division and the

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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injustice and tyranny of occupation? Being the largest popu-
lation with similar concerns and problems in the world, what
do Arabs want? 

He added; “The alarm that sounded in the Arab world in
2011 – when revolutions erupted in several states – was a
warning to the ruling class that its style of leading was im-
proper and unsustainable.” The winds of change in all Arab
states led to a variety of paths ; the regional order was dis-
rupted; its disruption was exacerbated by the instability of
the international order. He added; “The Arab order still holds
intellectuals and activists behind bars, restricting freedom and
practicing torture and violence, amid the spread of corruption
and the absence of development on all levels.” He attributed
the breakdown of the Arab order, the escalation of extremism
and terrorism and the exacerbation of the phenomenon of
non-state groups – “Whether these groups are organized (I
have reservations about this word), that is, part of a state, like
in Lebanon and Iraq; supportive of the state, like in Syria; or
unorganized, like IS and its Sunnite and Shiite counterparts” –
to the failure of the Arab order in establishing democratic na-
tional states based on the rule of law, political participation,
power transfer and development. “The Arab world lacks one
strong state that would achieve a balance of power with
Turkey, Iran and other major states,” he said. “There is no sin-
gle democratic state in the Arab world, and it would not be
an exaggeration to say that Arabs are just around the corner
from being excluded from history.” He said that confessional
divisions had become cancerous, and all states were victims
of the absence of democracy, the rule of law and development. 

He retorted; “Violence, terrorism and the inability of peo-
ple to sustain their rights through peaceful means are at the
center of this reality. The situation is open to unpredictable
surprises, especially given that young people are the largest
driving force in the Arab world today.” He pointed out that
the desires of those young people are at the core and essence
of the question; what they asked for peacefully, beginning with
the outbreak of the Arab Spring, was simple, politically, so-
cially and economically rightful. The current generation has
entered a stage of long conflict, while future horizons raise
more challenges to young people, including extremist ideology,
violence, and challenges to intellectuals and activists, includ-
ing the suppression of freedoms, imprisonment and torture.
He concluded by underscoring that the conflict between vio-
lence and justice would remain for a long time as an embodi-
ment of an existential crisis experienced by oppressed peoples
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who try to deal with attempts to isolate or even abolish them.
“The Arab citizen even lacks a symbolic existence,” he com-
mented. “The generation that will inherit the vacuum will rise
upon what is left of the Arab world, and a new ideology that
will emerge will emphasize democracy, the state’s neutrality
towards its citizens of all affiliations, the army’s neutrality in
internal conflicts and the freedom of expression and belief.”

Dr. Russell Berman took
the stage and explained at the
beginning of his speech that he
will address the phenomenon of
disintegration and breakdown
in the Middle East through an
international approach that
puts regional changes in the
context of what is happening
around the world. “Although
what we witness in the region is
special, it is also a result of the
large and profound transforma-
tions that have taken place in
governance structures around
the world.”

Talk about disintegration of the regional order suggests that
at some point in the history of the region there was a regional
order and then the phenomenon of disintegration began, as
its most eloquent manifestation, IS, almost abolished the bor-
ders of the states established by the Sykes-Picot Convention
at the turn of the century. He continued; “What regional
order are we talking about? Are we talking about the order
that prevailed after IS ? Or is it that of post-Arab nationalism,
post-colonialism or even the order that came into being after
the fall of the Ottoman Empire?”  In the midst of this chaos,
the only invariable in the region after the war against IS has
been the fact that its borders did not vanish. 

He explained a different aspect of dissolution – that of the
state, its institutions and its sovereignty as defined by the
Westphalia Treaty. He clarified that some of the causes of this
disintegration are undoubtedly internal, while some others
could be tracked outside the region, specifically as part of Sep-
tember 11 and the ensuing War on Terrorism. The U.S. war
against Iraq was radically different from the 1991 Gulf War,
which sought to defend legitimacy and liberate Kuwait. As for
the 2003 war, the goal was completely different – To under-
mine legitimacy by overthrowing the regime. In addition to

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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the near collapse of the European Union, China’s expansionist
ambitions in the South China Sea region, and Russia's efforts
to turn back the clock and establish itself as a major power in
its backyard and in Lattakia, in addition to Iran's expansionist
ambitions in the region which threaten many states. 

Berman continued; “This inter-
national framework contributed
largely to the disintegration and
breakdown in the Middle East, es-
pecially in light of major powers
shifting their international policies
towards giving priority to their na-
tional interests at the expense of
the world order’s stability. This is
best seen in the United States’ pol-
icy of disengagement in the Mid-
dle East.” The policy of President
Donald Trump in the Middle East
is nothing but a continuation of
the policy of former President
Barack Obama – The same disen-
gagement policy that gives greater
role to local and regional players.
“The process of disintegration in
the Middle East,” he added, “was
only part of the transformation
witnessed by the international
order and the status and role of
sovereign states in this order.”

Regarding the causes that led to
the fall of sovereign national states,
he also addressed the role of global-
ization in shifting power from poli-

tics / states to economy / markets, and the movement of
peoples – a reference to the Syrian refugee crisis that reached
Europe and was one of the factors that resulted in the rise of
populism in the continent. “When the Syrian president,
Bashar al-Assad, said in his speech in July 2015, 'The father-
land is not for those who live in it or hold its nationality, but
for those who defend and protect it.’” Assad abolished the
basic law of national sovereignty – Residence, nationality and
citizenship no longer provide a legitimate basis for belonging
to the political community of the state. 

In his speech Assad mentioned; “The challenges facing the
international order with its institutions are many, the most
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important being, probably, populism, which is sweeping a large
part of the world, from Europe to the Middle East, with re-
gional or national agendas.” He discussed the impact posed
by the end of the old international order and the rise of pop-
ulism on security in the Middle East. “The adoption by major
powers of foreign policies based on safeguarding their national
interests at the expense of maintaining the international
order; the sovereignty of states and world peace led these pow-
ers to focus on Iran’s nuclear ambitions and ignore other crises
and wars ravaging the region,” he stressed; “Obama focused
his attention on the completion of the nuclear agreement with
Iran, although this agreement was not welcomed within the
United States, and Obama did not refer it to the Senate,
which is the sole authority mandated with the ratification of
international conventions. Therefore, the agreement remained
only an executive act, which allowed the subsequent Trump
Administration to cancel it. While it was too early to assess
the impact of the agreement’s cancellation on the security in
the Middle East, three things must be considered;

• So far, it seems that Iran is sticking to the agreement
and refusing to violate it.

• Trump’s stance on Iran could strengthen anti-Iranian
forces in the region.

• During the Syrian war, Iran reinforced its military ex-
istence in Syria, and in recent weeks, we have seen Is-
raeli warplanes target several Iranian outposts.
Although this confrontation is expected, it is surprising
that Russia implicitly agrees to the targeting of its ally.
Russia may believe Iran’s existence in the region threat-
ens its own interests, and Tehran’s foreign policies may
threaten Putin's quest to improve relations with Trump.

He concluded that regional security considerations have
moved beyond the region and are linked to the hostile rivalry
between major powers (especially the United States and Rus-
sia), which has replaced the old international order and its
rules. The discourse adopted by these powers has changed,
and this has nothing to do with who their leaders are. “Com-
petition for power and authority in service of national inter-
ests is the game today,” he said, “and here lies the cause of
disintegration that is undermining the region. The consensus
of these powers can provide correction to the disintegration
trends prevailing around us.”

In the debate that followed, the following questions
were asked:

Former Prime Minister Siniora spoke of the concept of
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enlightened Arabism as a solution to the region’s crises, at a
time when Arabism is no longer the common denominator
among the Arab states. The Maghreb, for example, is not
Arab – Maghreb, and its culture is Amazigh, not Arab. In
Egypt, the dominant argument is Egyptian nationalism, which
is introverted and confined to the Nile Valley. In the Gulf, the
prevailing discourse today is about Greater Saudi Arabia and
Saudi identity as an alternative to Arab identity. In light of this
reality, is the talk about enlightened Arabism a purely Levan-
tine discourse? What is the point of mobilizing Arab integra-
tion at a time when economic and cultural concerns differ from
one state to another and from one society to another? As for
the “unholy trinity” of which Mr. al-Rantawi spoke, “the
tyrants, extremists and invaders,” it seems as though we are
overlooking the responsibility of our societies for what has hap-
pened in the region and focusing on that of external factors. 

A question addressed to Dr. Russell : The United States
is known for its volatility. Do you think the United States’ re-
versal of its position on Iran through the abolition of the nu-
clear agreement will lead to a decline in the position of
President Trump? Do you think there is room for reform in
the Iranian regime?

A question addressed to Dr. Russell : You talked about a
transition in the global order. Does this mean that this tran-
sition will shift the chaos of the Middle East to the West?

Responding to the questions addressed to him, Dr.
Russell said; “As for the United States’ stance toward Iran,
especially regarding the nuclear agreement, I do not think
there has been a change in the United States’ policy. Since the
beginning, this agreement has not received support inside the
United States, neither among decision-makers, nor among re-
searchers and academics and nor in popular circles. On the
other hand, I do not think the Iranian regime is capable of re-
forming itself. Iran’s problems are humongous. Iran does not
have the needed fundamentals for reform, and it lacks the re-
sources because it uses them abroad. However, I believe that
the international community, including the United States, is
still ready to help Iran. Tehran must stop interfering in the af-
fairs of the region’s states. I believe that if the Iranian threat
disappears, we may reach a solution to the Palestinian issue.
We need an international peace conference where the conflict-
ing parties in more than one place in this region can come to-
gether and reach consensus.” He added, “I do not think the
chaos will spread and reach the West, but the breakdown we
witness today in the Arab world is also observed in the Euro-
pean Union; Europe is on the threshold of a new phase that
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will establish a new kind of relations between people and
states. Yet I do not expect a violent breakdown similar to what
is going on in the Middle East.” 

Dr. al-Ghabra answered ; “Arab societies are changing rap-
idly and their foundation is changing. The Arab Spring is not
over yet, as some would think, and the Arab youth has not
spoken yet its last word. The young people will not return to
their homes as the current order’s players expect, and we can
no longer ignore the new, activist Arab generation, which will
not accept any impositions. Something is happening in the re-

gion; we are noticing many transformations that cannot be
overlooked; for example, we neither expected the rise of IS nor
its defeat. As for the link between the Arab states, whether in
the Levant, the Maghreb or the Gulf, it exists, and it is reflected
in this Arab aspect that we cannot deny, as much as we cannot
repudiate the existence of limited separatist movements and
other nationalities such as Kurds, for example. Language is one,
diversity is one, and common concerns are many; hence, inte-
gration among Arab states is necessary. The region will not be
able to rise, resist all the external pressures it is undergoing,
and establish its domestic scene except with some sort of har-
mony among the various states; a harmony that is based on
justice where the powerful does not control the weak.” 

Mr. al-Rantawi answered ; “If invaders come from abroad,
tyrants and extremists are the product of our environment;
therefore, on the contrary, I insist on the responsibility of our
societies, their leaders and their popular figures, who led our
communities to the current situation they are in, including
the breakdown they suffer from.”

Former Prime Minister Siniora responded to the ques-
tion addressed to him; “In agreement with what Dr. Shafeeq
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al-Ghabra said, I would like to confirm that our Arab societies
are undoubtedly undergoing profound transformations due to
the fact that the majority of their populations are young, and
we have yet to see the end of these transformations. The tech-
nological revolution has broken the barriers of silence and fear,
and as long as most Arab governments are unable to meet the
needs of the people, the people will revolt. The decline of en-
lightened Arab thought has allowed the emergence of extrem-
ist ideology and sub-identities. Moreover, every Arab state
feels that alone it will reach a dead end; hence, it is necessary
to cooperate to, first, prevent external dangers and, second,
found the domestic scene. The world decides the fate of the
region without it playing any meaningful role in doing so;
hence, it is important to abide by the proverb, ‘Speak up to
be heard.’ We realize that every society in the region has its
own issues and problems. These concerns must be addressed,
but there is an inclusive framework that binds these societies,
and this framework must be developed in order for this nation
to be recognized. The interests of future generations include
the states of this nation, and we must work hard to keep these
generations away from sub-identities, away from extremism
and away from violence. We will only be able to do so through
enlightened minds. It is a journey of a thousand miles.” 

Ambassador Huth said; “The only diplomatic success the
world has seen in decades is the nuclear agreement between
the West and Iran; the only framework that could have kept
Iran away from the nuclear bomb. We are well aware that
there are other problems caused by the Iranian regime, such
as its interference in the affairs of other states, its expansionist
policy and its quest for hegemony. These problems exist, and
we have to deal with them. There was no need to add a new
problem –Tehran’s nuclear ambitions, which we managed to
resolve, were enough. The U.S. cancellation of the nuclear
agreement brought us back to zero concerning the Iranian nu-
clear file, in addition to its impact on European companies
and the European economy.”  

SECOND SESSION:
“IMPACT OF THE RULE OF MILITIAS AND STATE DIS-
SOLUTION ON SECURITY”

The second session was initiated by the coordinator, Mr.
Peter Rimmele from KAS, and the speakers were Mr. Riad
Qahwaji, founder and CEO of the Near East and Gulf Insti-
tute for Military Analysis in Dubai, Mr. Mohamed al-Yahia,
senior research officer at the Gulf Research Center in the
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United States, and Mr. Ali al-Dabbagh, former spokesperson
for the Iraqi government.

Rimmele outlined the subject of the session, saying the
phenomenon of non-state militias is not new to the world; the
new thing is the power these militias have reached. In some
states of the region, they managed to control land, and in
other states, they were able to control the state itself or share
its governance – and either way, the militias got a say on se-
curity. Equally new are the roles played by these militias, par-
ticularly in the economy, and this has directly affected the
security of resources. “As in Maison du Futur’s conferences,
our speakers, who come from various institutions, will not re-
strict themselves today to characterizing the problem, but will
also try to anticipate realistic solutions for it.”

The first speaker was Riad Qahwaji, who thanked Maison
du Futur and the conference organizers for bringing together
this large crowd of thinkers, experts and decision-makers. Qah-
waji pointed out that in addressing the meeting’s topic he
adopted a scientific approach based on several experiences, in-
cluding his experience as a military person. His speech’s title is
“Militias and the State: Unsustainable Forced Marriage.”

Qahwaji started; “The phenomenon of militias sharing
power with weak governments has become prevalent in the
Middle East, which will lead to the state’s collapse and the
spread of chaos beyond the country’s borders. This is the re-
sult of schemes prepared by regional forces.” On the definition
of a militia according to military literature, he clarified; “It is
an armed group fighting a government; a foreign force or an-
other militia in a state that is under occupation and has be-
come a failed state or is on the brink of becoming a failed
state. The members of these militias are ideologues who are
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constituted of radical nationalist or sectarian extremist groups
seeking to weaken central governments and impose their ide-
ology on them. Militias are the best tool that states use to
wage proxy wars, and they thrive in times of crises as the case
is today. What makes the situation more dangerous today is
our digital world. We are witnessing today a fourth generation
of wars, where the state loses exclusive use of arms and power
in favor of militias who act as a tool for foreign forces to in-
fluence other states and intervene in their affairs. Aggressor
states no longer need to send their troops to invade other
states. They now rely on the creation of groups whom they
train, arm, finance and task with waging a war instead of their
backers to achieve their backers’ interests at a lower cost. In
the process of militia establishment, aggressor states target na-
tional, religious or sectarian groups. Russia implemented such
strategy to deal with its minorities in Ukraine and invade
Crimea; Nazi Germany also used this strategy during the Sec-
ond World War to control Austria, Poland and the Czech Re-
public where German-speaking minorities lived. In the Middle
East, foreign powers control states through militias; things get
more complicated when a state witnesses the birth of several
militias each linked to a different foreign power, and things
get even more complicated when these foreign powers are at
odds with one another, as the case is today in Syria.”

He continued; “The other serious phenomenon in fourth
generation wars is the coexistence of peoples, political parties
and even governments with these militias, and the acceptance
of their existence, their sharing of power with the state and
their coexistence with its various political institutions and mil-
itary agencies. Even more dangerous is when foreign states
begin to deal with these militias making this abnormal situa-
tion accepted internationally. Maintaining the stability of
states is often the argument to justify this stance by foreign
states. Those states that coexist with non-state groups are
rogue or failed states, and eventually, this coexistence will
cease to be peaceful because the militias will compete with the
state on the exclusive use of weapons and power. At a later
stage, the militias will try to replace the state by pushing for
regime change according to the desires of their foreign spon-
sors. The conflict between a militia and a state can be delayed,
but it is inevitable, and we have seen examples in the Middle
East.” Qahwaji concluded; “One party must control the other;
it is optimal and natural for states to control militias because
the only way out of the crisis caused by their existence is that
the state assimilates them.” 
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After thanking Maison du Futur and  KAS
for the “generous invitation,” Mr. Mohamed
al-Yahia began his speech by underscoring
interconnectedness between disintegration,
the theme of the conference, and militias.
“Disintegration has affected some states be-
cause their sovereignty dissolved. The atro-
phy of their power and the loss of their
already questionable legitimacy put to ques-
tion the difference between their institutions
and military and security agencies and the
militias controlling their governance. Militias
in this region have a similar quest for chang-
ing the region’s order in a way that suits
them.” Al-Yahia rejected the notion that the
Sunnite-Shiite divide is a criterion for the classification of mili-
tias and their orientation. “Despite the religious and confes-
sional character of most of these militias, their goals remain
political and economic. Tehran does not want to diminish
Saudi Arabia’s influence in the region because its regime is
Sunnite and because Iran is a Shiite state, but because Tehran
considers Riyadh the United States as allies in the region and
Iran is seeking to change that. This explains the relations be-
tween Iran and Sunnite jihadist groups, including Al-Qaeda
and Taliban. What brings them together is their hostility to-
ward the United States, and their goal is one – To reduce Amer-
ican influence in the region. This applies to Yemen where Iran
does not want to change the Sunnite regime or turn Yemen
into a Shiite state, but rather to secure a foothold in Bab Al-
Mandab. The Houthis went further than what Iran wanted.
We cannot ignore this fact and describe the conflict as a Sun-
nite-Shiite conflict.”

He added; “I mentioned earlier that the difference between
the state and the militias has become foggy. Here, I pose some
questions. In light of all what has been happening in Syria, is
the Syrian army still a national army? What is the difference
between it and the militias operating in Syria? Does the Syr-
ian government have the legitimacy to use force? To what ex-
tent can Hezbollah be considered a non-state and a
non-government group, while it monopolizes the right to de-
clare war and the use of arms, controls the borders of the
country and all parts of governance and government? Didn’t
we hear the Lebanese Interior Minister (Mr. Nouhad al-Mash-
nouk) say Lebanon has become a terrorist operations room,
where attacks have been launched on Cyprus, Bulgaria,
Bahrain and Kuwait? The minister is part of a government
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that would not have been formed without the consent of
Hezbollah and a president appointed by Hezbollah. What is
going on in Iraq? Militias are many, but not all are subject to
Iranian influence.” 

He added; “In fact, apart from IS, which has been defeated
in principle, we face a network of militias in Bahrain,
Lebanon, Syria, Yemen and Iraq controlled by Iran. The Gulf
States’ fear of the nuclear agreement concluded by the West
with Iran has proven to be real. The agreement favored Iran
by limiting its danger to nuclear ambitions and ignoring its
interference in the affairs of the region’s states, and its spon-
sorship of militias with various agendas; hence, the agreement
allowed Iran to expand its influence. Since 2011, we have seen
the new Iranian regime, which Obama described as moderate,
create new facts on the ground embodied in its rooted exis-
tence in each of the above-mentioned Arab states.” 

The third speech in this session was delivered by Mr. Ali
al-Dabbagh, who thanked Maison du Futur’s President
Gemayel and KAS for organizing this conference. “One of the
main reasons for the weakness of the state is the uncontrolled
armament of people and the weakness of States’ institutions,”
he said. He pointed out to the fact that 36 million weapons
are owned by Iraqis. “The earliest militias in Iraq were formed
as resistance groups against American occupation,” he said.
They were made up of the Baath Party’s remnants and were
dominated by the Salafist movement and Al-Qaeda. Uncon-
trolled borders, support by the Arab media and the flow of
funding helped boost the influence of these groups. During
this period, the first jihadi migration took place. Thousands
of people from various parts of the world joined the Iraqi re-
sistance. The phenomenon of regional and international in-
fluence by groups fighting outside their homelands was known
for the first time. Later, the Iranian-backed militias were also
formed to resist the U.S. occupation. Their strength grew until
they controlled security and then penetrated decision-making
circles through their political arms. Along with the existence
of militias in Iraq, it is also necessary to mention the parallel
existence of armed tribal groups. The role of these groups is
reduced or increased according to funding, (in Basra, for ex-
ample, there is a favorable regional neighbor, rich oil fields and
a port). 

Al-Dabbagh added; “The most dangerous repercussion on
the existence of these militias is the inability of Iraq to build
independent institutions. Militias have become part of the de-
cision-making circles and have worked hard to encourage sub-

Ali al-Dabbagh
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affiliations at the expense of collective national affiliations.
Successive Iraqi governments have failed to solve their citi-
zen’s problems, and this offered a valuable opportunity for
militias to compete with the state in the provision of services
to citizens. These militias benefited from the freedom of ex-
pression that prevailed after the fall of Saddam Hussein's
regime, and unleashed a sectarian discourse advocating com-
munity rights. What made it worse was the government’s
adopted sectarian discourse. De-Baathification, sectarian seg-
regation and a sense of grievance among Sunnites have led to
the emergence of incubators of radical ideology. Al-Qaeda in-
filtrated within the Sunnite communities, while Shiite com-
munities rejoiced in their show of force. This sectarian rivalry
pushed various Iraqi factions to seek support from abroad,
and enabled states such as Iran and Saudi Arabia to find proxy
groups inside Iraq. Unfortunately, all this is the result of wrong
U.S. policies in the wake of U.S. occupation of Iraq and the
fall of Saddam Hussein's regime.”

Regarding the Popular Mobilization Forces, he said this
group emerged because the state was unable to protect the
country from the onslaught of IS, which managed to occupy
the third of Iraq in record time. Today, the biggest challenge is
how to assimilate these militias and bring them under state con-
trol, especially since most of the militias are loyal to Iran. “The
great regional challenge facing Iraq today is the conflict between
Iran and the United States on one hand and between Iran and
Saudi Arabia on the other,” he said. If these conflicts exacerbate,
it will be disastrous for Iraq, especially since the country is his-
torically known as a scene of conflict among empires.

He added; “Today, Iraq is witnessing qualitative transfor-
mations, mainly the rejection of Iraqis of various affiliations
of political Islam, both Sunnite and Shiite. Once again, we no-
tice that in the Arab world, peoples are more aware than their
governments and their politicians of internal and external risks
facing their country. The sectarian discourse has begun to fade
and lose audience. In addition, public and political figures that
relied on such discourse have fallen. The participation rate in
the recent general elections was surprisingly low, as if people
wanted to punish the ruling class.” The Iraqis have become
more aware in selecting their representatives and more immune
to militias and their role. This explains why the popular mobi-
lization forces did not receive the expected votes. These elec-
tions showed that people no longer accept the role of militias
and do not accept that militias translate their militant achieve-
ments into political gains. He concluded; “As I mentioned ear-
lier, facts in Iraq reflect an important change. It may not be
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the change we aspire to, but the government can build on it to
reduce the influence of militias.”  

In the debate that followed, the following questions
were asked:

Question: What Mr. al-Dabbagh said about the decline in
the role of militias in Iraq is reassuring, but this does not apply
to Lebanon, Yemen and Syria, especially to the militias allied
with Iran. The ability of Iran to have proxies in these states is
not only a result of strategic relationships between these prox-
ies and Tehran, but also due to the nature of political sociology
in these states, in addition to the failure of these states in man-
aging pluralism. My question is, can stability, major compro-
mises and the handling of all problems be part of internal,
domestic deals, or do we have to have a regional deal in which
Iran is a fundamental party?

Question : I have two observations. First, I find it necessary
to distinguish between the Popular Mobilization Forces and
other militias in Iraq. The former was a key Shiite movement
that came into being according to a religious edict (fatwa), and
in which militias and ordinary individuals took part. When
the war against IS ended, the individuals returned home, and
the militias remained. Through their political arms, the mili-
tias managed to win 40 seats in the House of Representatives,
and this number is significant. Moreover, I do not think the
militias’ dangerous influence and impact are disappearing;
they are still there. In Lebanon, there is one militia, while in
Iraq, there are 40, and they are all linked to Iran. The problem
is that the government itself runs a militia, due to the fact that
it is the product of a parliamentary majority. Second, none of
the speakers addressed the role of civil society in eliminating
militias. My question is the following: Is the emergence and
growth of militias, at the expense of the state, temporary or
permanent?

Question to Mr. Qahwaji : Some of the assumptions you
put forward are controversial. A militia is not just an entity
that challenges the state, but also a body that acts like a state
and tries to control it. What is the meaning of the state in the
Arab world? Do states in the Arab world abide by the stan-
dards of the modern state, or are they just dictatorial regimes?
Governments and armies in the Arab world act like militias.
Therefore, I agree with what Mr. Al-Yahya said about the line
being vague between militias and states in the Arab world. I
believe that the main reason for the emergence of militias in
the Arab world is the absence of security.
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Question addressed to Mr. al-Dabbagh : How will Iran
react to the electoral victory of Muqtada Al-Sadr? Are we
going to see a confrontation or a compromise? My second
question is addressed to Messrs. Qahwaji and al-Dab-
bagh: The Iranian model of bilateral governance (presence of
an army and a militia) is witnessed in states such as Lebanon,
Iraq, Syria and Yemen. Do you think this model, which Iran
succeeded in exporting abroad, is viable on the long term? 

Question addressed to Mr. al-Dabbagh : The Sunnites
in Iraq played a major role in liberating the country from IS
control, and this participation was a major proof that the Sun-
nites in Iraq give priority to national over confessional affili-
ations. How do the Sunnites of Iraq perceive the Popular
Mobilization Forces and its infiltration into the decision-mak-
ing circles? Will this bring us back to zero in terms of the in-
justice that Sunnites have felt since Saddam Hussein’s fall?  

Question addressed to Mr. Qahwaji : You said the great-
est danger arises when civil society, alongside political circles,
accept the existence of militias and grant them legitimacy. The
language of diplomacy relies on the power of logic while the
existence of militias stems from the logic of force. How can a
compromise be reached here?  

In response to questions, al-Dabbagh said, “All militias
in Iraq are linked to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps,
especially to Major General Qasem Soleimani. I do not exag-
gerate when I argue that the Corps handles Iran’s Iraqi policy.
Even the Iranian ambassador to Iraq is a member of the
Corps, and not a diplomat. Regarding what was said about
the emergence of the Popular Mobilization Forces because of
religious edicts, let me clarify that the fatwa addressed all Iraqis
of all sects calling on them to volunteer to help the national
army, and not for the establishment of a militia alongside the
national army which links are rooted abroad, especially in
Iran. In this context, the Popular Mobilization Forces usurped
and distorted the fatwa, and Iran abused the fatwa to
strengthen and establish its influence in Iraq. Individuals who
responded to the fatwa’s call to volunteer eventually returned
home, while the militias that were formed in exploitation of
this fatwa, all remained intact and sustained their links to Iran.
As for Muqtada al-Sadr, we should not forget that in the be-
ginning, Iran created his movement, but he later wanted to
rid himself of Iranian influence. I think Iran still holds key
parts of the Sadrist movement, and I am not sure if the move-
ment will be able to rid itself from its influence. It should be
noted here that many of the groups that constitute the Popu-
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lar Mobilization Forces emerged from the Sadrist movement,
such as the League of Righteous People; Al-Sadr called them
as the “rogue groups.” As for the duality of militias and the
army, I did not give a rosy picture of the situation in Iraq; I
mentioned a glimmer of hope stemming from popular rejec-
tion to the existence of militias and their role. After the recent
victory of the Iraqi army against IS, the Iraqis, with all their
affiliations, began to feel that their savior from IS and their
bastion against it is the army, not the militias, especially the
Popular Mobilization Forces. However, I cannot be sure
whether the logic of force or the power of logic will eventually
prevail. Legalizing militias in laws stems from the large num-
ber of both the militias and their recruits. The main challenge
today in Iraq is how the state will be able to shift the loyalty
of these recruits from Iran to Iraq. The experience of the Sons
of Iraq (Sahwahs) is still fresh and can be replicated with the
Popular Mobilization Forces through integration of recruits,
not only within security and military agencies of the state, but
also in the state’s civilian fields.”   

Al-Yahya commented; “Iran does not favor militias oper-
ating in social and other services; hence, replacing the state.
First, this model proved to be a failure, and second, its cost
was too high. Iran does not want the militias it created to re-
place states. For example, it did not want the Houthis to enter
into conflict with the Yemeni government and try to change
the regime. Its only purpose in Yemen is securing a foothold
in Bab al-Mandab. Iran does not want its proxies to occupy
positions where they can be held accountable. In Iraq, Iran
has benefited from the weakness of the state to control a
group of militias. Its capacity to build such militias has grown
after the U.S. occupation of Iraq. It becomes dangerous for
Iran and the local community when these militias gain power
and take the role of the state in providing educational, social,
medical and economic services.”

Qahwaji said ; “Let’s discuss this point. There is a differ-
ence between fourth generation wars and civil wars. The re-
gional powers that wanted to strengthen their influence found
opportunities to do so in fractured states, first through the
creation of civil society organizations and the provision of
services, and then through the formation of militias. As gov-
ernments failed to address people's problems, these militias
gained strength and built on the failure of states, and then
began to promote themselves as providers of solutions. 

Hezbollah is wearing the hat of a Lebanese party that pro-
vides services, fights corruption and resists Israel, but it is in
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fact a militia taking orders from Iran and ready to fight any-
where in the world to secure Tehran's interests. When tyrants
lead states, the state becomes a militia because the interests
of the state become that of the tyrant. This is the cause of
chaos in some states such as Iraq, Syria and Libya. When
regimes fell and militias arose, nothing changed. I am afraid
that we are beginning to understand the real meaning of the
Iranian slogan about exporting the revolution – Building states
with dualities similar to that of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
and this is what we observe today in Lebanon and is being re-
peated in Iraq and in Yemen.”

Session Coordinator Rimmele asked the speakers about
what should be done to address the problem of militias in this
part of the world.

Al-Dabbagh replied ; “Iraq has not reached Lebanon's de-
pendence or any other country’s yet, whereby decisions made
abroad are imposed. The most significant proof is the failure
of former Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki to serve a third
term. The region is in a situation of uneasy tugging due to
Iran’s policy and its troubled relations with most of the re-
gional states. In contrast, since the outbreak of the Iranian
revolution, the policies of Western states, including the
United States, have failed to contain Iran and have given it
opportunities to expand its influence. Is the solution war or
coexistence between the region’s states and Iran? In Iraq, we
are afraid from war because we are sure that if it breaks out,
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it will occur on Iraqi soil. Is there a way for coexistence? I
doubt it. We are facing a dilemma that no one can predict its
outcome.”

Replying to the questions addressed to him, al-Yahya
said; “The discourse in the United States has changed in
terms of determining the Iranian threat, and the current U.S.
administration has shifted its policy towards Iran. U.S. poli-
cymakers are now aware that Iran’s nuclear ambitions are part
of its greater threat, and that is to expand its influence in the
Middle East by meddling in internal states’ affairs. Nuclear
ambitions may be the smokescreen Iran uses in dealing with
the West, while in the background, it maintains its expansion-
ary policy. On the other hand, the main problem lies in the
weakness of the states in which Iran has successfully acquired
influence. This brings us back to the question of the chronic
failure of Arab states to find their governance on democracy,
the rule of law, social justice and development.  

Qahwaji answered; “It is no longer acceptable for the in-
ternational community to overlook this abnormal situation of
forced marriage between the state and militias. What is puz-
zling about this is that these militias have offices in several
Western states. Representatives in these offices hold meetings
with official bodies, suggesting that the West accepts this ab-
normal phenomenon and considers militias legitimate bodies.
The international community must reconsider its perception
concerning the situation in the Middle East and change the
way it deals with these militias. On our part as Arab states,
we must address the issue of national identity so that we can

confront militias. This is the only way that will allow
us to get rid of them. If we do not prioritize the issue
of strengthening national identity, we are heading for
civil wars.” 

THIRD SESSION:
“CASE STUDIES: LEBANON, IRAQ, SYRIA AND
THE GULF STATES”

The coordinator of the third session, Mr. Joseph
Khoury, clarified that discussions will focus on the
current turbulent situation in the region and at-
tempts by the Gulf states to adapt to these changes.
“This session will look at the underlying causes of un-
rest in many states of the region, the stalemate that
is taking place and what the Gulf states are doing to
protect themselves,” he said. “In addition to the
emergence of militias, the region and the rest of the
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world are witnessing the emergence of new entities that repre-
sent citizens and have great power in influencing, framing and
attracting people. These entities are civil society organizations.
On the other hand, governments, especially in the Gulf states,
have begun to pay more attention to citizens’ needs. A Min-
istry of State for Happiness was established in the United Arab
Emirates for example, while Saudi Arabia is increasingly work-
ing on protecting its citizens’ interests. The speakers will try
to discuss the causes of crises in the region and try to envision
ways out.” He introduced the speakers as follows: Dr. Fadi al-
Ahmar, a professor and researcher at the Holy Spirit Univer-
sity-Kaslik in Lebanon and an expert on Syrian and Middle
Eastern politics, Mr. Wahid Abdel Meguid, head of al-Ahram
Center for Strategic Studies in Egypt and Mr. Motassem al-
Sioufi, a Syrian political activist and researcher and executive
director of the Next Day initiative.

Wahid Abdel Meguid
took to the platform.
After thanking Maison
du Futur and the organ-
izers of this conference,
he said that the theme
was very broad, and it re-
quired studying the cases
of nine countries.
“When we talk about a
study, we mean an ana-
lytical study far from
wishes, dreams and bias.
Today, I will put aside
my bias in public affairs
to try as an intellectual,
not as an academic, to
explain these cases that raise several questions which need
hours and perhaps days to be answered.” He added; “Since I
am an advocate of international relations, and especially an
advocate of the most conservative branches of political real-
ism, I will present a realistic picture and analysis on the cur-
rent situation, and this picture will not be rosy. The prevailing
scene ascertains that any talk about improving the Arab situ-
ation, in the short and medium terms, is only a matter of
wishes. Hence, I will discuss what we can do to reduce the de-
cline and stop it at this point. If we could do this, it would be
a great achievement.” 

He added; “Any study begins with a question, and the ques-
tion I have chosen is – what has happened in the countries of
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this region, specifically since the beginning of the current
decade, and generally since the beginning of the second mil-
lennium? In fact, five revolutions broke out in five Arab coun-
tries. The most important factors that led to the revolutions
were tyranny, underdevelopment, reduction of the national
state's authority and reduction of authority into a network of
interests that differ from one country to another.  The attacks
of September 11, 2001, and the United States’ invasion of
Iraq in 2003 preceded these revolutions – the latter led to the
degeneration of the state and confessional conflict. These two
events paved the way for the five revolutions and revealed
what was simmering deep within the Arab world. In Syria, the
confessional engine has become an engine of political conflict
and is becoming the engine of a regional conflict between Iran
and Saudi Arabia. Conflicts in Iraq and Syria are protracted
ones. In Iraq, the conflict has subdued but it is not over yet,
and in Syria, the conflict is still raging and will not end soon
because it is being sustained by local, regional and interna-
tional feeds. In the Gulf, two countries, Oman and Kuwait,
tried to protect themselves from the conflict and succeeded in
doing so. A third country, Bahrain, lived through the hostilities
and is yet to end them because the strife there was oppressed,
not addressed. A fourth country, Saudi Arabia, tried to exploit
these disagreements in its conflict with Iran. Political Islam
bears a large part of responsibility for the deterioration that
occurred and led to the eruption of these revolutions. “The
Gulf countries, led by Saudi Arabia, prevented the rebellions
from exploding within their territories and tried to control the
mutinies in other countries. They were involved in the Syrian
insurgence before retreating to indulge in another war, the war
in Yemen, which I expect to last for a long time and become
a war of attrition.”

He added; “Both Iran and Saudi Arabia are seeking to in-
crease their influence in the region. Saudi Arabia is experienc-
ing successive interactions and awaiting others that will make
the situation less stable than it seems to be. The irony in all
this is Lebanon, which is a light at the end of a dark tunnel ;
it appears to be the least affected by what has happened, de-
spite the fragility of its situation. One explanation for this is
the immunity against wars that has been acquired during the
Lebanese civil war, especially after all the involved parties re-
alised that none of them can abolish the other. Despite all con-
tradictions, the country witnessed a relative coexistence. This
interpretation is based on a historical reading of similar con-
flict, according to which a hostility ends either with a final
and crushing victory, or with the opposing parties’ realisation
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that none of them can eliminate the other. Conflicts in this
region will only end when their parties understand that com-
promise will allow them to coexist in a way or another. This is
the painful reality that we should be reflecting on.” 

He added; “It was mentioned in a previous session that
new generations can make this change – the realization that
no party can eliminate the other – and eventually realize that
war will simply strip them from any gain. Until then, we must
understand this to be able to manage crises and restrain them
and their losses and effects. Internal and external factors have
not yet matured to reach compromises and solutions, and all
we can do today is manage these conflicts and think about
ways to do so. As for solutions, they are still unattainable.” 

Mr. Motassem al-Sioufi took to the
platform. He thanked the organizers of
this conference and continued; “I hope
that my remarks, relating exclusively to
the Syrian affairs, will be an added value
to this conference. Despite the decline of
violence in Syria, the collapse and almost
complete elimination of IS, and the de-
cline of al-Nusra Front’s power, we still
face a complex reality. The conflict be-
tween Syrian parties continues; solutions
have not been reached yet, and problems
are worsening. The problem is not only
with the political opposition, but also
with the armed opposition. The problem
is also in north-east Syria, where the Syrian Democratic Forces
is facing its own problems with its immediate Syrian environ-
ment and the Arab environment in general.”

He retorted; “The nature of the engagement is regional. It
is Iranian-Israeli-Turkish, in addition to Iraqi and Lebanese in-
fluences. The current conflict is also international due to the
impact of Iranian-American hostility. After Iran’s withdrawal
from Syria, the Iranian expansion has become on top of the
United States’ agenda, especially with Russia's interference in
some regional and international parties. The major complica-
tion resides in the absence of a US -Russian understanding.
Syria is currently divided into spheres of influence led by
groups with foreign affiliations and agendas. The boundaries
of these areas are not delineated but have been identified
through many understandings. In southern Syria, there is a
Russian-Israeli understanding on the need to keep pro-Iranian
groups away from the border. In northern Syria, there is a Russ-
ian-Turkish understanding over the existence of twelve Turkish
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outposts. To the east of the Euphrates River, attacks are ram-
pant – Russian forces try to advance and U.S. forces retaliate
harshly. At the same time and in the same region, Iran is trying
to create resistance groups against U.S. occupation.”

As for the ongoing peace processes, he claimed that the
Geneva process was “dead” and no one expected any outcome
from it. There are two tracks. First, the Astana track which
fulfilled its aim, and succeeded in freeing and establishing ob-
servation points in regions controlled by the Syrian opposi-
tion. This operation was demanded by the regime at the
launching of the Astana talks. The aim was not to establish
de-escalation zones, as it was claimed, but to clean-up areas
and restore the regime’s control. The second track is that of
Sochi, where the question of constitutional change is being
raised by drafting a new constitution for the country.  

Al-Sioufi analysed; “The security that prevailed before
2011 was tyrannical and repressive in favor of the regime, and
it failed miserably in managing Syrian diversity and the rela-
tionship between the Syrians and the state. The Syrian iden-
tity was weak; hence, the conflict developed from a conflict
calling for freedom to a conflict of identities, allowing the frag-
ile Syrian social fabric to surface. In light of the current situ-
ation, I do not think the Syrian state will be able to regain
sovereignty over all its territories, rebuild the military appa-
ratus and the army, formulate a new social contract that can
pave the way for an inclusive national identity, allow develop-
ment, and create independent policies. The other Syrian par-
ties, such as opposition forces in Idlib, the South and Syrian
Democratic Forces, have become extremely reliant on their
foreign backers and consequently bound to their interests and
guidance. For example, the situation in northeastern Syria is
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linked to American plans and to whether the U.S. forces in-
tend to stay there for a long period. In conclusion, I do not
see a solution to the Syrian crisis soon.”

He added; “Syria needs a comprehensive, acceptable, po-
litical solution to local, regional and international parties, and
this solution is not currently available. As for the future out-
come of the Syrian conflict on our land, it is too soon to dis-
cuss it. The focus today will be on the Iranian presence in
Syria, especially in light of Israeli attacks on Iranian outposts,
the U.S.’s withdrawal from the nuclear agreement and Wash-
ington's request from Tehran to withdraw its troops from
Syria. As for the relationship between Iran and Russia, both
countries have a common enemy, the United States, and a
common ally, the Syrian regime.”

Dr. Fadi al-Ahmar took to the platform
and began his speech by saying that demo-
graphic change in Syria threatens social se-
curity in the state and in some of its
neighboring states. “The concerns are about
the existence of a systematic internal, re-
gional and international policy to bring
about a demographic change in Syria, where
the population looks like a mosaic due to a
multitude of races, ethnicities, religions and
sects. About 80% of the population is lo-
cated in the main conflicting areas. Hence,
internal and external displacements were
massive.” In terms of external displacement,
there are 1.5-1.8 million Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, and 3.4 million in Turkey.  In Jordan, the number is
over one million, while Iraq is home to the smallest number of
Syrian refugees. Regarding internal displacement, according to
official figures, Idlib approximately hosts 2.3 million people,
while activists talk about 2.6 million people.

He added; “Is displacement taking place according to a
strategy? Yes, it is. A strategy that starts with besieging, starv-
ing and bombing, and ends with forced displacement. Assad
himself said; “Today, the Syrian society has become more ho-
mogeneous and nationally unified.” In fact, Shiites fought the
key wars in “Useful Syria”; they fought in Homs, Damascus,
Aleppo and the south to immunize “Useful Syria.” Deporta-
tion strategies were not mainly implemented by the regime
but also by Iran and Hezbollah.”

Population evictions started in Homs in 2012, and at the
time, identification papers and ownership documents were
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burnt; after the end of the military operations there, only
200,000 people returned to their homes. The Baba Amr
neighborhood, which was inhabited by 35,000 people, has be-
come deserted. The same applies to al-Waer neighborhood,
where 700,000 people lived, and al-Qusayr, which had a pop-
ulation of 65,000. The reasons for people’s reluctance to re-
turn are many, such as large-scale destruction, the creation of
security zones where people are not allowed to come back to
and fear of the regime. In this regard, Law No. 10/2018 is the
most dangerous one in terms of its impact on the Syrian inte-
rior and neighboring states. The law legitimizes the demo-
graphic change in Syria and allows the regime to build new
cities called “organizational zones” to houses whomever it
wants there.

“This law,” he argued, “com-
plements a decision issued in
2012 on the establishment of
organizational zones in the
countryside of Damascus. These
zones will house foreign fighters
and their familie (there are no
official documents on this mat-
ter, but there are individual tes-
timonies). Iran began buying
land in Syria early on, especially
in the countryside of Damascus,
and established a large number
of religious seminaries.” This is
evidences intentions of demo-

graphic change through displacement and Shiification. Through
this strategy, Iran wants to establish the “Shiite Crescent,” in
which IS emerged as a loophole and Tehran worked to remove
it. Hezbollah “may be working to secure the establishment of
a Shiite state or mini-state, which stretches from the country-
side of Damascus to the Bekaa Valley and includes al-Qalam-
oun.” He added that Russia is a partner in this strategy because
it provides it with a military and political cover. “As for the goals
of Russia, the first goal is a federal Syria,” he added, pointing
out that Russia was the first to suggest this and arguing that
demographic change contributes to this end. The second Russ-
ian goal is to protect minorities; certain Syrian groups are talk-
ing about a holy war being waged by Russian President Putin
and praising Russia’s argument in favor of a “Useful Syria”. 

Demographic segregation in Syria is leading to a religious,
confessional society, causing profound demographic changes
and creating organizational zones or settlements,” he declared.
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He also expressed his fears that demographic segregation
would make it impossible for the largest number of displaced
Syrians in Lebanon to return to their country. Finally, he un-
derscored the importance of repealing Law No. 10/2018 and
the need for the international community to focus on ensur-
ing the return of displaced Syrians to their country rather
than financing their stay in host countries. The latter should
carry out a coordinated campaign to ensure the return of the
displaced to Syria.

In the debate that followed, the following questions
were asked:

Question : I believe that the matter of demographic change
is exaggerated. First, a remarkable part of the Sunnite commu-
nity supports the Syrian regime. Second, Sunnite businessmen
are contributing to the establishment of the organizational
zones. Third, the Sunnites in Syria, including the Kurds, are
estimated at 77-80% of the population; that is, between 14
and 16 million people; these millions cannot be replaced by
the 70,000 brought in from Afghanistan, Pakistan or Iraq.

Question : The gossip related to the establishment of a Shi-
ite state in Syria is exaggerated. Shiites do not exceed 1-2%
of the population, and Alawites are estimated at 10-12%. This
is not to mention significant religious differences between
both communities. Second, I do not believe Iran is interested
in establishing a Shiite state because its interests stem from
Persian nationalist considerations and not sectarian ones.
Hence in my opinion, linking unrelated issues to prove that a
Shiite state is in the making is unrealistic. The crisis is prima-
rily political. 

Question : Mentions of a systematic plan to introduce de-
mographic change in Syria is pure exaggeration. Those who
say Russia supports this plan are unaware of its history and
its suffering from demographic displacement. Russia under-
stands that this policy is vicious and will not lead to any sus-
tainable solution to the Syrian crisis. My question is addressed
to Mr. Al-Sioufi : Do you think the drafting of a new consti-
tution for Syria is timely? Is it the necessary threshold to solve
the crisis? 

Question addressed to Mr. Wahid Abdel Meguid : Is
what is happening now in the region an attempt to redraw the
borders of states on confessional and sectarian basis, and an
indicator to the fall of the borders drawn by the Sykes-Picot
Agreement? Have the features of the map prepared by the late
Bernard Lewis started to appear?

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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Question addressed to Mr. al-Sioufi : Are you really con-
vinced that there will be no disagreement between Russia and
Iran? Don’t you think that the raids carried out by Israel
against Iranian outposts in Syria, whether they were con-
ducted with Russia’s knowledge or disregard are evidence to a
tactical, imminent relationship between Israel and Russia?
Question addressed to Mr. al-Ahmar : Most Sunnites who
fled Syria took refuge in Lebanon, and you claim that Hezbol-
lah contributed to their displacement. What is Hezbollah's in-
terest in having more Sunnites in Lebanon, especially since
your speech suggests that they will not return to their country
because their displacement took place under a strategic plan
and a systematic policy?

Question : Talk of Shiification in Syria is not based on any
statistical facts at all (Shiites constitute 1% of the population
and Alawites 12%). Shiification attempts have failed. Even
talk about the existence of 70,000 Shiite militiamen in Syria
is exaggerated. In fact, displacement cannot be denied as de-
mographic change, but the population count is based on loy-
alty and opposition to the regime, not sectarian
considerations; hence, displacement targets the regime’s op-
ponents. On the other hand, the Shiites who fought in Syria
were not Syrian; they were members of militias that came
from abroad. I agree with Mr. Al-Sioufi’s argument that the
regime is helpless and incapable of any action. I also agree
with his argument that Iran’s plan in the region in general and
in Syria in particular is not driven by Shiism. Talking about a
map attributed to Bernard Lewis is wrong. The map was pre-
pared by a small official in the American State Department
and does not reflect U.S.’s policy toward the region. Today,
the United States wants to clamp down on Russia. We have
to be realistic and avoid blowing things out of proportion.

In response to the questions, Mr. Wahid Abdel Meguid
said; “As for what has been said about a plan or plans to re-
draw the region's map and the borders of its states, there is no
reliable evidence that confirms the factuality of these designs,
neither regionally nor internationally. The best example is the
Iraqi-Kurdistan region and its fate. To redraw borders in a sen-
sitive area such as the Middle East, it requires a coherent
global order. The current order is fragile and has not yet been
able to digest the repercussions of redrawing borders in East-
ern and Central Europe more than two decades ago. More-
over, the nature of regional conflicts cannot bear the
consequences of the creation of new states. Current conflicts
are protracted social conflicts. The only national conflict is
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that of the Kurds, and it is more of a historical claim and a
dream than of a plan. What Dr. Hassan Mneimneh said about
the U.S. historian Bernard Lewis is true. Lewis was indeed a
member of a committee formed by the U.S. Congress in the
1980s to explore new ways to contain Soviet influence. The
plan has never been published, and as far as we know, Lewis’
contribution to this committee was a recommendation that
the United States should strengthen its relationship with the
Kurds and support their cause because Kurds are its only reli-
able ally in this region. Lewis is an orientalist and has a very
positive attitudes 
towards Islam and
the East. We must
read his work and
not rely on what
some critics say
about him. In the
final analysis, I
believe that when
conflicting parties
are exhausted, no
settlement they reach will violate the current geographical
framework of the region. Nowadays, many scenarios, solu-
tions and perceptions are being presented, but the actual ele-
ments that should be available to resolve any conflict are still
missing. Fire is still burning under the ash in most of our
states, and several volcanoes are likely to explode, especially
in Jordan, Morocco and Sudan. The countdown for getting
out of the series of crises that the region has witnessed since
the beginning of the last century has not yet begun. As I men-
tioned, it is worthwhile to envisage ways on how to manage
conflicts to reduce losses rather than wasting time thinking of
solutions which elements have not materialized locally, region-
ally or internationally. This applies to the issue of displaced
Syrians. Idlib, for example, hosts a huge reservoir of opposi-
tion groups and looks like a time bomb which can explode at
any moment.”

Al-Ahmar said ; “I am convinced that the Syrian conflict
will persist, and that the problem of displaced people is in-
tractable. The demographic change is happening in Syria and
the regime is seeking to implement it when time permits. The
experience of President Hafez Assad’s regime in this matter is
still evident. He strengthened his authority through the ad-
ministrative organization he adopted for Syria. As for Hezbol-
lah's interest in the existence of many Syrian Sunnites in
Lebanon, the matter is still confusing and vague.”

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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Al-Sioufi stated; “I agree with Mr. Wahid Abdel Meguid’s
argument. The elements needed to resolve the Syrian crisis do
not exist yet. As for the constitutional amendment, this use-
less step does not lead to a solution of any kind. Syria needs
drastic changes. First, the overthrow of the regime; second, a
transition; and third, the establishment of a new regime and
a new social contract. Only then, new interim constitutional
measures will be needed. As for the Russian-Iranian disagree-
ment, if the Russians want to pressure Iran out of Syria, they
would not do so without something in return. Have they been
offered a price to do so? Do they have the means to get the
Iranians out of Syria? Can the Russians fill the vacuum the
Iranians will leave behind?

With regard to Law Number 10/2018, it is a fact that 12
million Syrians are displaced (both internally and externally),
and most of them are opponents of the regime. What will the
regime benefit from this law? First, it punishes its opponents
by depriving them of their property, and second, it benefits
from the change that will affect the nature of areas, especially
those where the revolution broke out. Moreover, there is a se-
curity aspect to this issue, it creates immune environments for
revolutions against the regime in the future. Third, the regime
benefits by establishing holding companies in real estate re-
habilitation projects.”

FOURTH SESSION:
“ROLE OF REGIONAL (TURKEY AND IRAN)
AND INTERNATIONAL ACTORS (US, RUSSIA, EU, AND
CHINA), IN INCREASING OR REVERSING THE
FRAGMENTATION PROCESS”

Moderated by Ubaidly Ubaidly, journalist and researcher
from Bahrain, Session 4 held under the theme “Role of Re-
gional (Turkey and Iran) and International Actors (US, Russia,
EU, and China), in Increasing or Reversing the Fragmentation
Process” included speakers: Elena Suponina, expert on Asia
and the Middle East, adviser to the director of the Russian In-
stitute for Strategic Studies, Seyed Hossein Mousavian, pol-
icymaker, research scholar at Princeton University, and Joseph
Bahout, visiting scholar in Carnegie’s Middle East Program. 

In his opening statement, Ubaidly acclaimed the confer-
ence as a clear indication that Lebanon remains a catalyst for
democracy in the Arab world for researchers and thinkers.
Then, he commented that through the previous sessions of
the conference, the panelists discussed themes related to the
Middle East’s traditional security, but no one shed light upon

Ubaidly
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digital security, which has be-
come a major player in the
local, regional and interna-
tional security ecosystems.
“Traditionally, the role of the
media was to portray events,
but at present and for the first
time in human history, the
media has become the real
kingmaker”, he said.

Ubaidly posed several ques-
tions related to the Middle
East’s security for the confer-
ence’s participants to address,
including:

• Who are the main players in the region? Countries or
giant companies? Has the economic-commercial colo-
nialism made a comeback in lieu of political-military
colonialism?

• Has information become the vehicle for foreign inter-
vention in lieu of military bases?

• What are the sources of information broadcasted to the
Arab users?

• Are we talking about an objective or subjective disso-
lution? Are we the ones who prepare the ground for
foreign interference or is it forced?

• What about the recent decades’ recurrent phenome-
non: The Arab states resorting to external backers to
intervene on their side against local actors?

Elena Suponina then took the floor and thanked the con-
ference organizers for inviting her to the conference. For
Suponina, the Middle East has become a minefield and its
problematics have gone beyond geopolitical issues into a
struggle between the superpowers, especially following the
failure of the United States’ unipolar policy. She mentioned
the successful Russian-Turkish-Iranian cooperation experience
aimed at reducing the escalation in Syria, emphasizing that
Russia has restored its appropriate role in the Middle East,
after a period of decline and stagnation. She spoke about three
stages in the history of the Russian presence in the region in
the aftermath of the Soviet Union’s dissolution: The phase of
quasi-total absence under President Boris Yeltsin, and the
phase of firm stance without active participation that began
three years after President Vladimir Putin came into power, a
stance largely manifested by Russia's opposition to the US in-
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vasion of Iraq without taking any steps or actions against it.
The third phase consists of Russia’s active participation that
began with the decision to engage in the Syrian battles to fight
terrorism in 2015, which changed domestic and foreign pow-
ers in Syria and made Russia one of the most influential play-
ers on the Syrian arena. Suponina also talked about the
success of Russia in Syria firstly in eliminating terrorism and
jihadi groups, most noticeably ISIS and secondly in its quest
to preserve the Syrian State and restore stability and peace in
the country through negotiations.

Suponina continued by posing a question: “Can peace be
achieved in Syria amidst America’s readiness to capsize the
boat in the region and watch its passengers sinking?”, criti-
cizing President Trump’s recent decisions: the decision to
move the US embassy to Jerusalem and the decision to cancel
the nuclear deal with Iran. She emphasized that despite the
American policy in the Middle East, Russia recognizes the im-
portance of coordinating with the US and is ready to cooper-
ate with everyone to reduce tension at different levels, for
instance the Palestinian issue and the relations with Iran…
“What matters to Russia is that Syria remains a unified state”,
she said. Additionally, Suponina emphasized that Russia con-
tinues to make efforts to reach a political solution to the Syr-
ian crisis, despite the difficulties it faces – the American
obstacles – in the first place.

Lastly, she reflected on her visit to Hmeimim airbase prais-
ing its organization and equipment and revealed that Russia
is planning to use this base to regain its appropriate position
in the region. “A picture drew my attention in the Hmeimim
base: a bear distributing something to doves of peace. After a
closer look at the picture, they turned out to be armors. The
Russian bear is distributing armors to be worn by the doves
of peace. This is Russia’s role in the region, being in power to
achieve and protect peace”, she concluded.

Seyed Hossein Mousavian then took the floor and began
by thanking President Amine Gemayel and all organizers of
the event. “I have been asked to talk about the challenges of
security arrangements in the Middle East and the role of
Turkey and Iran in this region”, he said. 

He explained that most of West Asia is in a state of devas-
tating chaos and ongoing wars, with no obvious solution on
the horizon. Many terrorist groups are still active throughout
the region and beyond. Instability in the Middle East contin-
ues to decisively impact international and regional peace and
security. The region is amid two conflicts: one between re-
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gional powers, and the other between global powers. Syria is
a case in point, where regional conflicts reached a peak and
Moscow’s intervention has changed the balance of power in
the conflict.

He added that the Middle East’s conflicts are rooted in his-
tory referring to several underlying reasons: The first is the
full and unconditional support the United States and its allies
have provided to corrupt dictators in the region, whose repres-
sion of populations has led to poverty and lack of economic
and social development – which all contributed to extremism
and terrorism. The second is also the United States’ full and
unconditional support to Israel which prevented a just and
lasting solution to the Palestinian issue. The third is the wars
that have engulfed the region, from the Soviet War in
Afghanistan which started in 1979 and lasted ten years, the
first Gulf War between Iraq and Iran, which lasted from 1980
to 1988, the Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the sub-
sequent second Gulf War or in other words the war of libera-
tion of Kuwait in 1991, the US invasion of Iraq in 2003 to
the war in northwestern Pakistan in 2004, and lastly the suc-
cessive wars that broke out in several countries of the region
since the beginning of this decade.

Additionally, Mousavian suggested that the U.S. was either
a party, or an instigator, or a supporter or a participant in all
these wars and made mistakes in all its policies. It made a mis-
take when it supported Saddam Hussein against Iran, then
fought him, then re-supported him in the suppression of the
popular uprising that erupted in March 1991 and was led by
the Shiites in the south of the country and the Kurds in the
north. The U.S. also made a mistake when it created extremist
jihadist entities in Afghanistan to confront the Soviet Union,
the most dangerous of which is the “al-Qaida” organization;
it made a mistake when it invaded Iraq and adopted a policy
to dissolve all the institutions and security and military appa-
ratuses of the State, which unleashed chaos in Iraq and the
region, and led to the rise of extremist groups which constitute
major threats such as “ISIS.” The major mistake of the U.S.
was its support for extremist groups in Syria to eliminate the
legitimate government and overthrow the regime, and the mil-
itary attack on Libya, which resulted in a failed state. Lastly,
the U.S. made a mess-up in supporting the Arab alliance led
by Saudi Arabia in the Yemen war, described by the United
Nations as the worst in recent history in terms of humanitar-
ian consequences.

“The United States has always intervened in the region
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openly and wrongly and has always sought to meddle with its
political map by trying to change regimes, in three ways :
Firstly, by nourishing popular revolutions such as in Egypt and
Iran; secondly by instigating internal overthrows, and thirdly
through direct military intervention, such as in Libya and
Afghanistan. However, in Syria there was an entirely new phe-
nomenon which consisted in the exportation of terrorists to
the country to bring the regime down”, he uttered.

When the Syrian crisis erupted in 2011, Iran supported
the Syrian government, the country’s official authority, while
Turkey supported extremist and terrorist groups. However,
Turkey immediately changed its position from being a loyal
U.S. ally in NATO to a more independent regional power,
which largely contributed to cutting off supply routes to ter-
rorist groups in Syria, and to sponsoring the “Astana process”
peace talks between the conflicting parties. 

Mousavian explained that since the collapse of the Ot-
toman era, Iran and Turkey have not gone to war because both
countries are convinced that there cannot be peace in the re-
gion unless all major regional and global powers cooperate, as-
serting that in addition to foreign intervention, the central
issue in the Middle East is a lack of any regional cooperation
system. Turkey and Iran can establish a stabilizing regional
equilibrium. Turkey and Iran are two non-Arab states. They
each have its own set of problems and security concerns :
Turkey has opposed the crackdown on groups such as the
Muslim Brotherhood by many Arab countries, such as Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Iran feels threat-
ened by the export of Wahhabism, an ideology that explicitly
views Shia Muslims as heretics and dissidents of Islam. Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman stated that Turkey and
Iran are together part of a “triangle of evil,” along with the
Muslim Brotherhood. He also mentioned the complex pat-
terns of division and polarization across the Arab region.

Lastly, he outlined three major diplomatic interventions
that are necessary to alleviate regional crises and foster long-
lasting regional cooperation, peace and stability, and that en-
tail institutionalized regional security and cooperation systems
between the countries of the Middle East and those of the
Persian Gulf :

– Expansion of the Economic Cooperation Organization
(ECO), an organization founded by Iran, Turkey, and Pakistan
in 1985, to deepen economic cooperation and integration
among the region’s countries.

– Establishing a regional cooperation & security system in
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Persian Gulf, to address the Arab-Arab disputes and the Arab-
Iranian disputes.

– Creation of a forum for Arab & Non-Arab dialogue.
Mousavian concluded by confirming that any sustainable

partnership between regional powers must be based on the
principles of respect for sovereignty, non-use of force, respect of
borders and territorial integrity, peaceful settlement of disputes
and non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries.

Ubaidly expressed his disapproval of the designation of the
Arab Gulf as the Persian Gulf ; he also objected to the depic-
tion of Iran as an innocent political actor. “Iran interferes in
the affairs of the Arab States from the Levant to Morocco to
the Gulf either directly, as is the case in Syria, or by creating
out-state entities unfamiliar to the social fabric of each coun-
try through which the security of these countries is jeopard-
ized, be it the “hard security” or the social and cultural
security. Iran is not innocent as you are trying to portray it”,
he stressed.

Joseph Bahout then took the floor. He
began his statement by thanking the Maison
du Futur for inviting him to the conference
and explained that his role as the United
States’ representative to the session is quite
odd, since he is sandwiched between Iran and
Russia. He then said that his presentation will
draw a grim picture of the current situation in
the region and its future given the difficulty
of overcoming the factors that caused its dis-
solution and fragmentation.

Bahout suggested that the world is at the
verge of a new kind of “cold war” between the
United States and Russia and their respective
allies, that is pinpointing in Ukraine, the Middle East, Syria
and Yemen. He explained that the main cause of this war is
the confrontation between two sets of norms and values that
have split the world into two camps: a progressing authoritar-
ian model versus a declining democratic West. He noted that
there is no international polarization of this cold war, since at
present blocks no longer exist, nor does a bi-polar world. In-
stead, there are imperfect – often ad-hoc – alliances, in a mul-
tipolar world. He added that Russia aims to use the tension
prevailing in the Middle East to come back on the global scene
and trace history back to the time of the Soviet Union at par-
ity with the United States, while the latter proceeds with the
policy of leading the world from behind. He pointed out that
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a cold war is also taking place in the Arab region on more than
one arena in Syria, Yemen and Libya, coupled with the rift be-
tween Qatar and the rest of the Gulf Cooperation Council’s
states. Add to this the Iran hollow spectrum that is hovering
over the Arab world. 

Bahout emphasized that this cold war will be quite differ-
ent from the previous ones in the inability of either party to
impose solutions for the crises of the Middle East, because the
agreement between the U.S. and Russia is no longer sufficient
to resolve these crises. In this context, he considered that the
ongoing negotiations in Astana and Sochi could produce
truces, but they are unable to produce a political solution to
the Syrian crisis, especially that they do not have the bene-
diction of the international community.

Then, he outlined several stumbling blocks that make it
difficult for the region to get out of disintegration and disso-
lution, most importantly the following: 

– The Shia-Sunni tension that translates the Iran-Saudi
conflict

– The increasing influence of non-state actors and the
phenomenon of trans-national jihadi networks, “Who-
ever believes that ISIS is over is mistaken”, he uttered

– The rise of forces that are sub-identities and separatist
conflicts, especially among the Kurds

– The fragmentation of the sovereignty of the states that
have opened the floodgates to foreign interventions and
proxy conflicts between regional and international forces

– The repercussions of decades of authoritarian regimes
and lack of development

– The Russian-Iranian rivalry that would sooner or later
surface

– The security arrangements demanded by Israel in
southern Syria, which will lead to an inevitable con-
frontation between Israel and Iran

– And lastly Trump’s U.S. foreign policy that has entered
the circle of unpredictability

As for the impact of the U.S. withdrawal from the nuclear
deal, he commented: “the common denominator in the U.S.
between various political wings and institutions is their aware-
ness of the extent of Iran’s rivalry toward America, and this is
what made it easier for Trump to decide to withdraw from the
nuclear deal”. He added that the U.S. decision to withdraw
from the nuclear deal may cause a rift and a divorce between
the transatlantic couple: the European Union on one side and
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the United States on the other side. Today, the U.S. is speaking
with a very harsh tone of France and Britain to the point of
threatening of an unprecedented trade war against them, and
this could adversely affect peace building in the Middle East.

“The future of the region depends on the results of several is-
sues: What is the extent of the Russian-Iranian tension, espe-
cially amidst the coordination between Russia and Israel? Will
China play a bigger role in the Middle East? What is the future
of the anti-Iranian model in the region? What is the future of
U.S.-EU relations? And what can Israel do?”, he concluded.

During the discussion session the following questions
were raised:

One participant addressed a question to Mousavian :
“I agree with your conclusion that there is a need to establish
a system of regional cooperation, but I disagree with your
reading of the Syrian revolution: This revolution started pop-
ular and peaceful, but the brutality of the Assad regime who
established his supremacy on his people backed by Iran and
Russia, spawned a shift to an armed revolution, then to a
complete mess every obscurantist force of the world threw it-
self into I think that Iran misunderstood the Arab Spring and
misunderstood what is happening in Syria and in Iraq. My
question is : does Iran feel that it is stuck in moving sand?
Does it feel that it lost its leadership in the region after the
Russian intervention?

Martin Huth: A little was said about the real objectives of
Russia and Iran, and according to my understanding neither
the bear nor the lion by definition is a very friendly animal,
they both tend to be ferocious animals and have sharp teeth.
The governments and people of the Arab world feel resent-
ment and discomfort with the role of Iran in the region, which
has caused heavy losses. As such Iran is very unpopular in the
region, even in Syria where Syrians have more confidence in
Russia. On top of this, even in Iran Iranians themselves are
dissatisfied with their country's foreign policy and its conse-
quences, the latest being the U.S. withdrawal from the nuclear
agreement and the reinstatement of sanctions at a time the
Iranians are looking for a period of economic rest.

Russell A. Berman addressed a question to Mousa-
vian : You said that Turkey played an important role in the re-
gion. Do you have anything to say about what is taking place
in Turkey?

Mona Fayyad addressed a question to Mousavian : You
said that Iran entered Syria at the legitimate government’s in-
vitation. What is the meaning of government legitimacy? What
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legitimacy are we talking about in Syria where the government
kills its people and expels more than 12 million of its citizens?
Where does this legitimacy come from? The government of the
Shah of Iran was legitimate in the sense of legitimacy that you
describe the Syrian government today. If the United States had
responded to the Shah call to intervene at the beginning of the
revolution and came and crushed the Iranians, would you have
considered this intervention legitimate back then because it was
requested by a legitimate government? Is the Iranian revolution
a revolution and the Syrian one not?

Fady al-Ahmar, addressed a question to Mousavian :
Iran is trying to export its model of governance to the Arab
world, that is based on duality and bilateralism between the
state and the militia. Don’t you think that these attempts dis-
integrate the state? Then he addressed a question to Supon-
ina: Wouldn’t Russia have benefited more, regionally and
internationally, if it stood by the people and the opposition?

Brigadier General George Saghir addressed questions to
Suponina and Mousavian: Mrs. Suponina said that Russia
intervened to fight terrorism, while Lavrov said “we inter-
vened to support the regime”. Mr. Mousavian said that Iran
respects the sovereignty of the states, yet the words of Tehran
city representative in the Iranian parliament, Alireza Zakani,
a loyalist of the Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, still echo in
our ears when he boasted that Sanaa has now become the
fourth Arab capital that is on its way to joining the Iranian
revolution after Beirut, Damascus and Baghdad, considering
that the revolution of the Houthis in Yemen is an extension
of the Khamenei revolution.

Oraib al-Rantawi, addressed a question to Mousavian :
Iran’s concerns are rightful and the suggestions it put forward
are good, but unless there are indications that Iran wants to
cooperate and does not have an expansionist agenda, its ini-
tiatives will not succeed. My question is related to the Russ-
ian-Israeli understandings regarding the situation in southern
Syria, which were recently translated into Israeli raids against
Iranian sites : Don’t you think that Russia is reducing its sup-
port to Iran?

Question to Mousavian : You said that Iran is ready to
engage in dialogue with the Arab and the Middle Eastern
countries. Is Iran also ready to establish a dialogue with the
Europeans about a new nuclear deal?

Question to Suponina : Do you think that the Iranian role
in Syria is complementary to the Russian role? Are the inter-
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national and regional players contributing to the disintegra-
tion of the countries of the region, especially Syria: On the
one hand, we see Russia calling for the establishment of fed-
eralism in Syria, on the other hand, we see the United States
supporting the Kurds?

Question to Bahout : You said that the region is expecting
an inevitable confrontation between Iran and Israel. Don’t
you think that this confrontation has started and that it is
taking place on the Syrian arena? Russia and Iran have won
the Syrian war and neither one – especially Russia – will accept
to relinquish this victory in a new war between Iran and Israel.
Are the Israeli raids on the Iranian targets in Syria that are
being ignored by Russia and Iran considered as an abreaction
to the war you are talking about?

Mousavian’s response to the questions addressed to him:
There is a clear difference in our readings of the crises in the
region from Syria, to Bahrain, to Yemen to Libya. Regarding
Syria, if we respect the idea of the existence of a legitimate gov-
ernment whether we like it or not, and this government called
Iran and Russia to intervene, had their intervention been con-
sidered illegitimate? Saudi Arabia also says that the govern-
ment of Bahrain has invited it to intervene and an ensuing
revolution erupted and was suppressed, yet you support the
government of Bahrain and support the Saudi intervention in
it. Who is using double standards here? What was said about
legitimacy is true, because legitimacy is a legal matter and a
right granted based on the two concepts of majority and mi-
nority. And if it is granted by the majority, it means it exists;
Iran supports the majority in all countries from Syria to
Bahrain, it also supports the principles of power sharing and
free and fair elections. This is Iran’s strategy to resolve the
crises in the region and it has already applied it in Afghanistan,
where it supported the rule of majority, i.e. the Pashtuns; and,
in Iraq, it supported the Shiite rule of majority.

Mousavian added: “You are mentioning concerns about an
Iranian hegemony over the region, but there are also concerns
about a Saudi hegemony in Iran… The illegitimate presence
in Syria is the presence of 100 thousand terrorists who were
encouraged to intrude into the country, organized, trained and
financed to overthrow the regime using a new regime change
tactic. We must not put the blame on others. As long as we
do not understand the concerns of Iran, we will not under-
stand its policy in the region. Iraq invaded Iran and the Gulf
countries sent money and troops to dismantle Iran and not
just to change the regime. Chemical weapons were used
against more than 100,000 Iranians and the Iranian border is
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still exposed to several perils, from the American presence, to
terrorist groups, to jihadi and Salafi ideologies, to the fragility
of the surrounding countries. 

Regarding the statements of some Iranian officials about
Tehran’s control of Arab capitals, perhaps you heard these
statements, but I think you have not read the massive criti-
cism on the Iranian side against these statements. I concluded
my presentation with a series of proposals that could promote
a convergence of views because they are based on cooperation,
coordination and dialogue among the countries of the region.
The eight Countries in the region must sit together and put
all concerns on the table and engage in a dialogue with frank-
ness, seriousness and pure intentions.

Suponina then took the floor: Allow me first to point out
that the picture of the bear in Russia represents a good and
loving animal that helps lost children in the forest and reflects
merciful and just power. The unified Berlin also adopted the
bear as a symbol! Mr. Bahout gave several examples of the de-
terioration of relations between Russia and the West. Each
time a crisis erupts between these two sides, it is depicted as
more tension and deterioration in the Middle East. Russia
does not intend to fish in troubled waters; it is not an arrogant
state and it has already put forward a regional cooperation ini-
tiative like the one mentioned by Mr. Mousavian.

Nonetheless, the picture in the region remains pessimistic
and this cooperation is premature. Minister Lavrov never said
that Russia’s goal is to protect the regime, he said that Russia’s
goal is to fight terrorism. Regarding the question about Rus-
sia’s relationship with the Syrian opposition, I would like to
pose a counter question: Has any of you seen the Syrian op-
position? There are several Syrian oppositions and Russia has
good relations with some of them; the problem is that there
is not one single opposition but rather factions that disagree
with each other and have engaged in endless internal conflicts.
Then, who do you want Russia to deal with?

Regarding Russia’s relationship with Israel, Suponina ex-
plained that Moscow upholds the equations it has built with
difficulty to maintain a balance of relations with all parties in
the region, including Israel. The media exaggerates a lot when
it says that Russia is leaning toward a particular party, all the
more Israel. Russia disagrees with Israel on several issues, most
importantly Jerusalem and the relationship with Hamas and
Hezbollah, and what bothers Israel is the intention of Russia
to strengthen the Syrian air force.

On his part Bahout said: I agree with Mr. Sioufi that the
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contours of a definitive political solution in Syria are nonex-
istent; there are frameworks and proposals, but they remain
fictional. The only real dynamic is the Astana-Sochi negotia-
tions which aim at rendering stable the status quo on the
ground that it exists today rather than coming up with a com-
prehensive political solution.

What is happening on the ground does not allow a defini-
tive solution, and the situation in Syria will stay as is for the
coming years. As for the Russian-Iranian relationship, as long
as the war in Syria and the region exist, Russia and Iran will
stick together, with the prospect of strengthening bonds with
China. Any friction between the two countries will happen
immediately after the start of the reconstruction process in
Syria. Regarding Israel, it will not accept to co-exist with the
Iranian monster on its borders growing like a cancer cell, how-
ever, there will be no confrontation between the two countries
unless they are obliged. Syria is likely to remain a battleground
between Israel and Iran.

FIFTH SESSION:
CONCLUSION: AN OPEN DISCUSSION OF APPROACHES

Moderated by Nadim Shehadi, director of
the Fares Center for Eastern Mediterranean
Studies in Tufts University, Session 5 held under
the theme: “Conclusion: An Open Discussion
of Approaches”, included panelists : Joseph
Maïla, professor at ESSEC, former Chancellor
of Université Catholique de Paris, Sami Aoun,
professor at Sherbrook University, Quebec -
Canada (MdF, BM) and Hassan Mneimneh,
scholar at Middle East Institute and principal at
Middle East Alternatives – USA (MdF, BM). 

Shehadi began his statement by noting that
the Maison du Futur’s team is broadcasting the
conference live on its Facebook page, and the
number of followers reached 19,000 people. He
explained that this panel will focus on the potential scenarios
in the Middle East and explore the approaches of utility in
managing negative trends and envisage the forthcoming steps
in the matter. 

“What is happening in the region in terms of the collapse
of the nation-state model, which prevailed after World War
II, is not isolated from a global process. When the Ottoman
Empire started getting into trouble, Ataturk’s Turkey tried to
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emulate the western state model, and fast track it in the re-
gion, it was then replicated in Algeria with Bourguiba, in Syria
with Baath Party, in Soudan and Libya and even in Saudi Ara-
bia, and Iran is no exception to that. Iran was also influenced
by Ataturk and sought to homogenize a very diverse popula-
tion to create a secular nationalist homogeneous cohesive al-
most socialist security system led by a sovereign state. This
model prevailed in the region except in Lebanon, because in
a way Lebanon skipped the twentieth century, we spent argu-
ing whether to join or not”, Shehadi commented.

“We are at the Maison du Futur here to look at the future,
and the region has been at war for the last 50 years, we have
had enough wars, I do not think we should look at another
50 years of war. I felt, that some of us are trying to reconstruct
the past, and some of us are trying to understand the future
and see where it is going. Here I take advantage of my position
as moderator to comment about what is happening to the Iran
deal. Because the Iran nuclear deal is at the center of this
whole international competition over the region. I do not
think that Donald Trump broke the Iran deal, what he did
was to take the deal and throw it up in the air and asked the
Europeans to catch it and re-negotiate with Iran, not only re-
garding its international ambitions and nuclear program but
also regarding its expansional foreign policy and internal re-
pressive policy. The question today is : Are Europeans going
to try to catch the deal and re-negotiate it, or will they save it
to fall into the trap of international splitting that will defi-
nitely have a spillover effect on the region?”, he concluded.

Hassan Mneimneh took the floor: “In fact, humanity –
from the ocean to the gulf- has neither come out of its history
nor succeeded in entering modernity and is in a state of con-
tinuous decline. I do not exaggerate by saying that the decline
began since the beginning of Arab history. The region wit-
nessed a gradual rise toward modernity that began in the 19th

century and led to the establishment of the nation-state in
the 20th century. However, this modernity remained incom-
plete because of the failure to build complete nation-state
structures, which led to a deep crisis and erosion of their
regimes. I think the main problem in the region, which can be
considered responsible for the chaos we are witnessing, lies in
the “incomplete path toward modernity”; we imported the
European state model and the first to interact with this model
were the clergy. We recall here Sheikh Mohammed Abdo when
he visited Europe: I went to the West and found Islam but
did not find Muslims and when I came back to the East, I
found Muslims but did not find Islam. The authoritarian pa-
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triarchy prevented the ability of the individual to intellectually
interact with this model and with other modernist models
that the region was able to produce in the 19th century, most
importantly those suggested by Jamal al-Din al-Afghani and
Mohammed Abdo. All internal reform attempts failed.
Lebanon witnessed popular movements in 1859 which were
revolutions carried out by local communities. These revolu-
tions failed because of the failure to fulfill the promises and
the failure of states to provide services to citizens.

When we look at the future and perceive success, we must
admit that we are not restoring an old glory but achieving a
new milestone. When we talk about security, we are not only
talking about the hard security, but also the security of re-
sources and the cultural security, which means that the human
being has the right to live without being exposed to elimina-
tion. ISIS is the most egregious example of the elimination of
cultural security and constitutes the greatest challenge to in-
complete modernity in our region. The question that we are
trying to answer is the following: “Is the decay that is affecting
all fields and not only the political sphere a fate that we can-
not evade or at least reduce its losses?”, he said.

Afterwards, Joseph Maïla took the floor
and began his statement by thanking the
Maison du Futur and the Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung for organizing the conference. He
said, “I will not summarize in this last session
all discussions of the conference’s previous
sessions, but I would like to summarize most
of the points and ideas that from my point
view are sensitive; many questions have been
raised about the dissolution, is it a dissolu-
tion of the state or of the region. In fact, in
my opinion it is the dissolution of the citi-
zen, who is considered the first enemy of the
Arab state. Maïla highlighted three points:

– First, when we talk about security, what do we talk about
exactly? Mr. Mneimneh has tackled the issue and he has said
that when talking about security, we have to take into account
all dimensions and aspects, the hard security, the resource se-
curity and the cultural security. Our conference put the em-
phasis that we have to deal with its strategic military aspect,
which is in fact the most important problem that we face
today. What we are witnessing is the failure of the Arab states:
they used to be and are still in some parts of this region violent
and authoritarian and contributed to the spreading of the cul-
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ture of violence and to the emergence of the phenomenon of
militias, which in some countries now play a large role similar
to the role of the state.

– Secondly, I am not concerned with the suggestion that
the Sykes-Picot system is falling apart in the Middle East and
that the region has entered the post-Sykes-Picot era, nor am I
a supporter of the idea of holding the Sykes-Picot Agreement
accountable for the collapse of the region. The Sykes-Picot
Agreement established the concept of nation-states in the re-
gion and established internationally recognized borders, and
what we are witnessing today is not the collapse of these na-
tion-states or the demise of their borders, but the collapse of
the states within these nation-states. 

– Thirdly : The previous and ongoing incidents have oc-
curred within the borders of the Arab states, and all the revo-
lutions that broke out demanded the changing the regimes
and not changing the states. The only group that has really in
mind changing the borders were ISIS and they did it starting
from their vision of the Arab World. I do not feel that the na-
tion-state is in danger. As I said, the movements that took
place in the Arab world took place inside these countries, and
what has been challenged is the culture of the states, since
people rejected the idea to be ruled in this despotic and op-
pressive manner and demanded democracy, dignity and social
rights. Discussions about Syria are going on between people
that nobody is thinking of blurring, erasing Syria; it may turn
into a federal system, but its boundaries will stay.

– Fourthly: The great failure of the Arab states was their
inability to cooperate among themselves. And we have three
countries, Israel, Iran, and Turkey that have very specific vi-
sions concerning the region. How do you want to deal with
threats coming from abroad when you do not have a frame-
work of security in this part of the region? As a result, we have
been going from wars to wars in this region, when we left the
cold war, we replaced it by an Arab cold war, and when we got
rid of the Arab cold war, we ended up in waging a new war
which is an Arab civil regional war.”

I have three paths on which we can begin working in order
to get out of the crisis :

1. Change the state culture: We need a cultural marshal
plan to boost civil society, empower youth, give more
importance to education, and fight against religions
when they are used as a tool for wars.

2. Allow a broad political participation, and we are on
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the good path; we have been witnessing elections in
Lebanon and Iraq, and hopefully one day we will have
elections in Lybia and Saudi Arabia. We have to dwell
on that to have a constitutional and institutional cul-
ture for the countries.

3. Do not consider foreign intervention as a solution for
the problems of the region, all the interventions that
have been waged or led by foreign countries have
failed: the U.S. intervention in Iraq, the Israeli inter-
vention in Lebanon, the Syrian intervention in
Lebanon which was a dictatorship to implement its
own culture, the culture by which the Syrian regime
was ruling the Syrian people, and the Saudi interven-
tion in Yemen. We are not concerned by interven-
tions. When a foreign power intervenes in countries,
it is because of its own political aims and interests,
they might help stop the war at one point, but they
won’t bring you a political solution to your own prob-
lem. I hope that the diplomatic efforts of Russia will
succeed one day. When the Russian intervention will
cease, I have many doubts regarding the fate of the
political democracy in Syria”, he concluded.

Sami Aoun took the floor: “Most of the presentations de-
picted a scene in the region similar to a Pyrrhic
victory: the more victory you incur, the more
defeated you become, making the victory mean-
ingless and both the victorious and the defeated
weakened and dragged to the stage of self-de-
struction. Perhaps the remedy for such a situa-
tion is the Greek philosophy’s pharmakon, an
elixir that can be a poison and a remedy. In fact,
as President Gemayel said, we must think
through the plethora of ensuing phases : the
post-unipolar system phase, the post-Arab
spring phase, the post-authoritarian regimes
phase, the post-sectarian strife phase, and the
post-ISIS and jihadi violent movements phase.

The post-unipolar system phase: It is diffi-
cult to identify the impact of the world order’s incidents on
the region, especially considering the ongoing proxy wars. The
world order is lost, thus those who are in charge of it are inca-
pable of taking things in hand. During the Obama adminis-
tration, the United States pulled out of the region and became
almost isolated because of the “leading from behind” policy.
Under Trump, we have seen a more interventionist policy, but
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it has remained selective because the strategic value of the
Middle East has declined and the approach to its problems
has become a business approach rather than a moral ap-
proach. 

In fact, democracy in the West has entered an existential
crisis, so to speak, because this part of the world has become
unable to strike a balance between its values and interests. Its
approach to the Middle East remains confused about its pri-
orities: values versus interests. Europe and the United States
diverge in this regard. The absence of a single authority made
the Western liberal democracy hesitant and oscillating be-
tween its core values and interests, and the refugee issue serves
a great example.

Furthermore, the Western democracy suffers from internal
weakness, exacerbated by growing populism, and coupled with
a crisis within the world order because the era is the Putin Era
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(relative to Russian President Putin), in other words the era
of the everlasting leader. Amidst these circumstances, the Arab
Spring came to add to the confusion of the West.

Regarding the regional landscape and all the imminent
“ensuing consequences”, we are currently unable of existing
the crisis for several reasons: from the resistance of the author-
itarian state to the revolution and its reconfiguration of this
revolution, to the collapse of the moral system based on the
idea of modernity and democracy, which reminds us of Ibn
Khaldun’s saying in his introduction “this soil is not suitable
for democracy nor for countering currents and transforma-
tions”. What comes after ISIS ? Perhaps another ISIS that will
try to topple the state to be in power, or perhaps a conscious-
ness about the crisis of Islam in general and political Islam
in particular.

I conclude my statement with an observation about the
clash of civilizations to agree with Samuel Huntington: the
clash of civilizations is no longer behind us, but it is in front
of us and we must anticipate it. Our region must follow a re-
formist path within Islam to draw a borderline between the
sovereignty of the state and the sovereignty of the religion. It
is the rational religion that works toward limiting its ideolog-
ical instrumentalization. I strongly believe that, however long
it takes, liberal, modernist and humanist democracy remains
the only way out of our crises”, he concluded.

During the discussions, the following questions were
raised:

Brigadier General Nizar Abdel Qader addressed a
question to Aoun and Mneimneh: When failed states
provided safe havens for Islamic groups, we paid an enormous
price, and this issue has persisted because the regimes are
turning against the popular movements and we have not
achieved any sustained victory over these movements,
and even if they get suppressed today, they will re-erupt.
You said that the solution is to prevent the return of ISIS
through a sort of religious reform and to reach what Aoun
called “the rational religion”: What is the starting point for
religious reform?

Antoine Haddad : “We cannot judge foreign interference
in absolute terms, it depends on the level of dissolution expe-
rienced by the countries. If disintegration is acceptable, we
must adhere to the nation-state within the Sykes-Picot bor-
ders; in the case of total dissolution, we must call for foreign
intervention to halt it, as is the case in Syria”.

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION
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Ambassador Huth : “I am not a believer in the clash of civ-
ilizations, because cultures never clash, they enrich each other.
You spoke about the danger and failure of foreign interven-
tions; I agree on this and I think that we must adopt a foreign
policy that is based on diplomacy with an eye toward security.
Years ago, I was convinced that the only way to fight ISIS was
the military solution, but today I changed my mind; military
action is just a part of a broader cultural, social, educational
and even economic process”.

Ali al-Dabbagh: “I agree that reform is needed in Islam
first by identifying what is sacred, then by pinpointing the
sphere of what is sacred and restrict it to the Holy Book and
the Prophet, because the expansion of the sacred is what we
suffer from; this expansion itself created a set of taboos that
prevented modernity in the Arab world. The crisis is not re-
stricted to the head of state i.e. the ruler, but also involves the
society as a whole. There is a need to re-read the sacred in the
Arab world and to avoid elaborating its interpretation. What
the Saudi Crown Prince is doing in this area is very good,
whether we like it or not”.

Responding to the questions, Mneimneh suggested that
the Syrian reality clearly shows that the solution is delayed.
It is necessary and urgent to redress the scriptures and use ra-
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tionality in religion, but unfortunately there are no indications
that the time has come to embark on this religious reform
workshop. There is an idolization in dealing with the history,
and there is selectivity in redressing the traditional Islamic
scriptures practiced by the radical school. “I do not think that
we will soon be able to overcome the ISIS’s inheritance, for
we are neither capable of doing so nor have we the necessary
tools”, he concluded.

Maïla : “I should have said that the military interventions –
not diplomacy – are likely to prevent a lasting solution to
peace. We are in dire need of nation-building, and of commit-
ting to the borders of Sykes-Picot. Any tampering with the ge-
ographical map of the Middle East will bring us back to the
18th century”. 

Aoun : “As far as the West is concerned, its interests come
first, yet it is requested to make more legitimate or moral wars,
if this is politically correct. In terms of defining what counts
as sacred in the Quran and the Hadith, we should bear in
mind that there are different interpretations of the Quran and
that the various Fatwa centers in the region are weak. I think
that if Fatwas are needed to move toward modernity, they
should be shaped by the West”. 

President Gemayel concluded the conference by thanking
organizers, sponsors, panelists and attendees. “As promised,
Maison du Futur has made it its core mission to provide a
platform for dialogue that brings different players and per-
spectives together. I look forward to holding more conferences
and establishing more dialogues that encourage open and
frank exchanges, in order to explore a reality that will lay the
foundations for peace in the Middle East and the world”.

SECURITY AMIDST DISSOLUTION





CEREMONY
IN HONOR

OF POET
ELIA ABOU MADI

MAISON DU FUTUR
SÉRAIL BIKFAYA
[AUGUST 9th, 2018]

HE MUNICIPALITY of
Bikfaya - Mhaidseh and

“The Lebanese Book Club” hon-
ored poet Elia Abou Madi in a
ceremony held in Maison du
Futur, Bikfaya Serail. In remem-
brance of the famous poet, one
of the city’s streets was named
after him. President Amine
Gemayel, Antoine Saliba, the
mayor of Bikfaya – Mhaidseh,
Nicole Gemayel, and the mayor
of Bhersaf, Michel Nasr, along
with a group of intellectuals,
poets, and the Abou Madi family
attended the ceremony.

After the national anthem, Nicole Gemayel
delivered a speech ; “If God bestowed his gen-
erosity upon Bikfaya and blessed its sons and
daughters by being gifted in many fields like
politics, art and literature, we from our side took
an oath to honor those special people who made
our city and our country renowned, starting
with the famous artist Walid Akl. Today, we are

T
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honoring a great scholar, the poet Elia Abou Madi whose
words marked our childhood and impacted our adulthood.
The municipality decided to name the garden of ‘Saydeh
Church’ after him, but we have been informed that the poet’s
family has been promised a street named after him, thus
we shall fulfill that promise and issue a municipal decree in
that respect.”

Saliba
Saliba pronounced the

speech of President Gemayel;
“I am pleased to welcome you
at the Maison du Futur, on
this occasion held in honor of
Elia Abou Madi, the son of
this beloved region, the son of
Bikfaya – Mhaidseh, an intel-
lectual and a creative poet
who deserves all our appreci-
ation and gratitude.” Saliba
added ; “We were children
when we memorized his pa-
triotic poem “Watan al-Nou-
joumi” and repeated its verses

on several occasions. We are gathered tonight in recognition of
Elia Abou Madi and all the literary figures who glorified the
image of Lebanon and made it the country that bears the seeds
of renaissance in its Arab and international surroundings.”

He continued ; “Not to forget other prominent Lebanese fig-
ures who were internationally famous in the literary and sci-
entific fields. Amongst them were Elia, Rafic Antoun Gemayel,
and Amine Takiyeddine who partnered with Gebran Khalil Ge-
bran and Michael Neaimeh and established “al-Rabita al-
Kalamiyah” in the United States. Elia Abou Madi is one of
those innovators whom we are delighted to honor and cele-
brate his poems, his philosophy and his life. Wasn’t he the one
who said ; “It is not the blind that has no sight, for how many
blind people have I seen amongst those who can see…”

He concluded ; “We at the Maison du Futur welcome you
all and are delighted to celebrate this occasion in cooperation
with the Lebanese Book Club and Bikfaya – Mhaidseh mu-
nicipality, as this ceremony is at the heart of our interest in
promoting intellectual and cultural life in general.”
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Faloughi
Joseph Faloughi pre-

sented the speech of the
municipality of Bikfaya –
Mhaidseh ; “Sixty years
have passed since the dis-
appearance of the writer of
“Watan al-Noujoumi”, yet
his poems are still in the
memory of his beautiful
country. Who amongst us
does not remember those
poems we learned at
school and that are still
vivid in our memories?
One poem I personally re-
member ; “I walked in the
early morning on the quiet, empty road of the dill trees. I only
hear the echo of my steps. Only the chanting goldfinch was
awake, on the branches of the oak tree overlooking the valley
over the old bridge”. A while ago, my neighbors and friends
Bassam Madi and Boutros Klink informed me that the poet
had written this poem, describing the street just next to where
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we are now, when he visited Lebanon in 1947, after 35 years
of absence. Another verse I recall ; “I am a nightingale amongst
your birds, a drop from your water. I am that little boy whose
world was right here.” The imagery used in this poem helped
me imagine and recreate the facial expressions of this creative
poet as he wrote the verses of his immortal poem. In that
neighboring street rests Elia Abou Madi and by his side lies
many other thinkers, amongst those are, Chafik Abboud, the
Rahbani, Michel Bachir, and Walid Akl.”

Faloughi continued ; “Several years later, the Rahbani com-
posed the tune of “Watan al-Noujoumi” and the poem was
sang by Fairuz. I recently knew that in addition to the most fa-
mous singers who sang this poem, the Sudanese singer Ahmed
Mustapha added a Sudanese rhythm to “Watan al-Noujoumi”
and chanted it. Other Arab artists sang Abou Madi’s lyrics like
Mohammad Haddad who vocalized “Koult Ebtasim”.

He continued ; “Despite our joy in celebrating this glorious
occasion, we feel sad when we remember that the notorious
poet did not have the Lebanese nationality, nor were his chil-
dren capable of obtaining it, despite many attempts. Is this ac-
ceptable? We deem necessary to form a committee of jurists to
follow up on this issue in order for the family members of the
great poet of the Lebanese diaspora to recover their citizenship.

He concluded ; “Finally we declare, in the name of the
mayor of the municipality of Bikfaya-Mhaidseh Sheikha
Nicole Gemayel, that a decision has been taken to name the
street located between the Mhaidseh bridge and the Lovers
bridge after Elia Abou Madi. This street witnessed the birth

of the poem entitled “Watan
al-Noujoumi”.

Speech of the family
Bassam Abou Madi pre-

sented the speech of the fam-
ily ; “We thank Maison du
Futur, headed by President
Gemayel and the municipal-
ity of Bikfaya – Mhaidseh
headed by Mrs. Nicole
Gemayel for naming one of
the main streets after the poet
Elia Abou Madi. We also
thank the cultural committee

HORIZONS 2017
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of the Lebanese Book Club, and all those who will shed light
on the poems of this great poet. I also thank the audience for
their attendance in honor of the great poet of the diaspora,
Elia Abou Madi, who added value to the Arabic literature with
his beautiful poems.”

He mentioned that Abou Madi was honored in several
countries like Egypt, Jordan, Syria, and Palestine, and has three
sons – Richard, Robert and Edward. Robert visited Lebanon
in 1968 several times, and once came with his mother Dorothy
Diab and spent his vacation at the family’s house. The objec-
tive of these repetitive trips was to recover the Lebanese na-
tionality which has not yet been achieved. Hassan Abou Madi
added ; “We still hope that the Lebanese State would honor
this family and give the Lebanese nationality back to Elia Abou
Madi’s sons. Thank you for your presence.”

Doctor Latif Zaitouni, Doctor Najwa Nasr, Michel Maaiki
and Sleiman Bakhti contributed to the event through their
special intellectual and literary analysis.

Zaytouni
Zaitouni com-

mented, “Abou Madi
tackled in his stories
political topics. It is
enough to read “The
Poet and the Nation”
or “The Poet and the
Unjust King” to dis-
cover how he made
the weak and op-
pressed prevail over
the unjust and avid.
Most of his poems,
Elia Abou Madi
chose the surprising
and in some cases chocking conclusion, that awakens the con-
science of the reader and highlights the reality, the public and
the private life, for the reader to compare, analyze, conclude
and learn.”

He added ; “The critics of the twentieth century considered
the poem as a means to run away from the world or to express
a desperate individual situation in response to society’s im-
proprieties.” Zaitouni emphasized that Abou Madi expressed;

On the right :
Latif Zaitouni
and Najwa
Nasr
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“Positivity in many of his poems, always reminding the reader
to transcend the individual self and adhere to the humanitar-
ian self to protect the future of the individual all around the
globe. His focus on value is nothing but a commitment to the
positive constructive spirit in order to face the challenges and
difficulties of the present.” 

Maaiki
Maaiki said in his in-

tervention ; “We owe Elia
Abou Madi, unknown to
the young generation in
general, the introduction
to his poetry, his prose,
his intellectual and politi-
cal articles which are scat-
tered around the United
States and waiting to be
collected and published.
We also demand the gov-
ernment to name one of
the streets of the capital

after him. In addition, issuing a postal stamp in his name
would keep his memory alive. Moreover, students majoring in
Literature should be encouraged to do their research thesis on
the work of this great poet.” 

He added ; “We behold Elia Abou Madi in our hearts. He
was one of the greatest men of the era of innovation.
He crossed the geographical borders and glorified his

country-Lebanon.”

Bakhti
Bakhti commented ;

“We are in the presence of
a great innovating human
experience in poetry and
journalism, and this ex-
plains the peace Abou
Madi had with himself
and with his reader. He
never forgot his love to
Lebanon, to this region,

Michel Maaiki

Sleiman Bakhti
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to its flowers and to its hills. This love filled his heart with
warmth and light. He described Lebanon as a piece of land
worth the whole existence ; a prayer raised by the earth to the
heavens. An author is honored when his works are published.
Hundreds of Abou Madi’s articles are still in the diaspora’s
press waiting to be released and published in his homeland.”

The speeches were followed by readings from Abou Madi
presented by actors Yvone Hachem and Jihad al-Andari.
The artist Jahida Wehbe sang his poems, and videos showing
the performance of great artists like Abdel Wahab and Abdel
Halim Hafiz singing his lyrics were shown for the occasion.

From left to right :
Jahida Wehbe,
Jihad al-Andari

On the right :
Yvonne Hachem





CONCEPT NOTE

Judicial independence lies at the heart of a well-
functioning and impartial judiciary and is the cor-
nerstone of a system based on the separation of
powers and the rule of law. A professional, inde-
pendent and effective judiciary is an important pil-
lar to rule of law, and a key leverage for positive
socio-economic development, long-term investment,
innovation and stability. Independence of the ju-
diciary naturally includes the independence of the
judge. This requires freedom from external and in-
ternal influence or political intimidation when con-
sidering cases. Only judges who are insulated from
external intimidation and pressure can fairly ad-
minister justice as well as guarantee oversight to
ensure that the other branches of the government
do not exceed their powers, can declare acts contrary
to the constitution void, and can protect the citi-
zens’ rights and liberties. Time and again, govern-
ments have not been pleased by decisions of courts
that have contravened their interests and put limits
to their actions by applying the law. Time and
again, a variety of means have been applied to stop
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UNDUE INFLUENCE
ON THE JUDICIARY– AND HOW TO

PROTECT JUDGES AGAINST IT
COMPARATIVE REGIONAL

AND INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
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or prevent courts or
judges from doing so,
and unsurprising to
legal experts, struc-
tural deficiencies in
the legal framework
and creative ways of
using them have fa-
vored these practices.
Potential threats to
judicial independ-
ence are numerous,
among them ap-
pointment and pro-
motion systems
which allow politi-
cians to use their control over this issue to hinder
the judicial independence and impartiality. Eco-
nomic pressure is a less overt, but no less trouble-
some assault on judicial independence. The failure
to adequately fund a court system – whether
through neglect or from deliberate action by those
who control the attribution of financial resources –
is also a major potential threat to judicial inde-
pendence and impartiality. Interference in judici-
ary can come from various source – the executive,
the legislature and local governments, individual
government officials or legislators, political parties,
political and economic elites, the military, paramil-
itary, and intelligence forces, criminal networks,
and the judicial hierarchy itself. What are the
structural and legal safeguards to protect the judi-
ciary against undue influence? What are the
means to ensure that the judge, once in his position,
may exercise his work and render his decisions in-
dependently and only subjected to the law? Taking
from experience and lessons learned in the MENA
region, Europe and Latin America, the workshop
will compare different options countries have
adopted to protect the individual judge against
undue influence or pressure, and to what avail.
This will allow participants to exchange knowledge,
discuss experinece and discern which means and



mechanisms have proven
effective, and under
which conditions. The
aim is to provide an
overview of the frame-
work and practice on
structural guarantees for
continuous professional
independence of judges.
The analysis and discus-
sion will concentrate on
the different aspects of
functional, jurisdictional
and personal independ-
ence, comparing the regu-
latory framework and

practice in Lebanon, the region, and beyond (Ger-
many, the US and/or Latin America): 

1. Appointment and tenure 
2. Promotion system, transfer and dismissal

(disciplinary and non-disciplinary) 
3. Deliberation processes (including hierarchy

in courts, expression of dissent) 
4. Extra-jurisdictional activities, out-of-court

roles and remuneration
y
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– Khaled Mohamed
al-Kandari (Kuwait), Judge,
Head of the Adminitrative
Judiciary Department.
– Michael Snowadsky
(Germany), Judge at the
Administrative Court, Ministry
of Justice Baden-Württemberg,
Dept. of Constitutional Law.
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SEMINAR under the title of “Dynamics of Judicial In-
dependence: Undue influence on the judiciary and

how to protect judges against it – A Comparative Regional and
International Perspective” was organized by Maison du Futur
in collaboration with Konrad-Adenauer Foundation – Beirut
– Rule of Law Program Middle East /North Africa Konrad-
Adenauer-Stiftung. This initiative comes in the context of
Maison du Futur’s endeavor to enhance the rule of law, trans-
parency and accountability in the performance of public in-
stitutions in order to achieve good governance. The institution
chose the principle of judicial independence as a topic, since
it is the cornerstone of any governmental system based on
separation of powers and rule of law and the beating heart of
a just, impartial and effective judicial system ; not to mention
the role of judicial independence as a main drive of social and
economic development. Participants to the seminar included
Judge Jean Eid, President of the Cassation Court and repre-
sentative of the President of the Supreme Judicial Council
Judge Jean Fahed, Dr. Anja Schoeller-Schletter, Head of the
Rule of Law Program at Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Judge
Mayssam al-Noueiry, Director-General of the Ministry of Jus-
tice, Judge Ghaleb Ghanem, former President of the Supreme
Judicial Council, Judge Khaled Mohamed al-Kandari from
Kuwait, Judge Anware Mnasri from Tunisia, Judge Michael
Snowadsky from Germany in addition to a number of judges,
attorneys and experts.

President Amine Gemayel opened the seminar with re-
marks on the necessity to acknowledge that, “there are inde-
pendent judges but not an independent judiciary.” He further
said ; “Often do we get confused due to practice and think that
the judiciary is annexed to the Executive branch of the govern-
ment, a subordinate authority, whereas according to the Con-
stitution, it is an independent power among the three branches
of government each having its role and mandate.” President
Gemayel called for the establishment of a robust environment
for an independent constitutional judicial branch to thrive,
since it is not possible to establish a strong State, achieve good
governance and combat corruption without enhancing the in-
dependence and powers of all judicial institutions. Gemayel’s
recommendation to that effect included a four-track approach
under one methodology under the title of: Modernizing and
mechanizing the judiciary in order to transform it into a true
guarantor of justice and a powerful supporter for the rights of
litigants, a protector of transparency against corruption and a
defender of our State’s sovereignty and strength. Gemayel went
on to elaborate on these four tracks as follows:

A

Amine
Gemayel
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The first track is for all the Supreme Judicial Council mem-
bers to be elected by the judicial body according to a specific
system. This mechanism shall guarantee the judge’s independ-
ence from the Executive power that appointed him/her and
will allow the transformation of the judiciary from an admin-
istrative function to an independent power. This system
would also allow judicial appointments to take into account
competence, productivity and behavior instead of nepotism
and would guarantee that transfers will be made by the
Supreme Judicial Council based on an institutional culture
without the need for any political decrees. The second track
is for the judiciary to have a comprehensive and complete
mandate including exceptional and special courts. The third
track is to ensure independence of the judicial authority’s
budget, and finally the fourth track is to enhance the super-
visory role of the Judicial Inspection Commission to ensure
justice, defend the rights of litigants and work for an effective
justice since “slow justice may be equivalent to no justice.”

Gemayel concluded his intervention by saying ; “In line
with Article 44 of the Judicial Organization Law, Article 20
of the Constitution and paragraph “e” of its preamble
regarding the independence of the judiciary, I remember a pe-
tition that was signed by 352 judges insisting on the inde-
pendence of the judiciary and preventing its transformation
into a security service that protects political authorities from
popular opposition.” The former president ended his speech
with a strong call to “end political interference in the affairs
of the judiciary.” 

Then Judge Jean Eid, President of the Cassa-
tion Court took the floor. He began his interven-
tion by stating that ; “No judge can be loyal and
honest and preserve his status and the sanctity
of the judiciary as long as he/she is not inde-
pendent as a person and protected in his work
from any interferences, negative or positive. A
judge’s independence is not a gift nor is it a priv-
ilege ; it is rather a right for citizens and a duty
upon the judge for him to be able to rule accord-
ing to the law without any bias. When a judge
abides by the principles of restraint and impar-
tiality, it is a guarantee to society that justice is
served according to the law, regardless of the lit-
igants’ identity, status, nationality and opinion
and whether such justice fulfills the desires of any public au-
thority or not, or even the public opinion for that matter.”

THE DYNAMICS OF JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE

On the right :
Jean Eid
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Judge Eid went on to say ; “Every ruling and judicial deci-
sion is a test of a judge’s independence. According to Article
4 of the Judicial Organization Law, the competent authority,
i.e. the Supreme Judicial Council, is in charge of guaranteeing
the independence of judges. It is the first line of defense to
protect judges against attacks that might deprive them of their
independence and ensure at the same time that judges are
complying with their duty of independence. The Council
shows no latitude when it comes to cases of violation and
deals with such strictness as per the law.”

Judge Eid added ; “The Supreme Judicial Council is cur-
rently in charge of selecting judges, with or without an exam.
It also has the right to establish the deontology rules to be fol-
lowed by judges and the power to discipline judges for any de-
viation from what is considered the acceptable behavior of an
honest judge. However, when it comes to judicial appoint-
ments the power of the Council is shared with the Executive
branch of government, which, unfortunately, came up with
many ways to have equal powers in judicial appointments and
transfers. On the other hand, the Supreme Judicial Council is
not legally supervising the extrajudicial activities of judges as
permitted by the law.”

Eid shed light on the sensitivity of judges being appointed
by the Executive Branch to serve in judicial committees, or as
advisors to ministers or to give paid legal courses, and how
this may affect the independence of such judges, their immu-
nity against external interferences and their compliance with
the duty of restraint. Eid also said that ; “It is important to
look at how these practices can affect other judges who may
be inclined to compare between the efforts that they put in
to achieve justice and the efforts put in by judges appointed
by the Executive Branch. Such judges may raise the issue of
inequality of tasks and remuneration between them and
judges appointed by the Executive Branch, in addition some
of them may seek proximity with politicians that have the
power to appoint them while others may feel deep injustice
and tend to be less productive.”

Finally, Judge Eid confirmed that the Supreme Judicial
Council tried to strengthen its independence in managing the
affairs of judges through a battle to amend Article 5 of the Ju-
dicial Organization Law in order to free judicial transfers and
appointments from under the Executive Branch. However,
even if this battle led to a draft amendment that would even
make it to the Parliament, it will not lead to pass a decree on
this issue. He ended his intervention by confirming that the
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Council will put all his efforts to continue enhancing the in-
dependence of judges in order to fulfill the aspirations of the
people to have a better justice system.”

Dr. Anja Schoeller-Schletter, Head of the
Rule of Law Program at Konrad-Adenauer-
Stiftung, took the floor and started by express-
ing her pleasure in participating in this
seminar that was, “the fruit of a longstanding
cooperation with Maison du Futur.” Dr.
Schoeller-Schletter explained that the Rule of
Law Program was one out of five regional pro-
grams at the Foundation based on cooperation
and communication to support a group of ex-
perts in examining issues of local, regional and
international relevance. She added that struc-
tures adopted in the judiciary are closely
linked to social development, since the devel-
opment of the judiciary is tied to social and
economic development as proven by a study
that showed the correlation between the state
of the judiciary and economic development, and how it re-
duces uncertainty in societies. “Judicial independence trans-
forms promises into tangible work, and we must invest in
human resources to ensure that.” Dr. Schoeller-Schletter
considered that the independence of a judge inspires confi-
dence to litigants and prevents attempts at influencing the
work of the court. She finally confirmed that the objective of
the seminar was to exchange experiences in light of lessons
learnt from Arab and European countries and
to describe procedures adopted to defend the
independence of judges and the judiciary.

Judge Michael Snowadsky. His speech
was centered around Constitutional guaran-
tees facing unjustified political interference in
judicial appointments in modern-day Ger-
many. He first spoke of the bad judicial model
that Germany gave between 1933 and 1945
due to the oppressive actions of the authori-
ties including the judiciary. In fact, some
judges willingly followed the dictatorship and
deprived citizens of their freedoms. Dr.
Snowadsky explained that the system worked
on dismantling Constitutional structures even
though it seemed at that time that the inde-
pendence of the judiciary remained intact.
During that phase, some influential figures de-

THE DYNAMICS OF JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE
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Anja Schoeller-
Schletter

On the right :
Michael
Snowadsky
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cided who to appoint as judge and where. Furthermore, the
ruling party imposed a so-called “people’s court” and gave it
more powers than ordinary courts, whereas in the post-war
era, Germany was divided but was able, with guidance from
Western countries, to build a modern republic.

Regarding the current situation of the judiciary in Germany,
Dr. Snowadsky said that Constitutional structures prevent in-
terference in the role of the judiciary and the appointment of
judges. Courts communicate with people through judgements,
and judges abide by the restraint system, i.e. refraining from
commenting on any political matter. The speaker explained
that the current judicial system is based on merit and impar-
tiality since the Constitution granted judges the ability to ap-
peal decisions of other authorities. This is also guaranteed by a
grading system governing judges’ appointments and promo-
tions. The Minister of Justice may recommend a person’s name
to be appointed as a judge, however the Supreme Judicial
Council has a veto right in that regard. And if such measures
fail, the Legislative Branch may interfere. According to Dr.
Snowadsky, the idea is not to grant the Executive Branch ex-
clusive power in judicial appointments but to keep it under the
power of the legislature i.e. the people’s power, and therefore
protect judicial representatives from political interference. That
being said, Dr. Snowadsky confirmed that the judiciary cannot
act in full isolation from the Executive Branch, since agreement
between both is necessary. He ended his intervention by ex-
plaining that Germany is still working on developing its system,
and that this approach greatly helps in overcoming challenges
within the context of the Constitution and accountability.

SESSION I:
APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES AND TENURE

The Lebanese experience was covered by the former
first president of the Court of Cassation, former presi-
dent of the Supreme Judicial Council and former presi-
dent of the ‘Shura State Council’, Judge Ghaleb Ghanem.
Ghanem explained how difficult it is to convince any
Lebanese citizen that there exists a judge who was appointed
according to the law or for his/her competence and ethics. It
is as if the public opinion is convinced that only those who
have the right kind of support and assistance can make it to
the judicial body in Lebanon. 

Judge Ghanem decided to talk about judicial appointments
and their effect on the independence of judges from two per-
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spectives: the first being tenure de facto and de
jure, and the second being the independence
of the judiciary in light of judicial tenure. 

Regarding judicial tenure in the law, Judge
Ghanem said ; “There are three main sources
one can refer to to explain how judges are ap-
pointed in Lebanon.” The first source is the
Judicial Organization Law that stipulated two
mechanisms – one under article 59 and sub-
sequent articles whereby the Minister of Jus-
tice, after consulting with the Supreme
Judicial Council, identifies the number of
trainee judges to be appointed and asks the
Council to organize an exam to that effect.
The second mechanism is stipulated in Arti-
cle 77 whereby career judges may be ap-
pointed through an exam among lawyers or employees that
hold a degree in law according to a set of conditions detailed
in the same article. The second reference is the ‘Shura State
Council’ Regulation where Article 6 further expands the circle
from which career judges can be appointed (judicial judges,
first degree employees that have a law degree, law PHD-hold-
ers that have taught in higher education institutions as full-
time professors for ten years). All these can be appointed
according to special conditions related to each of these cate-
gories. The third source is the Regulation of the Court of Ac-
counts where Article 6 details how advisors and assistants to
the Public Prosecutor are appointed through an exam for
trainee judges or career judges according to a specific set of
conditions. The fourth and most dangerous source are laws
that are issued every now and then where the parliament
grants the cabinet the right to appoint career judges within a
limited deadline and without any examination.

In practice, Ghanem explained that competent judicial bod-
ies strive to abide by the different appointment mechanisms
while relying on transparent and fair exams to select trainee
judges. Judge Ghanem added ; “I can confirm from my position
that politics and other factors that are foreign to the judicial
family were not able to invade the judicial territory and subject
the examination organizers to their will, despite attempts of
politicians to interfere.” It is worth mentioning according to
the judge that some gaps remain present such as the necessity
to take sectarian balance into consideration, sometimes at the
expense of personal and academic competence.

On the issue of the independence of the judiciary in light
of judicial tenure, judge Ghanem said ; “It is not possible to
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achieve real independence of the judiciary unless we adopt a
culture of democracy and constitutionality above all, and un-
less judges abide by the principle of keeping a distance from
politics and foreign powers, litigants and personal tendencies,
since neutrality and impartiality are the two fortresses guard-
ing the independence of the judiciary.” 

In conclusion, judge Ghanem spoke of three risks facing
judges:

First, trying to fast-track their careers by seeking the sup-
port of influential figures.

Second, seeking to become part of the elite and completely
disregarding the sacrifices the judicial function requires.

Third, the most dangerous situations are when decision
markers in the judicial body give up their responsibilities to
please political figures. 

Regarding the Tunisian experience, Judge Anware
Mnasri said that the independence of judges and the judici-
ary is a key step towards building, “the State of law that we
all aspire to.” From a historical perspective, the 1959 Consti-
tution only mentioned the judiciary in two or three articles,
and between 1965 and 1969 judicial institutions included a
Supreme Judicial Council headed by the President of the
State, a financial judiciary under the supervision of the Prime
Minister and a judicial justice under the supervision of the
Ministry of Justice, knowing that the political class controlled
appointments and tenure at the time.

After the revolution, the Constitution was amended, and
the judiciary became a full-fledged power in a first step to con-
secrate judicial independence and all three branches of the ju-
diciary (judicial, financial and administrative) fell under the
Supreme Judicial Council. Mnasri spoke of the mechanisms
to become a judge – election and nomination, knowing that
the number of elected judges is higher than that of nominated
judges. The judges’ community in Tunisia is composed of a
mix of lawyers, accountants and university professors and is
characterized by gender equality. Mnasri explained that the
judiciary in Tunisia is currently going through a transition,
whereby the situation can be described in summary as, “a sit-
uation where there are serious attempts at making judges in-
dependent while the executive power keeps trying to interfere,
knowing that as per the Constitution, the President submits
an exclusive list of names of candidates to the Supreme Judi-
cial Council to appoint judges without any interference from
the legislative or executive branches of the government.”
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Mnasri explained the three different means to appoint
judges – the first being through the Higher Judicial Institute
(established in 1985), the second through exams and the third
through direct appointment of advisors that have seniority,
after undergoing examination.

Regarding the entry exams, Mnasri confirmed that there
are interferences in the selection of candidates in terms of who
can sit for the exams and in the results of those tests. She also
confirmed that efforts were currently underway to unify the
procedure to access the judiciary in all its branches.

She finally stated ; “A Tunisian judge is a Tunisian citizen with
ideas and opinions, but when ruling, he/she must do so accord-
ing to the law. So far, on the ground, we did not witness full im-
plementation of the new Constitution, and we are still in
transition and absence of political consensus to elect the mem-
bers of the Supreme Judicial Council is a perfect case in point.”

On the Kuwaiti experience,
Judge Khaled Mohamed al-Kandari
explained that Kuwait is a small coun-
try that recently obtained its inde-
pendence. The 1961 Constitution of
Kuwait consecrates the principle of
separation of powers under Article 50.
Before that date, the country’s Emir
was in charge of the judicial system,
and only after the adoption of the
Constitution, we witnessed the birth
of a modern State judiciary and
courts. Kandari explained that the ju-
dicial system in Kuwait is rather sim-
ple, since it includes the Supreme Judicial Council headed by
the President of the Cassation Court that comprises among its
members the Deputy President of the Cassation Court, the
President of the Court of Appeal, the Public Prosecutor, the Un-
dersecretary of the Court of Appeal, the President of the Ple-
nary Court and the two most senior Kuwaiti judges. Article 17
of the Judicial Organization Law of 1990 stipulates the man-
date of the Supreme Council as follows ; “Examination, based
on the request of the Minister of Justice, all aspects related to
the appointment, promotion, transfer and assignment of
judges and members of the Public Prosecution should be in
line with the present law. The Council may give its opinion
on matters related to the judiciary and Public Prosecution and
recommend what it deems fit based on its own initiative or as
requested by the Minister of Justice.” 
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Kandari confirmed that Kuwaiti judges were independent
and that there were no interferences in rulings being issued.
However, the problem lies in the fact that the judiciary is an-
nexed to the Executive Branch and does not enjoy financial
independence. Therefore, although judges enjoy immunity
and are highly regarded by society, they are, at the end of the
day, civil servants. He stated in that regard that ; “Politics is
never a permanent friend or foe of the judiciary, but rather
has a permanent interest in its work. Whenever rulings that
meet political interests are issued, justice is hailed, and when
the contrary happens, the judiciary is disparaged.” 

The Judicial Organization Law covered the appointment
and promotion of judges under articles 19, 20 and 21:

Article 19 stipulates that, “for a person to become a judge,
he/she must meet the following criteria-be Muslim, bear the
Kuwaiti nationality and in the absence thereof, it is possible
to appoint a person bearing the nationality of an Arab coun-
try. He/she must be of full mental capacity, without a prior
conviction or disciplinary action taken against him/her for of-
fenses that violate honor or honesty. He/she must be of good
reputation and behavior and must hold a degree in law or
Sharia or an equivalent higher education degree.” 

Article 20 covers the criteria for the appointment of the
Cassation and Appeal courts presidents and deputy presi-
dents. It stipulates that, “appointments in such cases are al-
ways done by virtue of a decree based on the recommendation
of the Minister of Justice and after consulting with the
Supreme Judicial Council.”

Article 21 covers the promotion of judges and it stipulates
that promotions are decided based on seniority and eligibility.
“A judge or public prosecution member may not be promoted
if at some point he/she was warned by the disciplinary coun-
cil. If he/she receives a written warning according to Articles
65 and 36 of the present law, or if he/she fails to pass his/her
training courses according to the rules and conditions set out
by the Supreme Judicial Council in that regard.”

Kandari clarified that graduates of faculties of law or Sharia
take an exam where only the top candidates are admitted to
the Judicial Institute. Once they graduate, they are automat-
ically appointed as prosecutors for five years, after which they
become judges. He also explained that there are currently no
women judges in Kuwait, but that there are women prosecu-
tors who will become judges in five years. 

Kandari finally commented on the text of Article 35 of the
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law granting the Minister of Justice the right to “supervise the
judiciary” saying that the term “supervise” is largely open to
interpretation, and that this may lead to limiting the inde-
pendence of the judiciary.

Judge Snowadsky then took the floor and clarified that
Germany is a federal country with 16 states each having its
own three separate powers, executive, legislative and judiciary.
Therefore, there are 16 local governments in Germany each
with its own Ministry of Justice and independent judiciary.
At the Federal level, the Supreme Constitutional Court guar-
antees compliance with the law. The ordinary court system
includes : the court of first instance, the State Court, the
Supreme State Court and the Supreme Federal Court. There
are also administrative courts that specialize in all general
cases related to the administrative law. 

Regarding the appointment of judges, Snowadsky said that
most judges were appointed by the ministry of justice in the
state and must hold a degree in law. Appointments are made
based on an exam after which successful candidates are
trained for two years before sitting for another exam. The
trainee judge is appointed under probation and is then evalu-
ated by a career judge, if such evaluation is positive, then the
judge is appointed as a career judge. Therefore, evaluation is
done by judges, but the appointment remains under the au-
thority of the local Minister of Justice.

The presentations were followed by a Q&A session
where the following questions were asked:

Questions addressed to Judge Ghanem:
1. There is a crisis of trust nowadays in the Lebanese ju-

diciary whereby people hesitate to resort to the justice
system and prefer to resolve their problems amicably
or resort to arbitrage. How can we reinstate trust in
the judicial system?

2. Don’t you believe that we must start by amending the
Code of Criminal Procedures?

3. “I believe that progress in the judiciary cannot pre-
cede progress on the political and social fronts ; this is
why the Lebanese judiciary cannot truly progress if
the Lebanese social and political frameworks are not
improved. We have efficient judges in Lebanon, but
our judiciary system in general is not efficient. I be-
lieve we should look into this problem. Another short-
coming is the lack of communication between the
judiciary and the media, since the judiciary is failing
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to present successes and disciplinary actions taken
against corrupt judges to the media.

4. What is the practical legal means available to a
Lebanese judge today to face political interference
without having to resort to the political opponents of
the interfering party? 

5. A question: We must focus on countries facing excep-
tional political situations and instability. Can we talk
about the independence of the judiciary or judicial re-
form in light of political instability? 

Answers:
Judge Ghanem ; “A judge must first implement the principle

of distancing oneself from other powers as I said in my inter-
vention. Here, I would like to call upon the Parliament to
amend Article 5 of the Judicial Organization Law to grant the
Supreme Judicial Council the full and exclusive authority to
appoint judges. I also call upon judges to work on gaining the
trust of the public opinion because without public trust there
is no purpose for judicial work. We have good and properly
trained judges in Lebanon, and our country has one of the
oldest judicial institutes in the region, however today, we are
lagging behind especially at the Constitutional level where we
still lack provisions on judicial immunity and powers.” Re-
garding resistance against political interference, Ghanem
replied ; “There are two factors. One is a judge implementing
his /her powers as per the law. If we consider that there are no
guarantees for judges in situations of political turmoil, laws in
force allow judges to exercise their full powers. The second
factor is courage because without bravery a person cannot be
a judge in the first place. Regarding the relationship with the
media, there are many opportunities to interact with the pub-
lic opinion, however disciplinary action must remain confi-
dential to preserve the interests of the judiciary and litigants.
On amending the Code of Criminal Procedures, I agree that
it must be amended to expedite judicial proceedings.”

Judge Mnasri found the issue of public trust to be very in-
teresting. In fact ; “In Tunisia, there are no doubts regarding
the competence of judges, but the problem lies in the rulings
of the administrative court that is currently replacing the con-
stitutional court, since the latter does not exist yet. Trust can
be established through publishing rulings, guaranteeing free-
dom of opinion and showing boldness.”

Finally, Judge Kandari reiterated the sensitivity of tackling
the issue of judicial independence and impartiality since it is
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closely linked to national interest and pride. “There are prob-
lems and issues indeed, but it would be very dangerous to gen-
eralize, and such issues must be discussed behind closed doors
in order to avoid any damage to the image of the State.”

SESSION II:
PROMOTION, TRANSFER AND DISMISSAL SYSTEMS

The moderator of the second session, Di-
rector General of the Ministry of Justice
Judge Mayssam al-Noueiry opened the ses-
sion by expressing her interest in the topic of
the seminar and asking a few questions to the
panelists. Are there promotions among judges
as there should be according to laws and reg-
ulations? Are judges employees or are they
subject to a specific system? In Lebanon, all
judges are first-category employees and are
promoted by one grade every two years.
What do we mean by promotions then?
There are many fields of work for judges. Is
the difference in the nature of a judge’s work
considered a privilege? How are judges pro-
tected? The moderator then gave the floor to
Judge Roukoz Rizk. 

Judge Rizk started by pointing out the
different reform projects to tackle the issues
discussed today, hoping a modern and com-
prehensive project to reform the judiciary
can be launched soon.

Regarding the transfer, dismissal and pro-
motion of judges, Judge Rizk said that Arti-
cles 5, 44 and 48 of the Judicial Organization
Law identify systems for judicial transfers
and assignments. Article 5, paragraph A, for
example, gives the Supreme Judicial Council the power to
“draft a recommended plan for individual or collective trans-
fers and assignments, and submit it to the Minister of Justice
for approval,” whereas paragraph B of the same article links
such transfers to the Minister’s approval. In case of disagree-
ment between the Minister of Justice and the Supreme Judi-
cial Council, a meeting shall be held among both parties to
discuss any thorny issues. Should the disagreement remain,
the Council shall revise the plan and take a decision by a ma-
jority of seven members, and its decision in that regard shall
be final and binding.
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Article 44 stipulates that, “judges are independent in exer-
cising their functions and shall not be transferred or dismissed
unless by virtue of the provisions of the present law,” while
Article 48 stipulates that, “a judge may be transferred with
his/her consent to the full-time cadre of any public institution
by virtue of a decree adopted by the Cabinet based on the sug-
gestion of the Minister of Justice and the competent minister,
following the approval of the Supreme Judicial Council.”

Regarding dismissal, Article 51 of the same law stipulates
that if a judge runs for parliamentary or municipal elections,
he/she shall be considered automatically dismissed from the
judiciary and can no longer be appointed in any judicial po-
sition. As for dismissal due to violations of a judge’s duties, it
is covered under Article 83 as follows ; “Any violation of a
judge’s duty or action affecting honor, dignity or ethics is con-
sidered a misconduct punishable by disciplinary action. Vio-
lation of duty particularly includes – failure to attend sessions,
delaying judgement, failure to appoint a specific date for ren-
dering judgement and breach of the confidentiality of delib-
erations. The party in charge of disciplinary action is the
Judicial Disciplinary Board presided by a chamber president
from the Court of Cassation and including as members, two
chamber presidents from the Court of Appeal, knowing that
they are appointed by the President of the Supreme Judicial
Council at the beginning of every judicial year. The board ex-
amines the need for disciplinary action against judges based
on the referral of the case by the Judicial Inspection Authority.
As for the sanctions that may be applied, they include the fol-
lowing, in line with Article 89:

1. Warning
2. Blaming
3. Delaying a promotion for no longer than two years
4. Demotion
5. Suspension without pay for no longer than one year
6. Termination of duty
7. Dismissal without indemnity or pension. 

The trial is confidential and according to Article 88 ; “No
action related to disciplinary prosecution shall be published
or divulged with the exception of the final decision when it
entails termination or dismissal.”

Judge Mnasri spoke of the situation in Tunisia and
said that as per the laws of the profession, judges move up in
the ranking system automatically without any evaluation, but
that there are promotions where evaluations are needed.
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Mnasri explained that, before the revolu-
tion, the political authority used to inter-
fere in the promotion and transfer of
judges and used both as a masked punish-
ment or reward. After the revolution, a
judge could no longer be transferred with-
out his /her approval. Such measures were
covered by Chapter III of Law no. 34 of
2016 issued by the Supreme Judicial
Council as follows: 

Article 45 stipulates that, “every Judi-
cial Council shall rule in matters related to
the career of judges under its purview, namely regarding their
appointment, promotion and transfer. When ruling on mat-
ters related to the career of judges, the Council shall do so in
compliance with principles of equal opportunity, transparency,
competence, impartiality and independence and shall take
into consideration provisions and principles stipulated under
the Constitution and international treaties.”

Article 46 stipulates that, “the three judicial councils, each
within its own purview, shall identify the needs of courts when
it comes to judges and vacancies in judicial functions and shall
rule on requests of transfer and promotion.” 

Article 47 specifies that, “the Supreme Judicial Council
must declare judges’ movements once a year, at the end of July
at the latest.”

Article 48 states that, “judges may not be transferred out-
side their work position, even in the context of a promotion,
without their written consent. The present provisions do not
prevent the transfer of a judge by virtue of a justified decision
of the Supreme Judicial Council for necessary reasons due to:

1. A need to fill a vacancy in courts
2. Provide a judicial cadre to create new courts or cham-

bers
3. Supporting courts to overcome an obvious increase in

the work volume

Regarding dismissal, Article 54 states that, “it is not possi-
ble to terminate a judge’s duty unless a justified decision to
that effect is issued by the Supreme Judicial Council and pub-
lished in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Tunisia.”

Chapter III of the same law also covered disciplining judges
namely under Article 62 which states that “sessions of the Ju-
dicial Council meeting to decide on disciplinary matters are
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valid only if the majority of its members are in attendance.
Decisions of the Judicial Council on disciplinary matters shall
be taken by the majority of members in attendance and shall
be justified.” Article 63 states that, “in case the misconduct
that calls for disciplinary action is established, the competent
Judicial Council shall rule on the appropriate sanction. If the
actions charged to the judge constitute a misdemeanor against
honor or a felony, the Judicial Council shall take a justified
decision to suspend the judge while awaiting a final decision.”
Mnasri also noted that disciplinary hearings are conducted
based on confidentiality.

Regarding the Kuwaiti experience, Judge Kandari ex-
plained that, “promotions of judges in Kuwait are subject to
automatic career progression starting with (1) Junior legal re-
searcher studying at the judicial institute for one year, during
which he/she receives a salary, (2) Grade C prosecutor, (3)
Grade B prosecutor and finally (4) a first category judge. Kan-
dari then explained that the interval between each grade in
this career progression was amended last year for purposes of
Kuwaitization to become: three years between stages 1 to 3
and ten years to reach the last stage.

Therefore, promotions take place over time, in addition to
judges being evaluated through a judicial inspection that re-
views their work. If a judge receives a specific score (70/100),
he/she shall be considered successful and will undergo further
training before moving up a grade in his /her career progres-
sion. Judge Kandari confirmed that there are no external fac-
tors or political interference in that regard.

The problem in the Kuwaiti system, according to Kandari,
lies in the composition of the judicial council since key posi-
tions are given under the authority of the Executive Branch,
and any decree in that regard is issued based on the recom-
mendation of the Minister of Justice after consulting with the
Supreme Judicial Council. He said ; “In practice, we did not
face any major issues so far, but the mere presence of these
written provisions is dangerous.” In fact, these provisions were
used once, and the President of the Supreme Judicial Council
took the courageous decision to resign ; his resignation was
not accepted, and the decree was eventually issued. Regarding
transfers, they are only applicable between the Public Prose-
cution and the courts, and the decision in that regard is made
by the public prosecutor.

Regarding dismissal, Kandari described it as “a true guar-
antee to protect judges.” He said that it is not possible to dis-
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miss a judge except by a disciplinary council formed of five
advisors: two from the Court of Cassation and three from the
Court of Appeals. So far, no judge has been dismissed in
Kuwait, and the custom is for the judge to resign instead of
being dismissed in order to preserve the positive image of the
judiciary. Article 23 of the Judicial Organization Law governs
issues of dismissal of judges and states the following ; “Judges
and members of the Public Prosecution, except for Grade C
prosecutors, may not be dismissed except by virtue of disci-
plinary trial. Advisors of the Courts of Cassation and Appeals
shall not be transferred to the Public Prosecution unless they
give their consent.” 

Judge Snowadsky covered the German experience and
explained that promotions in Germany are based on a contin-
uous evaluation of judges undertaken every four years in light
of their achievements, qualifications, interaction with litigants
and extrajudicial activities. The Ministry of Justice prepares
the evaluation that is undertaken individually and under strict
rules. Results of these evaluations must be detailed and justi-
fied. Judges may also apply for a promotion provided their ap-
plication is justified. Snowadsky explained that committees
are formed and meet to examine such applications. If the re-
quest is approved, the judge is promoted and if there is a dis-
agreement, there may be recourse to another committee. The
role of multiple entities guarantees that the Executive Branch
will not influence the judiciary’s decisions.”

Regarding transfers, Snowadsky said that they do not hap-
pen without the judge’s consent since the Constitution guar-
antees the judges’ rights with the exception of a few cases such
as a lawsuit filed against a judge, which may cause his/her dis-
missal or disciplinary action leading to his /her transfer.

On the issue of dismissal, Snowadsky explained that career
judges retire when they reach retirement age, knowing that
their tenure is for life. A career judge may be dismissed if a
criminal judgement is issued against him/her, or if a dismissal
ruling is issued against him/her by a criminal court in Ger-
many for gross accusations. A judge may also be dismissed on
grounds of a ruling issued against him/her in the context of
disciplinary action.

Snowadsky further explained that dismissal was not the
only punitive action that may be taken ; other sanctions in-
clude demotion due to misconduct. In fact, disciplinary action
follows a clear set of rules, for example if dismissal is sug-
gested, the Ministry requests to hear the concerned judge first
and after the hearing, the Presidential Council may interfere,
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after which the dismissal procedure is implemented if a final
ruling is issued by the court to that effect. 

The following questions were asked during the Q&A
session:

– Q: Do you believe that abolishing life tenure creates
incentives?

– Q: Do you believe that appointments in the judiciary
should be indirect and hierarchical as is the case in
Kuwait? Wouldn’t that guarantee a good evaluation of
judges and lead to a strong and robust judiciary?

Answers:
Judge Kandari said that in Kuwait tenure in judicial posi-

tions was limited to six years and is not renewable, with the
exception of the President of the Judicial Council.

Judge Mnasri said that judicial supervision over promotions
and assignments in addition to accountability are key for a ro-
bust judiciary.

Judge Noueiry clarified that the fact that judges in Lebanon
remained in their positions for a long time is due to the fact
that judicial appointments are not being issued annually as
they should.

Judge Snowadsky confirmed the importance of trans-
parency and said that the main weakness in Germany is that
promotions are controlled by the Ministry of Justice. As for
the Presidential Council, it only meets upon request or in spe-
cial cases when a vacancy must be filled.

SESSION III:
DELIBERATION PROCESSES, HIERARCHY, DISSENT

Judge Rana Akoum spoke of the Lebanese experience in
that regard and explained the adopted methods for delibera-
tions, judgement rendering and the features of a sound ruling:

The following procedures are adopted for judgement ren-
dering:

– Deliberations are mandatory
– Deliberations are held among judges that were pres-

ent during the proceedings and the closing
– Judgements are issued on grounds of consensus or

majority vote
– Deliberations must remain confidential
– The dissenting judge shall point out such dissent in

writing at the bottom of the written verdict

Rana Akoum

Eliane Saber
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– Judgement rendering shall be done at the court by
the court president or one of the judges

– A deadline for the implementation of the judgement
shall be set and duly justified

Judge Akoum clarified a judge’s right to have a dissenting
opinion saying that “he/she must resist any external pressure
and have the courage to oppose the court’s president.” In the
same context, Akoum reminded the audience of the adopted
criteria for a sound ruling: integrity, effectiveness, impartiality
and ethical boldness. 

Regarding the hierarchy of the courts system, Judge Akoum
explained that litigation happens over two degrees: the Court
of First Instance and the Court of Appeal since the Court of
Cassation is a de jure and not a de facto court and aims at guar-
anteeing the consistency of jurisprudence and the legality of
rulings issued by the judge.

Judge Akoum further explained that the right to dissent is
a guaranteed right for a judge despite the pressure that it may
subject him/her to. The law also binds a judge to express
his /her dissent in writing for his/her own protection, and this
also gives the losing litigant an opportunity to appeal. The
same applies in the Supreme Judicial Council since delibera-
tions in such council are also confidential and dissent is
recorded in writing.

Judge Akoum concluded her intervention by saying that a
judge’s independence emanates from within and is further
supported by guarantees of protection provided by higher ju-
dicial bodies.

Regarding the Tunisian experience, Mnasri said that a
Tunisian judge is allowed to have a dissenting opinion, how-
ever such dissent is not recorded in writing. Mnasri believes
that, “this further protects the judge and that appealing based
on a judge’s dissent makes the judge part of the judicial pro-
ceeding, and the relationship between litigants and judges is
not acceptable.” 

She further explained that in Tunisia, the courts are divided
into summary trial and regular trial courts, since exceptional
courts were abolished after the revolution and the public
prosecution became independent from the Ministry of
Interior. The Tunisian judiciary in all its branches is based on
the principle of fair trial and respect of the Human Rights
Charter, however, the gap in such judicial system remains the
allocation of cases among the different courts, which is still
rather discretionary. 
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Regarding deliberations, they are confidential, and each
judge must examine the case meticulously. In case of disagree-
ment among judges a vote takes place (knowing that the num-
ber of judges is always even to avoid having a judge with a
casting vote putting pressure on the other judges). Finally, in
case of dissent, such dissent remains confidential and cannot
be recorded.

Regarding the Kuwaiti experience, Judge Kandari
pointed out the many commonalities between judicial systems
such as the principle of confidentiality of deliberations. Judge
Kandari explained ; “In Kuwait there are courts of First In-
stance where only one judge rules and Courts of Appeal where
the judicial panel could include three or more judges. A Con-
stitutional Court is in charge of verifying the constitutionality
of laws and ruling on electoral appeals. In cases of dissent in
a judgement, a vote is conducted, and such dissent is not
recorded.”

Regarding the German experience, Judge Snowadsky
clarified that the law did not include specific provisions on de-
liberations but that the Constitution guarantees the right for
a case not to be dismissed. Each case is examined by a judge
and before the court session, he/she presents the case to the
panel which then attends the hearing. After the hearing, the
judicial panel starts its confidential deliberations where each
judge has one vote (without the right to abstain). The judge-
ment is then rendered, and all judges of the panel must sign
it (even those that were opposed to it). Judge Snowadsky fi-
nally explained that judgements rendered by a judge are not
supervised by any other authority ; they are based on laws and
jurisprudence. 

SESSION IV:
EXTRAJUDICIAL ACTIVITIES 

Regarding extrajudicial activities, Judge Marwan Abboud
talked about the Lebanese experience. He explained that there
are so-called functional assignments in the Lebanese judicial
system that did not raise any issues, but that there are also
“optional assignments” that are not covered by any law and
that raise a few issues. Such assignments may be made based
on a decision of the ‘Shura State Council’, the Minister of Jus-
tice or the Court of Accounts. They constitute a violation to
the principle of equality among judges since they lead to dis-
parities in income, seniority and hierarchy among them. Such
assignments are also used by politicians as a means to put
pressure on judges.

Marwan
Abboud
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Judge Mnasri also confirmed that in Tunisia, assignments
of judges to some committees or councils or their secondment
to Government administrations and ministries may affect
their impartiality. Saying that the financial situation of a judge
affects his/her impartiality indeed, but that a judge’s set of
ethics and the presence of a higher supervision authority are
the best methods to combat such phenomenon.

Judge Kandari said that extrajudicial activities were
banned in Kuwait, namely under Article 27 of the Judicial Or-
ganization Law, whereby judges are banned from expressing
political opinions, running for elections or taking part in the
responsibilities of municipalities, occupying public functions
or conducting any business, since it is considered that the nat-
ural place for a judge is the bench and his primary function is
to render judgements. 

Finally, Judge Michael Snowadsky said there were simi-
larities between Germany and Tunisia in this regard and that
before a judge practices any extrajudicial activity, he/she must
obtain the approval of the President of the Court provided
that such activity does not lead to a conflict of interest or af-
fect his /her impartiality. Judges are also banned from serving
in a ministerial or parliamentary position. 

Former member of parliament Ghassan Moukhaiber made
an intervention at the end of the session and said that the main
problem in Lebanon was assigning judges to advisory positions
in addition to their role as judges. Such advisory functions do
not only distract judges from their main task but may also affect
their impartiality. He asked, “How can a judge advising a min-
ister render a judgement against this same minister?”

The Director of Maison du Futur Sam Menassa concluded
the session by suggesting to participants to send written rec-
ommendations to Maison du Futur that may lead to reinforce
the independence of the judiciary and protect judges from
undue pressure and influence. 

THE DYNAMICS OF JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE





CONCEPT NOTE

Lebanon is currently facing several challenges
on the macroeconomic level:

• A real economic crisis reflected by an average
growth rate that has not exceeded 1 to 1.5% for
the past eight years.

• An aggravated fiscal deficit that risks to get
out of control – according to different scenarios en-
visaged the World Bank – and lead to a rapid in-
crease in public debt.

– Simultaneous record deficits in external ac-
counts – a record trade deficit and a cumu-
lative deficit in the balance of payments for
the seventh consecutive year, in addition to
a high current account deficit.

– Complexity of crises that has negatively af-
fected the stability of the monetary situa-
tion, the banking sector, the exchange rates,
the employment rates and other variables.

The economic model adopted since the beginning
of the nineties narrowed the bet to two traditional
growth indicators. The first one is the public and
private consumption mainly funded by salaries
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and remittances, especially for households, in addition to the
loans that both the State and households have depended on to
fulfill their consumption needs. The second one is the private
investment in the construction sector and the real
estate, funded by foreign direct investment and internal bank-
ing loans (partially subsidized). Other growth determinants re-
mained very modest and quasi absent, such as the public
investment in infrastructure, the private investment in the ex-
portation of goods and services, and the knowledge and culture
economy. The mechanisms of this model, that remained rela-
tively efficient until the end of the first decade of the millennium,
started to gradually shift towards depletion and impairment
starting 2011 due to internal reasons and regional develop-
ments (the structure of the Lebanese political elite and its pat-
tern of governance and economic management, in addition to
the repercussions of the “Arab Spring” and the Syrian crisis,
especially the refugee crisis). The indicators to the impairment
of these mechanisms are the following: 

1. Regression of the role of main safety valves like remit-
tances that were shrinking.

2. The foreign direct investment that diminished by less
than the half.

3. The sharp slowdown in the growth rate of the Lebanese
banking sector deposits which led to another increase in
the public debt share of the gross domestic product and
increased fiscal risks. 

In summary, the country reached the red borderlines. With
no horizon for internal economic solutions, existential questions
started arising as per the ability of the Lebanese system to renew
itself. In light of the inability of the governing elite (or maybe its
lack of desire) to launch real and sustainable reform that has
collective benefits and costs, there is no other way than to ask for
assistance from the “international community” – as was the case
in the three consecutive Paris conferences – yet this time through
a set of consecutive international conferences in Rome, Brussels
and Paris, with the most important one being Paris (4). 

This paper sheds light on the Paris (4) conference that rec-
ommended the access of Lebanon to concessional loans and other
tied loans that amount to 11 million dollars mainly allocated
to the energy, road, water and wastewater sectors. The paper
analyses the documents published by the conference in order to
explain their political and economic dimensions, in an attempt
to provide initial answers to some of the following questions :

– Does the vision provided by the Lebanese Government to
the conference express a comprehensive development plan,
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an investment program, or simply a “declaration of in-
tent” vis-à-vis a similar program?

– Do the sectorial and regional priorities of the listed proj-
ects – that are in general infrastructure projects – reveal
that the political elite has sufficient knowledge about the
parameters of the model following the real economic
growth this vision is trying to achieve? 

– How can the investment program be included in the cur-
rent macroeconomic framework, especially when it comes
to expecting its results on public finance and public debt?
Does the State have the ability to decrease this deficit by
1% annually as a share of the GDP for three consecutive
years, as stipulated in the conference documents? Is the
State able to decrease public expenditure and/or increase
revenues to achieve this goal without a real and radical
reform?

– What are the repercussions of this governmental vision
on offer and demand mechanisms and outputs? Are there
any specific perceptions of the impact of this vision on the
process of absorbing Lebanese and non-Lebanese labor
force in Lebanon, especially Syrian labor-force? Is this
aspect of the labor market issue related to European fears
of an economic collapse in Lebanon which will lead to new
waves of refugees towards the European continent?

– How will the State balance between the enormity of
planned public investment on one side, and its limited
ability to implement the projects from the other side, be it
for the agreement with donors on legal and institutional
frameworks, procedures related to the signature and man-
agement of the contracts, the timelines scheduling the re-
payment of loans, the conditions for holding transparent
tenders, and the supervision and follow up of projects’ im-
plementation, in addition to the thorny issue concerning
the ratification of detailed agreements related to the part-
nership between private and public sectors, as well as
other topics?

– How can the political results of the last parliamentary elec-
tions affect the reshuffling of the lineup of forces and therefore
the opportunities to implement the vision of the Government
and its investment projects in cooperation with the “inter-
national community”? Is the international community
more rigid with Lebanon when it comes to respecting the
credit terms or to some extent the political terms? 

y
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OR YEARS, Lebanon has been plagued with
vulnerabilities and mounting challenges, bearing the

full force of regional tensions, particularly the neighboring
Syrian war. These conflicts have negatively affected its
economy, development, infrastructure and social fabric, along
with structural problems that have hampered the long-term
path of economic recovery and growth. France hosted the
“International Conference to Support Lebanon through
Development and Reform”, (CEDRE), on the 6th of April
2018, under the auspices of French President Emmanuel
Macron and Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri, and the
participation of 50 countries, foundations and representatives
of the private sector and civil society. During this conference
(viewed as an expression of the international community’s
commitment to the stability, security and sovereignty of
Lebanon), the Lebanese government presented its Capital
Investment Plan, (CIP), based on four pillars – Raising the
level of investment in the public and private sectors ; ensuring
economic and financial stability through fiscal adjustment and
commitments to reforms in various sectors, including
countering corruption ; modernizing the public sector and the
fiscal management sector, and developing a strategy for multi-
sectoral production and export potential.

In line with the efforts Maison du Futur, (MdF), has been
deploying to keep pace with what would enhance the political,
economic and social conditions in Lebanon. MdF in
cooperation with the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung and Levant
Institute for Strategic and Economic Affairs, held at its
headquarters in Sérail Bikfaya on Friday, 21 September 2018,
a round table to discuss two policy papers. The first paper
entitled, “The Paris Conference IV : Opportunities and Imple-
mentation Potentials”, prepared by Dr. Kamal Hamdan,
economic expert and Executive Director of Consultation and
Research Institute, and the second one entitled, “The Geopo-
litical Context of the Cedar Conference and its Impact on the
Domestic Front”, prepared by Dr. Sami Nader, expert in
Middle Eastern affairs and Director of Levant Institute for
Strategic Affairs. Former Prime Minister Fuad Siniora, former
ministers Roger Dib, Damianos Kattar and Nicolas Nahas,
advisers to the Prime Minister (PM), Nadim al-Munla and
Hazar Caracalla, as well as a group of bankers, economists and
financial experts attended the seminar. 

In his inaugural speech, President Amine Gemayel stated;
“Friendly countries are trying their best to help us, yet these
efforts will remain fruitless if we do not help ourselves. The
responsibility lies first on our shoulders.” President Gemayel

F

Amine
Gemayel
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wondered ; “How can we look into achieving a development
economy program while fundamental institutions are
disabled? Where are the Financial Inspection Division, the
Judicial Inspection Division, the Administrative Inspection
Division, the Court of Audit and the Civil Service Council?”
He considered that all previous development initiatives have
faltered because the basic rules of good governance were
ignored, whereas, he continued ; “Implementing a development
rescue plan and improved governance go hand in hand.” He
confirmed that the first indispensable step to ensure the
advancement of the country is to return to the constituent
texts of the Lebanese State and its institutions, especially those
agreed upon since the end of the 1950s and which had placed
the Lebanese administration in the ranks of civilized countries.
The second step is to revive the Lebanese democratic system,
and the third step is the establishment of a national authority
tasked with overseeing the implementation of CEDRE’s
outcomes, in order to ensure a comprehensive, balanced and
national development. Finally, he asked ; “As long as Presidents
Michel Aoun and Saad Hariri enjoy a popular, political and
parliamentary cover, why not opt for a small-scale rescue
government whose members would be competent, credible,
experienced, integrous and transparent.” He added that such
an initiative will uphold the state’s institutions, build the
necessary conditions for the success of the development plan,
and revive the constitutional assets of the country along with
the proper democratic practice.

During the workshop held at the
headquarters of “one of our oldest
partners, MdF”, the Director of the
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Beirut, Dr.
Malte Gaier, started his speech by
welcoming the attendees ; “After nine
years of postponement, the legislative
elections were conducted against the
backdrop of prodigious challenges facing
the country ; the most important of
which is the need to take quick
measures to develop the economy and
address the negative repercussions of the
neighboring war and the Syrian exodus.”
He added that the economic indicators 
show an increase in poverty, which amounts to 66%, and with
the waves of refugees, Lebanese find it difficult to access basic
services, in addition to the social dissimilarities that can only
be addressed through a comprehensive economic plan that

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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requires Lebanon to carry out fundamental structural reforms.
He said that Germany had always sided with Lebanon, and
the two countries are bound with political and economic
partnership which were stressed upon and secured by the
recent visit of the German Chancellor Angela Merkel. He
concluded by confirming that security remains the main pillar
of development and the only mean to absorb local, regional
and international crisis.

The coordinator of the round table, Nasser Yassin, from the
Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs
at the American University of Beirut, took the floor and stated
that the discussion of these two policy papers will raise many
questions ; “But the most important one in my opinion is how
will Lebanon deal with its crises while Arab nations have given
up on their ties with Beirut? How will the internal changes in
the Gulf countries affect the expat Lebanese workers and
consequently our economy?” On the other hand, he asked ;
“How can we address the continuous fattening of the Lebanese
administration because of patronage, a problem which exhausts
the resources of the state? How to reduce the phenomenon of
social inequality neglected by the CEDRE Conference, knowing
that only 5% of the population share wealth? How can we
address the cabinet formation deadlock while major political
blocs are wrangling over ministerial posts? There is a negative
mood among the Lebanese. How can this mood be changed
and improved? The good mood that had existed during the
reign of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri is no longer, and Lebanese,
especially the youth among them, are eager to immigrate.”

Sami Nader took the floor highlighting that he will tackle
the geopolitical context of the CEDRE conference and its
impact on the domestic front.

He said that the first major geopolitical shift that has
impacted Lebanon was the significant overhaul the United
States (US) Middle East policy has undergone since Trump
took office – The American appeasement policy towards Iran
has been replaced by a much harder stance. The deterioration
of US-Iranian relations casted a shadow over Lebanon,
especially in terms of reducing opportunities for political
settlements as it was the case during the formation of the
government of PM Tamam Salam. He recalled that Salam’s
cabinet assumed office in light of international rapprochement
with Iran. In fact, it was Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif who, on the sidelines of the 2014 World Economic
Forum in Davos, announced that the Lebanese cabinet would
soon come into being.

Nasser Yassin

Sami Nader
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The second geopolitical shift is the growing Russian role in
the region and the developments witnessed in neighboring
Syria. He said ; “Needless to say that Russia has emerged
victorious in Syria and managed to build on its military
intervention by brokering understandings with Turkey, Iran,
Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the United States ; Russia has won
in Syria and is currently at the driver’s seat.” He added that
at a time when the roles and sizes of all the players in Syria
have been decided, the size and role of Iran in Syria, and in
particular in the Arab Levant in general, remain uncertain.
Furthermore, he retorted ; “Some parties are betting on Iran’s
defeat in Syria. Such scenario is unlikely to happen ; the
Iranian influence in Syria could wane, but it will not fade, for
all parties, especially Israel, have interest in keeping the
balance of power in Syria and retaining the Palestinian Cause
at the backseat.” 

The third factor is the probability of Israel waging a war
against Lebanon; in such case, risks for companies willing to
invest in Lebanon within the framework of the CEDRE
Conference will skyrocket. Hezbollah Secretary-General’s
confirmation of having precision rockets is worrisome, as is
Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu’s talk about preemptive war
when he spoke at an event marking the 1973 October war.
While the occurrence of an Israeli war against Lebanon
remains speculative, should it hit, one cannot underestimate
its devastating impact on investors ; memories of the
unrestrained bombing of Lebanon’s infrastructure during the
2006 war are still fresh in mind.

The forth factor is the profound structural shift in Saudi
policies at all levels, particularly foreign policy. The Kingdom
abandoned its strategic policy of appeasement and patience
and charted a new more aggressive and robust one, mostly
embodied by its led-Arab military intervention in Yemen. The
Gulf Countries Council’s, (GCC), accusation to Hezbollah of
intervening in the Yemeni war and its labeling of the group as
a terrorist organization ushered the demise of the “Lebanon’s
particularity” era which, for a long time, has protected the
country against yielding the burden of Hezbollah’s cross-
border activities. The margin of maneuver Lebanon once
enjoyed has receded, and ; “This is a fact we should not ignore
as economic interest should be the pillar of Lebanon’s foreign
policy especially when the fate of Lebanese expats working in
the Kingdom and their remittances is at stake.”

The fifth factor is the European role in Lebanon. Nader
considered that Europe’s margin of maneuvering in Lebanon

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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and its capacity to bring settlements into the region have
receded due to the pressure exerted by the Trump
administration. Despite differences between European
countries and the US after the latter pulled out from the
nuclear deal, the withdrawal of companies such as Siemens,
Total, Air France and others from the Iranian market after
Washington re-imposed sanctions on Iran is a case in point.
This reality prompts us to wonder which European company
will invest in Lebanon, taking the risk to be blacklisted by the
US because Hezbollah, the ally of Iran in the region, is part
of the government.

Nader continued to say, the new electoral law and the
legislative elections’ results have disrupted the existing balance
among the pro-Iranian bloc and its opponents. He explained
that the anti-Iranian coalition was for years able to counter
Hezbollah’s military force with a parliamentary majority. This
balance has collapsed with Hezbollah and its allies gaining the
majority in the parliament. “We cannot but recall what the
commander of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard, General
Qasem Soleimani, said a day after the parliamentary elections
in Lebanon ; “Hezbollah reaped 74 out of 128 parliamentary
seats!” And he described these results as “a great victory”, in
what appeared to be a response to Washington and its allies
classifying Hezbollah as a terrorist organization.” Nader
added that the collapse of the domestic balance of power will
drastically impact governance, especially with the current
trend of forming consensual governments or national unity
governments ; such governments not only annihilate the
opposition, but lead to similar cabinet lineups, which could
undermine governance.

In the same vein, Nader spoke about Hezbollah changing
its policy which till now has been focusing on its anti-Israeli
resistance ; in fact, the group expressed lately its willingness to
fully engage in all economic matters. Nader wondered whether
this new zeal is an attempt by Hezbollah to establish new
deterrent or pacifying rules of the game with the West to cover
its back against anticipated sanctions by using national
economy as a shield or is it an attempt to contain restlessness
by its supporters over worsening economic and living
conditions and rampant corruption. He cast doubt over the
fate of aids and loans previously allocated to ministries, if they
are assigned to Hezbollah in the next cabinet lineup, while
the group is classified by the US as a terrorist organization.

Regarding the formation of a new government, Nader said;
“The portrayal by some international media of the elections’
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results as a landslide victory for Hezbollah may be
exaggerated; however, it had undeniably shifted the domestic
balance of power, swaying the pendulum towards Hezbollah-
led axis. This new reality entails us to speculate about the
impact of Hezbollah’s hegemony over both the executive and
legislative branches on the implementation of the CEDRE
Conference’s outcomes. He concluded by stressing that the
CEDRE Conference remains the only hope for Lebanon today,
and its importance lies in linking aids to reforms. “We hope
that its fate will not be similar to that of the Paris Conference
III, which indeed failed because of linking aids to reforms and
Lebanon’s inability to meet them. Today, the margin of
political and financial maneuvering Lebanon enjoys is limited
due to its twin deficits – Treasury deficit and balance of
payments deficit.”

Kamal Hamdan took the floor stressing
that theoretically, holding numerous
conferences can be positive as long as they
are convened under the banner of supporting
Lebanon. However, this phenomenon is
double-edged as it reflects the country’s
permanent need for “alternatives from
abroad” to manage its affairs, especially
when it comes to ways of facing major
economic or political challenges. He added
that the Paris Conference IV, (or CEDRE 1),
has been confined to one main issue –
Providing concessionary loans to Lebanon to
finance the CIP aimed at rehabilitating and
developing its utility networks and obsolete
infrastructure. This program covers the next 12 years, divided
into three phases of 4 years each. Phases 1 and 2 (2018-2025)
target a total of $17.25 billion, while phase 3 targets an
amount of $5.7 billion, bringing the total amount to around
$23 billion. The conference committed to provide Lebanon
with concessionary loans and other subjects to guarantees and
commitments, amounting to some $11 billion, of which 7.5%
in grants. He outlined the indicators which signal a worsening
economic crisis, warning that such indicators presage a rise of
the public debt ratio from its current level of more than 150%
of Gross domestic product (GDP), to record levels difficult to
control. He stressed that all adopted measures have failed to
put growth rates on an upward trajectory due to long-standing
severe structural deficiencies, the most important of which is
the rentier economic model prevailing since the early 1990s.
He spoke about the economic and political crisis Lebanon has
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witnessed since 2011 under which the growth rates of total
deposit in the Lebanese banking sector significantly slowed
down, i.e. the basic safety valve that allowed banks to
continue financing the growing public deficit and contribute
to reducing deficits in external accounts. 

Hamdan warned against the CIP turning into a mere
“declaration of intent” if it is not supplemented by duly deep
reforms in the State’s performance and public policies. He
added that most of the investment projects the Lebanese
Government has included in its CIP have been in the concept
books for a long time, dearly preserved in the Council for
Development and Reconstruction (CDR), and other relevant
public institutions’ registries. It is therefore difficult to
ascertain if they were streamlined in terms of cost re-budgeting,
investment re-appraisal and re-prioritization, and if they
involve sustainability elements whether from an environmental
or social perspective. In addition, the documents of the Paris
Conference IV did not include an assessment for previous
public capital investment spending experiences, in order to
truly verify their contribution to increasing the productivity of
the economy and creating new jobs.

He considered that the CIP did not identify specific
sectoral economic targets and did not present a convincing
and adequate approach showing the direct positive correlation
between the implementation of capital investments and their
actual impact on increasing growth rates. It has also failed to
assess the overlapping and interlacement patterns between
sectoral activities and available pathways to enhance them,
consequently preventing clear awareness of how its projects
relate to the urgent need for restructuring sectors and
developing a division of labor among them as well as among
their branches. He asserted that so far, the CIP appears to
replicate the same pattern of investment in the infrastructure
networks historically imposed by the prevailing economic
model, in particular in what pertains to its regional dimension.

On the other hand, Hamdan cast doubt about the ability
of the government to reduce the fiscal deficit as a percentage
of GDP to about 1% per annum over five consecutive years,
especially with “Power overwhelmingly controlling the State.”
He reviewed several governmental missteps such as failure to
pass the budget for 12 consecutive years, gaps that have
marred the passing of the salary scale adjustment for public
sector employees, contradiction between the government’s
pledge to increase taxes and tax exemptions granted in its
recent budgets (2018 and 2019), the blurry vision as to what
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public spending will be targeted to reduce public expenditure,
and how it will increase the public capital expenditure by 2%
of GDP per annum over the first four years of the CIP, mainly
financed through loans, without anticipating the drastic
impact of these loans on fiscal deficits and public debt
servicing? He mentioned that figures on the value of the
public debt excluded the Banque du Liban’s, (BdL),
indebtedness, as well as the effects associated with the recent
decision by the BdL and the Ministry of Finance to exchange
treasury bills in Lebanese pounds against foreign currency
bonds. Hamdan expressed fears of pressures that foreign
countries and international organizations participating in the
conference might exert on Lebanon to push the government
to comply with required financial conditions and adopt
austerity measures that might target – The subsidies policy,
the hiring in the public sector and the social expenditure ; such
measures do not account of subsequent drastic impact on
both the societal and political level.

Hamdan criticized the Public-Private Partnership Act
touting it as a lever for a headlong rush to privatize, that
would only benefit a narrow nucleus “businessmen society”
deeply involved with dominant sectarian leaders ; such
interaction asserts the power-sharing system that shapes
Lebanon’s political landscape and enhances clientelism-based
relationships between top political leaders and the nucleus
businessmen society, and the benefit-distribution between the
two parties.

Regarding the compliance of the CIP with labor supply and
demands mechanisms, Hamdan said that although the CIP
includes preliminary estimates of the number of labor days
required for the implementation of each of the projects
mentioned therein, it cannot be ascertained that they comply
with the mechanisms governing the labor market. He added
that the documents of the Paris Conference IV released merely
preliminary estimates on the potential impact of the CIP on
job creation, as it failed to address the social impacts related
to the paid employment terms.

On the state’s competency to uphold the CIP, Hamdan
stressed that the ambition of the CIP collides with the weakness
of the political decision-making center within the current ruling
class makeup, its lack of professionalism and its historic tendency
towards dispersion, outlining gaps within the legislature, judiciary
and cabinet’s performance. He also talked about the inability of
relevant administrative bodies, especially the CDR, to manage
public investment expenditures amounting to between $1.5
billion and $2 billion a year for the first four years.

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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Tackling the political factors affecting the implementation
of the CIP after the parliamentary elections, Hamdan expected
that the shift in the balance of power among ruling parties will
eventually obstruct or advance the implementation of the CIP
; actually, the results of the elections reflected a shift in the
domestic balance of power, with a relative decline in the
positions of pro-international alliance forces, sponsor of Paris
Conferences IV and their alike, while their opponents, i.e. the
pro-axis of resistance and anti-international alliance forces,
made big gains. It is likely that this new political reality will cast
its shadow on the official dealing with the Paris Conference IV
fallout. He talked about two main obstacles – The first is
political and can be summed up by the likelihood of a
kingmaker party objecting the full privatization policy, and the
second is economic involving conflicting interests, and is
generated by the long-standing deep disparities between the
ruling elite makeup and that of the private sector’s influential
hawks qualified to win the CIP’s bids. He added that should
Lebanon edging towards “economic collapse” scenario turn into
reality, it is likely to hinder chances for implementing the CIP,
without necessarily calling it off; however, the dire social
consequences of such a scenario might push the ruling class to
compulsorily reach consensus and take dreaded measures such
as seeking help from international organizations for lack of
alternatives. Nevertheless, although such a consensus is
probable, prospects are looming of clashes erupting among the
ruling class over abiding to international bodies’ political and
economic conditions set for Lebanon to benefit from financial
aids, including the continuation of the Lebanese Government’s
partial financing of the investment program. No one can predict
the limits of these prerequisite commitments and conditions.

He concluded by saying; “The search for solutions should
start with a deep review of the economic and financial
conditions that would allow the development of creative
options paving the way for the State to rise again and restore
its basic functions.” He added that the utmost criterion for
achieving this revival is to develop a new taxation system
targeting wealth components, earnings and profits of big fat
taxpayers, along with achieving structural reforms targeting
the public administration and the public spending and its
institutional and administrative frameworks, in order to
activate and improve civil services.

Former PM Fuad Siniora took the floor. He praised ; “This
comprehensive and wide-ranging tour of Lebanon’s problems.”
He added that what Nader said makes us aware of the extent
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to which regional and international situations
could affect our present and future, especially
with the fading of Arab and international safety
nets we once enjoyed. He continued ; “We
cannot anymore rely on external regulators
and savers. Over 20 years of experience in
public affairs, I came to several conclusions ; the
best of which is that reform is not a one-time-
process that could be imposed on nations ; it is
instead a continuous process that will see light
when nations are ready to embrace it, otherwise
its implementation will come at a high cost
and will be mired with structural mistakes and
flaws. In Lebanon, it seems that circumstances
were never suitable to achieve reforms. All
international conferences have been aborted, for we failed to
implement pledged reforms.” He recalled a series of reform-laws
related to the fields of electricity, communications and civil
aviation which have been passed in 2002 but has remained
unapplied because some ministers explicitly refused to abide by
them citing their improperness. The only law which found its
way to enactment was the Value Added Tax Law, and; “It is
needless to say it has saved Lebanon from fiscal collapse.” He
added; “Today, in the midst of regional conflicts, we have
planted ourselves in the elephants’ corridor instead of
distancing the country from these disarrays.” Siniora
considered that during this period the country faces what is
more dangerous than economic collapse ; “That is the State’s
disintegration and its abdication by political parties and mili-
tias. The state has ceased to exist, and we are currently witness-
ing practices in some ministries akin to what we were calling,
during the war, confessional identity-based killings – Some em-
ployees are subjected to retaliation because of their religious af-
filiations. The disintegration of the state, its decay and political
leaders being busy in dividing the cake among each other, con-
stitute the ingredients of the real danger looming over our
heads, as it is political solvency that generates economic sol-
vency, not vice versa. Does that mean we should lose hope?
No! However, we are in dire need for political will in order to
find a way out of this vicious cycle, which unfortunately is not
available, and has led the citizens to lose confidence in the state.
We must look for a positive shock that will put us back on the
path of restoring the confidence of citizens and the Arab and
the international community in the Lebanese State.”

He concluded by saying ; “Our current situation is similar
to that of a driver who took the wrong exit on the highway,
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and instead of returning to the highway to take the right one,
he wandered through the streets of the wrong exist which took
him farther away from his destination. I have a suggestion,
and I am fully aware that, despite its simplicity, its chances of
success do not exceed 1% ; it is returning to the highway,
which means in the Lebanese case, executing the basics –
Restoring respect for the Constitution, restoring respect for
the law and delegating responsibilities to competent figures
while subjecting them to control and accountability. Let me
here recall an old saying – ‘Give your dough to the baker even
if he eats half of your bread’ ; I altered this proverb as follows,
‘Give your dough to the baker and monitor him as to prevent
him from eating half of it. ‘These four principles are very
simple, but at the same time their likelihood is null. We
should realize by now that we cannot anymore adopt the
problem-solving with the ointments approach, as we no longer
enjoy the luxury of time and the freedom of choice. We are in
dire need to take, today, difficult decisions. Otherwise, we will
be obliged tomorrow to take more difficult ones.”

President Gemayel commanded former PM Siniora’s
intervention ; “What his Excellency just said is very
impressive. It expresses at the same time absolute realism and
ultimate hope. The implementation of the road map he drew
upon begins with the formation of a government that will
constitute a qualitative shock and express a return to ethical
integrity by senior officials in the State ; that alone could bring
the country back from the brink of the abyss.”

Q & A session:
Dr. Nadim al-Munla, Advisor to PM Saad Hariri, one

of the contributors to the CIP and the participants in the
Paris Conference IV said ; “Let me be straightforward,
even if sometimes, my frankness will come close to
crudeness. I was all ears during the first session, and I
agree with President Gemayel on the importance of good
governance, as I agree with former PM Siniora on the
importance of restoring the basics. I also agree on what
Dr. Nader said about the impact of regional geopolitics
on Lebanon. However, I contest what Dr. Hamdan said,
especially that he evaluated the whole Lebanese
economic system.” He added ; “Quite frankly, CEDRE is
not the solution to all of Lebanon’s current problems and
chronic diseases, and this should be the starting point in
weighing its value. Otherwise, we would be banking on

CEDRE far more what it could bear. Indeed, the CEDRE
conference claims to bring solutions to Lebanon’s immediate

Nadim
al-Munla
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economic ordeals with the main objective of enhancing its
infrastructure. The CIP presented at the CEDRE Conference is
based on four pillars – Raising the level of investment in the
public and private sectors ; ensuring economic and financial
stability ; implementing reforms and developing a strategy for
multi-sectoral production and export potential. It is noteworthy
to clarify that contrary to the common belief, the pledge to
reforms is a commitment made by the Lebanese government
and not a prerequisite set by donors.”

He added ; “It is true that the bulk of investments in CEDRE
represents a big challenge for the CDR, but if we provide it
with indispensible help, it will properly manage these
investments. With regard to reducing the deficit in the state’s
budget by 5% over five years, let me say that this goal is the
most feasible one, as the electricity deficit alone constitutes
4% of it. If the electricity sector is reformed in such a way to
relieve us from its deficit, we will be close to achieving this goal.
As to the sectoral and structural reforms initiated by PM
Siniora in 2002, we are in daily coordination with Speaker
Nabih Berri who is pushing towards passing necessary laws
requested within the framework of the CEDRE Conference.”

He concluded ; “CEDRE is a beginning and not an end ; we
are all aware that politics is the art of the possible, it’s not
about what’s best, but it’s about what we can actually
implement and do. We reiterate the fact that CEDRE does not
claim to address all of Lebanon’s chronic confessional, social
and political diseases, and we have to evaluate it within the
framework of its set goals amid all the current geopolitical
shifts. For the time being, CEDRE is the only solution at hand
to avoid economic collapse in Lebanon.”

Former minister Roger Dib took the floor ;
“I will pick up from where President Gemayel
and former PM Siniora have ended. Political
powers that have governed Lebanon since the
1990s remain the same, and as Dr. Nader put
it, consecutive governments were a replica
when it comes to the participating political
parties. The latter hold responsibility of the
dreadful situation we are in today – An over-
staffed public administration whereas all
attempts to reform it have been aborted by
incumbents’ interests ; the collapse of the
electricity sector which is mainly due to the
failure of a group of Lebanese to pay energy
bills because of political coverage ; and a

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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government that approves a salary scale adjustment for the
public sector employees without conducting appropriate
reforms. Political forces that bear the responsibility of such
problems are well known, and are still holding the reins, and
we do not have any guarantee as to an eventual change in their
practices that would inhibit corruption and waste. I believe
any debate conducted outside these boundaries will be sterile
should incumbents continue in the same path. The country is
in need for a miracle in order to surpass the current situation.”

Head of the Department of Economic Research and Analysis
at Byblos Bank, Dr. Nassib Ghobril, said ; “I share Drs. Nader
and Hamdan’s concern over the potential of implementing the
CEDRE Conference’s outcomes, as our failure to implement
those of Paris Conference III is a case in point. Nevertheless, I
believe if we manage to use $5 billion out of the $23 billion,
the situation in Lebanon will witness a positive change. The
sectors targeted by CEDRE are restricted to the infrastructure ;
it would be sufficient to improve the infrastructure in order to
uphold the Lebanese economy’s competitiveness. We are aware
of the negative impact that volatile geopolitics and security con-
ditions have on Lebanon, however, it is safe to say that our own
practices have worse effects on both political and economic lev-
els ; the government formation is deadlocked owing to the so-
called eligibility of representation, and both the approval of a
tax hikes package and the ratification of the public sector’s
salary scale bill are blatant examples of the haziness that blurs
economic decision-making. With regard to the rentier economy,
it’s mostly due to the over-staffed public administration and
the glut in public sector institutions. I do consider CEDRE as
an important step to be taken because we are ought to enhance
our infrastructure should we expect any positive amelioration
in the economic situation and thus in the growth rate. I don’t
agree with those who have emphasized the receding of Arab
aids to Lebanon, as Saudi Arabia is one of the main donors in
the CEDRE Conference.”

Attorney Antoine Chakhtoura questioned the aptness of
the Lebanese state, in its current status, to implement the re-
forms agreed upon at the CEDRE Conference.

Former minister, Nicolas Nahas, said that we have passed
the CEDRE – assessment phase and whether it is important or
not he added ; “I truly believe that the problematic issue that
should have been raised in this workshop is how to implement
CEDRE and identify the best ways to do so. Unfortunately, in
the aftermath of the Taif Agreement, the Lebanese state has
been transformed from a state of citizenship into a state of

Nicolas Nahas
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sects, and we must return to the state of citizenship in order
to carry out the anticipated reforms.” He recalled that the only
period during which Lebanon had witnessed a reduction in
deficit was between 2002 and 2006, because the consecutive
Paris conferences put forward reform projects that built confi-
dence, prompting the banks to contribute to their financing.

In response to questions and interventions, Hamdan said;
“The policy paper does not stand as a trial for the CDR; how-
ever, it does test the whole system which has turned the econ-
omy into a rentier one and made the country a hub for import
instead of a hub for export and gave importance to the neg-
lected infrastructure (which I do not consider as a sector) over
vital sectors such as agriculture, industry and even tourism.
The problem that besets CEDRE and raises our concerns lies
in the many hidden poles it contains.” 

As for Nader he said ; “I justly say that the regional reality
increases risks, yet it was not my intention to imply that it
constitutes a stumbling block prohibiting us from undertaking
the minimum required reforms. The main focal point of the
policy paper was to show the extent to which the Lebanese
regime is linked to the prevailing regional situation. Let me
express herein my astonishment regarding Hezbollah led-axis’
refrain from pushing towards the formation of the govern-
ment because I do believe that such a step is in its interest as
is Hariri being a PM. I fear that the formation of the govern-
ment will be delayed until after the US midterm elections so
as Iran could appraise where the US policy is heading and
build on it to decide where to go in Lebanon.”

Journalist Sabine Oueiss said ; “My expectations were high
on the workshop giving answers rather than raising questions
and present a prognosis rather than a diagnosis. I believe the
biggest challenge facing CEDRE today is that we are going to
have to revisit Lebanon’s political system, and that is evi-
denced by the contexts within which the formation of a new
government is deadlocked, or the ink is pouring about how
the country is heading towards economic collapse. My ques-
tion is how can we implement CEDRE and achieve reforms
while the State does not exist? How can we see in CEDRE an
opportunity amidst the prevailing official confusion and the
blatant contradiction in respective incumbents’ statements?
Who should we believe, President Aoun stressing that the fi-
nancial situation in Lebanon is good or the Minister of Fi-
nance who warned against a potential collapse of the state’s
finance? Speaker Berri is working on enacting necessary laws
for the implementation of CEDRE, however former PM Sin-

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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iora made it clear that such step means a little when it comes
to abiding by these laws.”

Mr. Jean Tawile from the Kataëb party said ; “For more
than seven years the economic growth rate did not exceed
1.5%, and after the approval of a tax hikes package and the
ratification of the public sector’s salary scale bill, inflation
reached 7.6%. We do not have accurate figures on the unem-
ployment rate in Lebanon, but the Minister of Industry says
it has crossed the 35 percent threshold. We are heading to-
wards an inflationary recession, and we need reforms to sur-
pass it. My question is how do we carry out these reforms and
who can do the job? Is there any intention and will to imple-
ment them?”

Former Minister Damianos Kattar said ; “Britain lost its
supremacy to America when it refused to embrace technology,
and Great Lebanon was established when it accepted and
adopted modernity. We will lose the reform battle because
there is a social resistance to reform. The first step on the road
to winning the reform battle is to gain a societal consensus for
reform and win the public opinion.”

Dr. Shadi Karam, Director General of the Lebanese Bank
of Commerce, considered that one of the most important ob-
stacles facing CEDRE’s implementation is the state’s eligibility
to uphold the CIP, wondering why the CDR should be the
sole manager of CEDRE’s funds? “Over the past years, we
have marginalized the ministries, and today we have to think
about developing a program to reactivate them and enhance
their competency in line with the CIP and its requirements,
in addition, we have to strengthen the state’s oversight bod-
ies.” He added ; “I agree with al-Munla when he said that we
are in a race against the clock, and we don’t have any more
the luxury to negotiate ; what he said about politics being the
art of the possible is right. The question to be asked remains
however about the ability of the political forces to carry out
fundamental reforms, at a time when they miss what might
motivate them to move forward on the path of reform.”

PM Siniora said ; “Billions of ways do exist to classify peo-
ple, among them the one that distinguishes between a person
who can turn a problem into an opportunity, and the one who
can turn an opportunity into a problem. Unfortunately, we
seem to be of the second type. In July 1997, all economic and
social organizations met at the Coral Beach Hotel and devel-
oped a plan for reform ; should incumbents have the oppor-
tunity to be acquainted with this plan, they will think it was
charted yesterday. With all its gaps, CEDRE remains an op-

Damianos
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portunity ; however, it looks like pledged aids were placed at
the 20th floor, and we were asked to take the stairs in order to
reach them ; the more diseases we suffer from the more we will
be falling behind, and regrettably, our diseases are many owing
to the sabotage tactic undertaken by politicians. We have
reached a stage where we need a salvation government with
the participation of the leaders and not their representatives.
The current situation requires difficult and bold decisions,
otherwise we will continue to quarrel over how to divide the
cake while the cake continues to shrink.”

President Gemayel addressed al-Munla ; “All we want is
to get our act together. We seek prosperity for Lebanon, and
we applaud PM. Hariri’s efforts to save the country. I don’t
agree with those who said that Lebanon’s core problem is sec-
tarianism. During President Fuad Chehab’s tenure, we had
witnessed a salvation procedure even though the social map
was sectarian as it is today. During my tenure, we managed
through what was known at the time by legislative decrees to
reposition the country towards the right track. The problem
today resides in the lack of political will to proceed with re-
forms as well as in the lack of mutual confidence. We are not
in need for ideas as we have plenty of them ; what we are in
need for is the will to implement them.”

Executive Director of MdF, Sam Menassa, intervened ;
“Whenever we discuss Lebanon’s ordeals, I have the impres-
sion that we are talking about another country, especially in
what pertains to the proposal made by President Gemayel and
former PM Siniora on forming a salvation government. We are
all dismissing and undermining an agent within the Lebanese
political landscape which has given supremacy to religious
identity over the national one and has put Lebanon in the cen-
ter of the regional turmoil – That is Hezbollah. Problems facing
CEDRE are not of technical nature but rather of existential na-
ture, with one party having hegemony on all political and eco-
nomic decision-making. Settlements are possible with regular
opponents but not with those as powerful as Hezbollah.”

Thomas Schellen from the Executive Magazine asked ;
“What are your expectations from this workshop? And how
can we manage CEDRE and decrease public debt from a sov-
ereign perspective? In light of the growing public indebted-
ness, how can we ensure that the society will remain in control
over its destiny?”

Economist Roger Melki replied ; “I believe that CEDRE’s
main problem lies in its wide portfolio ; the scope of projects

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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is so large that it surpasses the state’s capacity to handle. The
other problem is the lack of good governance.”

Secretary General
of the Democratic
Renewal Movement,
Antoine Haddad,
stated ; “The main
problem facing the
country is not of
economic nature,
but it derives from
the regional geopolit-
ical situation, along
with its chronic
structural ordeals.
Contrary to the dif-
ficult periods we
went through previ-
ously, today a deteri-
orated economic

situation will act for the country as Achilles Heel! An eco-
nomic collapse will entail the collapse of the country at all lev-
els, especially amid the disintegration of the state and the
widespread armament phenomenon. With the absence of
safety nets to rescue us, our destiny is blurry, and we are head-
ing toward a place we have never reached before. It was not
CEDRE’s pretention to solve all of Lebanon’s problems or to
be a comprehensive economic rescue plan, but it came to solve
specific actual problems. The international community is
telling Lebanon, ‘Help yourself so I would be able to help you,’
and we should hold on to this carrot. We should be aware that
we are running out of choices, and the margin left for us to
maneuver is narrowing, and the country is standing on the
edge of the abyss. All the more reason why we should support
CEDRE and be open minded when discussing its details, and
work hard to implement it under a social acceptance.”

Mr. Roy Badaro, Advisor to the Lebanese Forces Chief,
Samir Geagea, for economic affairs, said ; “I believe what the
country needs is far more than just a process of reform
through procedures and laws. What we are in need for is a
radical change process from the top to straighten the compass
towards good values. We lack these values, which alone may
lead to sound and rational governance. What worries us in
CEDRE, as in any other reform process, is the price that we
are accumulating for future generations to pay, especially amid
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rampant corruption and poor administrative performance.
Former PM Siniora spoke about a 20th floor that we will have
to climb, and I think it’s a good metaphor to express the re-
form hierarchy in terms of setting priorities for the reform
process, and it is my belief that encountering corruption and
rationalizing the administration through decentralization
should top it.”

Replying to these interventions and questions Hamdan
said ; “I think if I were among the ruling class, I would have
praised CEDRE. Be that as it may, as economist (and a red
one as some like to call me), I do believe that economy resem-
bles to a building ; it cannot rise without proper pillars, and
therefore I cannot overlook all the gaps within CEDRE and
its disregard of vital issues. The economy is a circuit, either its
starting point is good, or it will be ill-running. As former PM
Siniora put it, it is political solvency that generates economic
solvency, not vice versa, and there is no sane person who can
believe in the potential of executing reform under a sectarian
system. Theoretically, the sectarian system is based on the bal-
ance between different sects, yet the Lebanese reality shows
us that this balance does not stand unless one sect enjoys su-
premacy over others. In addition, this balance is liable for
change according to external and domestic circumstances.”

Nader added ; “We all realize that Lebanon is suffering
from a multi-headed monster, and we need to stop feeding the
monster, so that we can go forward with the reform and ad-
vancement process. As things stand, I am convinced that if
CEDRE succeeds in solving the electricity problem, that alone
would be a great achievement.”

In conclusion, former PM Siniora said ; “I truly believe that
this brainstorming session was an added value, as it has shed
light on the paths we need to choose under the umbrella of
political will and commitment.”

President Gemayel thanked lecturers and participants on
this fruitful workshop.

CEDRE CONFERENCE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since its re-launch in 2014, Maison du Futur
(MdF) has dedicated much of its meetings to the
issue of state-building in the Arab world, focusing
on questions of social integration and identity. In
doing so, it has taken a particular interest in the
affairs of Arab religious and ethnic minorities,
noting that MdF does not believe in using the
terms minority and majority to portray cultural
diversity, but rather strives to enshrine the princi-
ple of citizenship, under which all groups with
different religious and ethnic affiliations can blend.
The careful attention given to this topic reflects the
centrality of a new and very urgent phenomenon,
namely, the increasing importance of sub-national
forms of identity awareness contrary to national
affiliation. This manifests itself today in the Arab
countries through sharp and oftentimes violent
schisms between different groups, along with a vir-
ulent repression of minorities, especially Chris-
tians.

Prospects of Christianity surviving in its birth-
place, the Middle East, appear grim, as the past

AGENDA
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14th

OPENING REMARKS :
– President Amine
Gemayel, Maison du Futur.
– Souraya Bechealany, Secre-
tary General, Middle East
Council of Churches.
– Vít Novotný, Senior Re-
search Office Wilfried Martens
Centre for European Studies.
– Oraib al-Rantawi, al-Quds
Center for Political Studies.

SESSION I | RELIGION,
TRIBES AND THE
CHALLENGES AHEAD OF
ARAB IDENTITY
Moderator : Sameh Makram
Obeid, Former Deputy and Po-
litical Activist, Egypt.
Are we witnessing a re-emer-
gence of the old primary iden-
tifiers of Arab identity, religion
and tribes? In such a case,
what would be the prospects
of the secular Arab national-
ism Christians helped create
in the 20th century which saw
the establishment of the differ-
ent Arab national states? Will
the Middle East lose its rich
historic mosaic? Is the region
reverting to the Ottoman-style
“millet system” which repre-
sented a view of the world
that made religion the ulti-
mate marker of identity?
– Lamia Rustom Shehade,
Former University Professor, Re-
searcher and Writer, Lebanon.
– Father Bassem al-Rai,
University professor and re-
searcher, Lebanon.
– George Sabra, President of
the Near East School of Theol-
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decade has been cat-
astrophic for the
Arab world’s belea-
guered Christian
minority.

In Egypt, both
the revolution and
counter-revolution
have been accompa-
nied by a series of
anti-Copt riots,
killings and church
burnings. In Gaza,
the West Bank and
Jerusalem, Palestin-
ian Christians are
emigrating en
masse as they find
themselves uncom-
fortably caught between Netanyahu’s pro-settler
government and their increasingly radicalized
Sunni neighbours.

In Syria, although Christians – who constitute
approximately 10% of the population – are not
engaging in the war. They have been victims of
atrocities such as rape and murder. Many have
already fled to camps in Lebanon, Turkey or Jor-
dan. The rooted Armenian community of Aleppo
is reported to be moving en masse to Yerevan.

In Iraq, at least two-thirds of Iraqi Christians
have fled since the fall of Saddam Hussein’s
regime ; ISIS control over substantial urban,
rural, and desert territory in the country led to –
possibly – the largest exodus of Middle Eastern
Christians, with the entire Christian community
of Mosul heading off towards Kirkuk and the rel-
atively tolerant Kurdish zone. 

Despite the fact that Jordan has long been one
of the most liberal countries in the region in terms
of religious freedom, there is a great fear that the
tide turns against Christians with the rise of Is-
lamic extremism and the emergence of destabilizing
factors with increasing economic, political and reli-

ogy, and Professor of Systematic
Theology, Lebanon. 

DISCUSSION

SESSION II | ARAB
CHRISTIANS AND
REGIONAL CONFLICTS
Moderator : Father Rifaat
Badr, Director of the Catholic
Information Center, Jordan.
What was the Arab Chris-
tians stance towards the na-
tional and regional conflicts
raging in the region? What
role did Christians play in
the protest movement de-
manding an end to human
rights violations, government
corruption and poverty that
has engulfed some Arab
countries starting 2011, and
resulting in the overthrowing
of four dictatorships (Tunisia,
Egypt, Libya, and Yemen)?
What was the impact of the
Arab Spring on Christians?
Was it a “dream come true”
that restored their status as
full citizens or a nightmare
that furthered their discrimi-
nation as minority?
– Tarek Mitri, Former minis-
ter, Director of AUB’s Issam
Fares Institute for Public Policy
and International Affairs,
Lebanon.
– Saad Salloum, University
Professor, Iraq. 
– Otmar Oehring, Coordi-
nator International Religious
Dialogue, European and Inter-
national Cooperation – Kon-
rad-Adenauer-Stiftung,
Germany.

DISCUSSION

Keynote speaker 
Neemat Frem, MP, Presi-
dent of Maronite Foundation in
the world, Lebanon.
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gious pressures
resulting from
hosting large
groups of refugees,
mostly from Iraq
and Syria. 

In Lebanon,
Christians who
have always
played a power-
ful role in gov-
ernment are now
increasingly serv-
ing as a buffer
between Sunni
and Shia.
Lebanon has al-
ways been a good
weather vane for

Mideast trends. The ruling formula that the coun-
try has adopted for so many years is crumbling,
strained by the growing Sunni /Shia war raging
in neighbouring Syria, leaving the fate of Lebanese
Christians unknown. The latter warily eye events
across the border, where Syrian and Iraqi Chris-
tians are being slaughtered for their faith by var-
ious jihadi groups.

The decline of Christianity in the Middle East
did not begin with ISIS and the rise of Islamic ex-
tremism or with the horrors in Syria or Iraq, but
with the failure of establishing nation-states, with
the state failing to represent the broader spectrum
of religions, sects, and ethnicities, with economic
constraints, with persecution, discrimination and
authoritarian politics. In fact, minority issues (or
non-Muslim Arab citizens and non-Arab citizens)
first came to prominence with the building of the
modern Arab nation-state, and discrimination
against minorities has been a constant throughout
the region’s recent history. On the other hand, it
should be noted that there is a Christian retreat
from performing a national role, which requires
the search for the reasons behind this retreat.

SESSION III | PROTECTION
OF MINORITIES : CRITICAL
APPROACH
Moderator : Oraib al-
Rantawi.
What about the minorities’
alliance theory? Mideast
Christians were often criti-
cized for coming to terms
with secular yet authoritarian
regimes, as they have to a cer-
tain extent safeguarded their
right. Is this true? Will mi-
norities whose status is
threatened by a transition to
majoritarian decision-making
institutions be less supportive
of democratization? Are Arab
Christians a homogenous
group? Is there a political
force that represents them?
How has the West reacted to
the scheme of emptying the
region of its Christians? How
are regional and international
players trying to achieve po-
litical victories at the expense
of the tragedy taking place?
– Samir Morcos, Former
Minister and Lifetime Honorary
Member of the Norwegian Uni-
versity of Science and Technology
and winner of its prize and scien-
tific diploma, Egypt.
– Hanna Issa, Researcher, legal
expert and university professor,
Palestine.
– Ziad al-Sayegh, Expert in
public policies and refugees af-
fairs, Lebanon.

DISCUSSION

Thursday, November, 15th

SESSION IV | ARAB CHRIS-
TIANS AND ECCLESIASTI-
CAL TEXTS RELATED TO
PUBLIC ISSUES
Moderator: Wahid Abdel
Meguid, President of al-Ahram
Center for Translation and Pub-
lishing, and Deputy Director of
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Despite sizeable Christian populations holding
on in Lebanon, Jordan and Egypt, there is likely to
be little place for Christian Arabs in a Middle East
rebuilt on intolerant ideologies like that of ISIS.

So where does this leave Middle Eastern Chris-
tians in a region rebuilt on intolerant ideologies? 

La “Maison du Futur”, The “Middle East
Council of Churches”, “Wilfried Martens Centre
for European Studies and “Al Quds Centre” in-
tend to hold a meeting aiming to discuss the future
of Christians in the Middle East. The conference
will bring together 100 political activists, intellec-
tuals, and clerics from Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, Syria,
Palestine and Lebanon.

al-Ahram Center for Political
and Strategic Studies, Egypt.
There is an Arab political
theology and there are sev-
eral ecclesiastical texts that
define the course of Chris-
tians’ commitment to public
affairs as well as the issues
they commit to. How can
this Church’s heritage be
stirred up? What are the
operational prospects for
translating it? What are the
obstacles? And how an ecu-
menical cooperation could
help in this context?
– Archbishop Habib al-
Nawfaly, Archbishop of
Chaldean, Basrah, Iraq. 
– Father Peter Madrous,
Specialist in Islamic-Christian
Relations, Palestine.
– Father Gaby Hashem,
Expert in ecumenical affairs,
university professor, Lebanon.
DISCUSSION

SESSION V | ISLAMIC
INITIATIVES FOR A
CULTURE OF EQUALITY
Moderator : Michel Sabeh,
Social Psychology, University
Professor, Lebanon.
Future of relevant and in-
spiring Islamic initiatives to-
ward establishing a culture
of equality, such as the ini-
tiatives taken by “Al-Azhar”,
and the Marrakesh Declara-
tion of 2016 which was
signed by hundreds of Mus-
lim scholars from more than
100 countries calling for a
new jurisprudence based on
“citizenship.” 
– Sheikh Malek al-Shaar,
Mufti of Tripoli and North,
Lebanon.
– Radwan al-Sayed, scholar,
expert in Islamic affairs,
Lebanon.
DISCUSSION
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Conference Objectives:
The conference general objectives encom-

pass the following: 
– Encourage debate on the notion of na-

tion-state and its importance in building a
comprehensive and satisfactory mode of cit-
izenship that transcends individual, ethnic,
sectarian and religious affiliations.

– Detect major legal and legislative de-
fects that discriminate against Christian
communities in some Arab countries and
undermine their status as citizens, depriv-
ing them of full political participation in
their countries. 

– Dissipate the myth depicting Chris-
tian Arabs as a homogenous group with ex-
tensive trans-national bonds to the West
and understand that minorities are not for-
eigners, let alone spies, but authentic, pa-
triotic citizens of their home countries.

– Shed light on the leading role played
by Christians in this region throughout
history, especially in shaping its civilization
and culture. 

– Dissipate the myth that safeguarding
minorities in the Arab World cannot be

achieved but under authoritarian regimes or under an alliance
among minorities.

– Cast light on the importance of enhancing the Muslim-
Christian dialogue. 

– Combat the Takfiri and Salafist discourse that rejects
Christian Arabs and targets them politically and morally.

y

DO CHRISTIANS HAVE A FUTURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST?
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MIDST the changing political, social, cultural and de-
mographic dynamics in the Middle East, the disinte-

gration of several Middle Eastern countries, due to the
collapse of different national states, and the wide proliferation
of non-state actors, particularly extremist and violent organi-
zations and movements, old complications have resurfaced,
most importantly, the problem of the Middle East’s belea-
guered minorities. This issue became a focus of attention in
view of the seriousness of a rising new phenomenon, i.e. the
crucial role played by sub-national forms of identity con-
sciousness at the expense of national identity. In this context,
prospects for the survival of Christianity in the Middle East
are bleak, as the past decade has been catastrophic for them
and other minorities. What is their status today, and what fu-
ture awaits them in a region redefined by extremist, violent
and intolerant ideologies?

Maison du Futur (MdF), in collaboration with Wilfried
Martens Centre for European Studies and al-Quds Center for
Political Studies, held a conference to discuss the future of
Christians in the Middle East, attended by political activists,
intellectuals and clergymen from Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, Syria,
Palestine and Lebanon.

President Amine Gemayel inaugurated the conference
stating that “in the recent years, Christians and Muslims have
been in the same boat! The situation might have taken a heav-
ier toll on Muslims, yet it has posed a greater threat on Chris-
tians because their existence is at stake”. He added that
“Christians have never caused a hindrance to the aspirations
and goals of the Arab Islam society, but have rather stood
alongside it”, asserting that “Christians did not take part in
the region’s conflicts nor did they promote sedition”.

President Gemayel raised several questions: “Has the im-
pact of the bitter experiences faced by the Arab world during
the last century and the last decade of this century been pos-
itive or negative?” “Did the Muslims change and were the les-
sons learnt sufficient enough?” “Are Christians fulfilling their
conscientious and spiritual role in their communities and how
do they reflect their existence in these communities?” “What
is the Muslims’ stance on this and do they consider Christi-
anity as complementary or contradictory to Islam”?

Addressing both Christians and Muslims of the region, he
ended on the note that when the sentiment of citizenship is
deeply rooted, the mottos are concretized, and the religious
belonging and identity no longer supersede, supplement or
compromise national identity, the pretext of the minority and
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the majority based on sectarian identity falls apart paving the
way to salvation.

Afterwards, Souraya Bechealany, the
Secretary General of the Middle East
Council of Churches (MECC), took the
floor. She stated that the title of the con-
ference triggered her to bring another
equation into question: “Does the Mid-
dle East have a future without its Chris-
tians?” For Bachaalani, the future of
Christians is correlated with the funda-
mentals of their vocation and the essence
of their mission and religion, which instill
into them the sense of commitment to
humanity and to the worries of the peo-
ples of this region. She also stated that
“the Middle East’s Christians contribute
to human happiness just as much as they aspire to the second
goal which is the partnership with God”. She emphasized the
need to reflect on the human condition in the Middle East,
especially in the Arab world, to restore “the desecrated human
dignity” and to achieve stability and peace by influencing pub-
lic policies. She also presented some principles that the MECC
upholds and builds its strategic plan of action upon:

To abandon the majority and minority logic regarding the
Middle East’s Christians, consider them at par with their peers
in the region, and adhere to their active and fundamental role.

Christians should not seclude themselves from the other
components of the nation because building bridges of love and
dialogue and coexistence is inherent to
their Christian faith.

Christians reject violence and extrem-
ism and endeavor to revive their theolog-
ical heritage to combat these two evils.

Christians choose to live with their
peers in one nation where the principles
of democracy, justice and equality prevail
under the umbrella of the rule of law.

Establishing a Palestinian State with
Jerusalem as its capital and achieving
justice for its people remains a matter
of priority.

In his opening remark, Vit Novotni
from the Wilfried Martens Centre for
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European Studies highlighted the Center’s attempts to put
a spotlight on the difficult situation of the Middle East’s
Christians. He stated that the European Union is facing today
a great number of challenges, most importantly the rise of
populism for several reasons among which the economic cri-
sis, the uncontrolled immigration and the difficulty of inte-
gration of large numbers of refugees, something that arouses
fear in Europe.

Oraib al-Rantawi, Director General of al-Quds Center for
Political Studies affirmed that the region would not have been
the same without its Christians, and emphasized the need to
stop discrimination against Christians, starting off with con-
stitutions, legislations and practices going along to “genocide
and systematic displacement by violent extremist religious
groups”. He cited a series of conclusions drawn by the al-Quds
Center as a result of studies on the phenomenon of discrimi-
nation against religious, racial and ethnic groups in the Arab
world, specifically the Christians. First, the failure of the Arab
national states to build civil democratic pluralistic regimes
based on the principle of “equal citizenship” ; secondly, the
disproportional recognition of the Christians’ rights and free-
doms in constitutions and legislations in force in several Arab
countries ; thirdly, the attempts to apply to the Middle East’s
Christians the label of “negative force” and sometimes that of
“the backbone of corruption and tyranny”, as well as the at-
tempts of some extremist groups to consider the region’s
Christians as “minor minorities”, “communities of exile”,
“pockets and remnants of colonialism and crusades, or “dhim-
mis” ; fourthly, the attempts to promote the theory of “alliance
of minorities”, which emanates from the heart, culture and
scarecrows of tyranny and oppression” ; and lastly the intoler-
ance that has become a typical characteristic of the Arab so-
cieties – especially in the last three decades – as a consequence
of the “dual oppression and extremism.”

On the other hand, al-Rantawi shed the light on the dis-
crepancies within the Christian communities and the gap be-
tween the church and its congregations coupled with the rise
of extremist and isolationist trends among them. He called on
the political and spiritual leaders of these communities to
avoid falling into the circle of action and reaction and com-
batting extremism with counter-extremism.

He ended on the note that there is no Christian solution
for the Christians’ problems ; the solution, however, lies in pro-
moting the values of democracy, pluralism and respect of
human rights by our populations and communities and build-
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ing a modern civil democratic nation which regards all its fel-
low-citizens with an equal eye.

Sameh Makram Obeid, the moderator of
Session 1 “Religion, Tribes and the Chal-
lenges Ahead of Arab Identity” introduced
the panelists : Dr. Lamia Shehade, Former
University Professor, Writer and Researcher,
Father Bassem al-Rai, University Professor
and Researcher, and George Sabra, President
of the Near East School of Theology and Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology.

For Obeid, many Egyptians believe that
loyalty should be first to Egypt and not to re-
ligion. “We are the children of the January
Revolution, which promoted the concept of
“a nation for all”, where religious reverence is
shown to God alone. We are the children of a modern state,
which treats all citizens alike and ensures that there is neither
any bias nor partiality”, he said. Emphasizing on the concept
of “a nation for all”, Obeid stated that what displeases when
we approach the subject of Christians in the Arab world is not
the minority-majority concept because it reflects a quantita-
tive equation, but rather the talks about the partnership in
the nation. “We as Christians are more of a part of a nation
than partners”, he added. Answering the question raised by
the conference, Obeid said: “Yes Christians will play a role in
the Middle East in the future exactly as they did in the past,
yet the importance of such role lies in proclaiming citizenship,
establishing modern national states and modernizing consti-
tutions”. “The protection of minorities by oppressors is an os-
tensible pretext”, he affirmed.

Dr. Lamia Shehade then shared her view
stating that since state or nation building in
the world and the Arab world focuses on
questions of social integration and identity, it
should also aim at engulfing the principle of
citizenship under which all groups with dif-
ferent religious and ethnic affiliations may
melt together into one entity. “But, in reality,
we see the increasing resurgence of sub-na-
tional religious consciousness and identity at
the expense of national affiliation”, she said.

Dr. Shehade then presented the definition
of some Islamic Jurisprudence terms that denote the relation-
ship between Christians and Muslims:
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The “House of Submission” (in Arabic, dar al-islam,), and
the “House of War,” (in Arabic, dar al-harb,). Islam views the
world as divided into two: Dar al-Islam and Dar al-Harb with
the borders of the first always guarded by Murabitoun ready
to go to war against non-Muslims. Therefore, one is either a
Muslim or an enemy.

Al-Ummah (in Arabic,) which refers to the totality of indi-
viduals, who are bound together by the tie of religion and not
blood or tribal tie. All Muslims are brothers and, therefore,
equal. The head of the Ummah is God and the Islamic Law
Shari’ah (in Arabic,) is its law. If the state is to exist at all, it
has one purpose: to uphold, maintain and enforce the Shar-
i’ah. Thus Islam, pretty much like Communism, transcends
all national borders, and, loyalty is to the faith rather than the
nation or state.

“People of the Book” (Ahlul Kitab, in Arabic,), are the
Christians, Jews, Hindus and Zoroastrians. Although they are
allowed to live in the Islamic state and pursue their own reli-
gious teachings, they have no civil or political rights and no
law to protect them. Instead, they are to pay the jizya (a special
religious levy) so that their lives, women and wealth would be
safe and protected. That is why they were referred to as Dhum-
miyyun (in Arabic,) derived from the Arabic word dhimmat
meaning “covenant”, “trust”, “loyalty” and “security”. Since
the jizya was labile, it often became too much to bear and
many Christians throughout history converted to Islam.

To answer the complex question of whether Christians have
a future in the Middle East, Dr. Shehade relied on historical
data and precedents of the modern Arab World. She particu-
larly spoke about the renaissance of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, during which Lebanon witnessed
the emergence of secular parties whose most prominent lead-
ers were Christians, mostly Greek Orthodox living in cities.
The Maronites were not under the care of Muslims because
they had taken refuge in northern Lebanon. They had always
tried to establish an independent state and played a major role
in the establishment of the State of Lebanon and in the spread
of Christianity. Soon after the genesis of the Arab renaissance
and modernization, the resurgence of Islamic fundamentalism
took place: Hassan al-Banna founded his Muslim Brother-
hood in Egypt in 1929, paving the way to more extreme ide-
ologues who all preached to return to Pristine Islam. These
groups resorted to violence, especially against followers of
other religions.

Dr. Shehade also stated that to this day, some Muslim coun-
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tries do not allow Christians to have civil or political rights, or
to be buried in their land since the Christian bodies would
make the Muslim land sacrilegious. Christians, to this day, are
not allowed to have their own places of worship or hold meet-
ings to pray together, nor are they allowed bringing in their
own personal copies of the Bible. Christian women are still
forced to wear the veil, the niqab or the ‘aba. Christians are
not allowed to eat, drink or smoke in public during Ramadan.
“Where are the democracy and secularism?” she asked.

“With the advancement of technology, the world’s trans-
formation into one big village and the widespread of knowl-
edge and the Internet, Christians, today, witnessed by all to
be persecuted and massacred, who seldom find work in their
homeland, are the first to emigrate either for security and sta-
bility and those never return, or to find work, economic pros-
perity and affluence. Most of the latter would wait out the
economic stagnation to return to their homeland and help in
its economic prosperity”, she added.

For Dr. Shehade, based on the preceding of the core tenets
of Islam, such as the concepts of the Ummah, where loyalty
is to the faith rather than the nation and transcending all na-
tional borders ; the discrimination against and repression of
Christians under the rubric of ahlul dhimmah ; and the bipolar
view of the world as Dar al-Islam and Dar al-Harb making all
non-Muslims enemies, Christians have become victims of dis-
crimination, “and if this reality lingers on, I do not see a future
for Christians in the Middle East”, she said. 

Dr. Shehade concluded by quoting a Syrian Christian
lawyer in 1996: “I spent an evening with some friends during
the triple aggression, and one of them said that Christians will
never be genuinely patriotic, and that the country is not theirs,
so they’d better leave us. I told him that I
was in this country before the Islam con-
quest ; it is mine and I will not leave it even
if there is not a single Christian left! My
sentiment of patriotism defies yours and
your grandparents”.

Father Bassem al-Rai then intervened
expressing that the return of tribalism is
the prevailing tendency in the world today.
“What is going on in the World, especially
in Europe, speaks for itself, from Brexit in
Great Britain, to the continuous French
talks about the security of the French bor-
ders, to the rise of popularism and the pro-
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liferation of the right-wing ideology in other countries, along-
side the predominance of ethnicity”. All this falls under the
“return of tribalism”, not in the Ibn Khaldun’s sense of fanati-
cism, but within the following new connotations:

A comprehensive return to local specificity and ethnic,
racial and religious identities.

Enhancement of groups value because groups alone have
an actual existence, and their members have entrenched
rights. It is not useful to subject everyone to a neutral state
with a single history ; the ultimate solution is to permit sepa-
ratism in such a manner as to grant the groups the right to be
involved.

The correlation between the new tribal tendency and reli-
gion because of the demise of the national society. In the East,
the return of tribalism comes with the decline of authoritarian
regimes and the collapse of the national project, coupled with
globalization.

Father al-Rai added that multi-tribalism in the Middle East
poses an obstacle to tribe merging attempts ; therefore, what
is required is a political agreement that lays the foundations
for co-existence, comparing the groups of believers to universal
tribes because they can cross borders.

He then confirmed that the tribalism is inevitable and will
change the concept of the state, especially at the time of the
eclipse of civil and liberal national states. For him, this means,
that the return of tribalism is correlated with the return of re-
ligion, the shift in the concept of state and the decline of the
national state. He also said that this does not mean that the
state has lost the meaning of its existence but necessitates the
reconsideration of its role: the change of the concept of state
borders, the change of the role of the state in terms of its so-
cial, economic and political intervention and the adoption of
a participatory democracy, e.g. participation of all the con-
stituents of the society on the grounds that the society is the
foundation of the state and is not subjugated to it.

He ended on the note that the world is entering a new stage
accompanied with transformations in the concept of the state
and its role, that do not seem unfamiliar to the East ; in fact,
its countries got to a point where they diverted from model
to model, such as the adoption of federations and the recog-
nition of pluralism and the ability of identities to establish
constitutions that represent them in real.

A question-answer session followed:
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Dr. George Sabra : “Religion has played a
negative role in interhuman relations and has
been used for bad purposes, but it remains a
fundamental element, unlike the tribalism
which was outstripped by humanity, therefore
creating a link between the two would harm
the religion. The saying that the religion
gushed out or returned is a contemporary
western saying that has a meaning associated
with the latest developments which took
place in Europe where atheist and secular
waves collapsed, and religion resurged in
many forms particularly in the yearning for
spirituality. These scenarios are not applicable
to the Middle East. And it is not correct to talk about the resur-
gence of religion, because it had never disappeared”. 

Sabra added: “The course of time has proved that national,
secular and atheistic projects failed because they did not cap-
ture people’s hearts or minds, and because they tried to su-
persede religion ; religious identity is important in our region,
and we cannot see the importance of religion to us through
the same lens used in other parts of the world. The central-
ization of religion is stable in this region of the world and it is
no coincidence that the “revealed religions” were born in it
and has subsisted in it as well as in the whole world. Because
our region is the cradle of religions, religion is not just a ran-
dom occurrence in our existence but an essential pillar of it ”.

“We do not necessarily have to revert to the Ottoman
“Millet System”, but we cannot secure the rights of con-
stituents without acknowledging the centrality of religion ; we
cannot create a unifying identity for societies without taking
religion into account. The promising future that we aspire to
shape for us and our partners in our nation will not be created
if we ignore the centrality of religion in our region. Whenever
religion did not go with the flow in terms of political, social
and cultural developments, the secularism found itself in trou-
ble”, he added.

“I have every confidence that there is no future for Chris-
tians in the Middle East and no future for the entire Middle
East region without the participation of religion in the process
of transition to societies in which everyone is equal ; and the
main liability in this transformation process is in the hand of
the religious majority. Christians live under the rule of Mus-
lims, they are in an Islamic world and Islam is not just a reli-
gion in the narrow sense but rather a comprehensive vision of
life”. Sabra concluded by this statement: “The fate of Islam
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determines the fate of Christians and wherever Muslims will
go in the region, Christians will go as well. Yet, the crucial
question to rise is : “What are the future orientations of Islam,
Islamic ideology and Islamic religious institutions?” We can-
not move forward, nor achieve neither a unifying national
identity nor an ultimate equality in our communities without
involving the religion. Our role, as Christians, is to be a model
of religion engagement in the transformation process and con-
tribute to it hand in hand with our Muslim compatriots. The
mission is difficult, and the path is long, but I do not see a
common future for Muslims or Christians if the situation re-
mains as is or regresses and Lebanon can play a vital role in
this transformation process”.

Wahid Abdel Meguid :
“When we talk about eth-
nicity, we talk about all sub-
affiliations inherent to a
person such as religion, race
and nation etc… The prob-
lem does not lie in the in-
consistency among these
affiliations but rather in
their order of priority. The
reason behind the imbalance
witnessed by the Arab world
in the prioritization of these
affiliations – with religion
coming before all others – is

the failure to build national states. Attempts to build these
states were made in several countries but failed, leading to the
decline of national belonging – which should naturally be on
the top of the pile – to the favor of religious belonging”.

Sheikh Ghassan al-Halabi adviser of the Druze Unitarian
Community in Lebanon said: “While listening to the lexical
interpretation of Dr. Shehadeh, many scenarios crossed my
mind ; the first is the conference held by Al-Azhar in partner-
ship with leading Christian communities to correct miscon-
ceptions about Islam. The second scenario represents the
prominent rencontre between Pope Francis and the Grand
Imam of Egypt’s Al-Azhar Mosque, during which the two spir-
itual leaders delivered memorable speeches that made their
way into history books. What I want to say is that there are
new dynamics in this sphere all of which converge into a new
vision aiming at resolving all outstanding problems between
religions and taking us outside the classical box of religions,
and of course the political and intellectual pragmatism stands
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against these dynamics”. “One of the most inspiring lines of
President’s Gemayel address is the question about the con-
scious and spiritual role of Christians and Muslims in this re-
gion, and when this role is fulfilled, Christians will have a
future in it”, he concluded.

Dr. Antoine Tohme, former Dean of the Faculty of Edu-
cation at the Lebanese University said: “Based on my experi-
ence in the education sphere, I say that we are facing a great
challenge in our world, which is “citizenship”, e.g. equality for
all people. Have we got enough courage to stand for it? If only
we could focus on establishing constitutions built on nation-
alism and inculcate this idea in the future generations”.

President Gemayel agreed with Dr. Sabra regarding the
need to consider the centrality of religion in examining the
future of Christians in the East. He fully supported the idea
of reflecting on this and complemented it with another ques-
tion “who is the dialogist that will drive the progress? He ar-
gued, however, that talking about the centrality of religion is
not enough. “We hope that Al-Azhar would be the dialogist
because today he projects a very moderate image of Islam.
Does Al-Azhar represent all Sunnis? Wahhabism or
Da’ishism? Even among the Shiite, there is a deep discord
between Imamis and Wilayat al Faqih. Therefore, when we
talk about Islamic-Christian dialogue, with whom are we dia-
loguing? Even among Christians multiple opinions and dif-
ferences reign. Who are the dialogists then?” questioned
president Gemayel.

Professor Fadi Nasr of the Orthodox Youth Movement:
“Long-standing relations between Islam and Christians cannot
be narrowed down to specific events or some historical peri-
ods. It is true that history witnessed turbulences in this rela-
tionship, but there have also been periods of peace upon
which we must build. Also, Christians must define the role
they want to assume in this region”.

Sam Menassa, Executive director of the Maison du Futur,
directed a question to Sabra: “You talked about the role of
democracy, freedoms and religious thought: Do religious in-
stitutions open the door to freedom and democracy for us to
be able to assign this key role to religion?”

A participant from Iraq commented on Dr. Sabra’s view-
point: “I have quick questions about the centrality of religion:
The weakness of inter-religious dialogue and the lack of respect
for other religions, especially among minor constituents, are
key factors of religious strife and conflicts that affect the soci-
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ety and weaken its unity. Secondly, there is still weakness in
confronting atonement ideas such as Al-Azhar’s position to-
wards ISIS’ atonement. Thirdly, none of the participants talked
about the role of religion in the state, and this is a fundamental
aspect: Is it an intervention or a cultural and social role?

An answer session followed:
Dr. Sabra : “To answer Mr. Menassa’s question, I would say

that it depends on the position of each church. The Evangel-
ical Church, for example, opens the door to freedom, and if
other churches don’t, they must reconsider their positions. I
agree with my brother from Iraq that the disesteem of other
religions instigates riots. It is also wrong not to punish the
murderers, this, in turn necessitates a critical review by all re-
ligions. I am secular, and I do not think that religion should
play a role in building a nation but should rather assume a so-
cial and cultural role”.

Father al-Rai : “The relationship between the state and re-
ligion is blurred in our entire region. The question we must
raise is: how can religion be constructive not destructive?”

Dr. Shehade to Professor Fadi Nasr : “Christians and
Muslims have lived side by side for 1300 years. What we re-
ject is that the state embraces the Islam as religion and con-
siders Christians as “protected people” who do not enjoy their
rights. I think that Sheikh al-Halabi misunderstood my point.
I said that the definition of the dictionary of the word “Al-
Ummah” means “Nation” in English, which is different from
its meaning in Islam”.

During Session 2 “Arab Christians and Regional Con-
flicts”, its moderator Father Rifaat Badr, introduced the pan-
elists : Tarek Mitri, Former Minister and Director of Issam
Fares Center for Public Policy and International Affairs at the
American University of Beirut, Dr. Saad Salloum, University
Professor in Iraq ; Dr. Otmar Oehring, Coordinator for Inter-
national Religious Dialogue at the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung,
a European-International Cooperation.

Tarek Mitri spoke about the reasons behind the diminish-
ment of the Christian presence in the region and the decline
of their number from a quarter of the population of the region
(Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan) to 10% today. “I think
that one of the issues that are often overlooked is that the pro-
portion of Christians has decreased due to their gradual loss
of relative advantage in education, health and urban stability,
in addition to the value changes affecting low fertility rates
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such as the preference of individual success over family soli-
darity,” he said.

Mitri emphasized that the emigration remains the main ra-
tionale for the downward trend of the Christians’ demograph-
ics ; it commenced at the beginning of the last century and
accelerated when the gap between the growth of the local
economy and the new needs of people grew and became
driven, first and foremost, by the economic development ob-
session. He added: “In recent years, the emigration concomi-
tated with the increasing talks about the decline of the
Christian role alongside a sense of estrangement and detach-
ment from public life. He also argued that the Christians in
the region had suffered, like others, from the failure to build
a state that prioritizes egalitarianism. They felt more and more
marginalized and less able to participate in the making of their
future and the future of their nations. It is worth mentioning
that the “aloof minority versus the dominant majority di-
chotomy” did not retain them, because the issues of Chris-
tians were and remain a reflection of the problems of all Arab
societies, whether they relate to equality and political partic-
ipation or to development and cultural advancement”. “The
increasing concern prevailing among Christian groups “made
them more prone to intimidation” prompting some of them
to support or feel nostalgic to tyrannical regimes, while sweep-
ing under the rug the acts of terrorism and marginalization
these regimes perpetrated against their own citizens and the
suspicions they caused to them. Additionally, the violence wit-
nessed in recent years has acted as an emigration accelerator”,
he added.

Mitri spoke of several illusions about the atrophy of the
Christian presence in the East:

First : a universal plan to empty the East of its Christians.
There is no doubt that radical Islamists and Israel come to-
gether in the hope of Christians’ demise ; many however, do
not want to eliminate the Christian presence, though they do
not do much to prevent it. He considers that Western coun-
tries are facilitating the take-in of Christians because they be-
lieve in the success of their integration not because they want
to uproot them from their land.

Secondly: resorting to tyrannical regimes as alternative to
terrorism on the lesser of two evils principle while denying the
cycle of violence between repression and terrorism. “The truth
is that these regimes marginalized Christians for many years,
subjugated them in return for their protection, stripped them
of their freedoms and isolated them”.
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Thirdly: the expectation of and recourse to external pro-
tection, as there is no external force that provides any signifi-
cant support to Christians. Fourthly, Christians have an
interest in the alliance of minority in the face of the majority,
which contradicts any aspiration to bypass the majority-mi-
nority dichotomy and contributes to the fragmentation of so-
cieties in more than one country.

Mitri ended on the note that it will not be beneficial to any-
one to show an absolute contradiction between the so-called
concerns of the minority and the worries of the majority. The
integrity of Christians requires the avoidance of double stan-
dards when taking moral positions, whether in condemning
people, individuals or groups or defending their rights. “The
discrimination against Christians is not a justifiable reason for
counter-discrimination”, he said.

Dr. Saad Salloum then took the floor and expressed that
he would like to discuss the internal division among the Chris-
tians in Iraq, which conveys conflicting messages to the inter-
national community, and how it is exploited by the internal
giants (Shiites, Sunnis, Kurds) and external players.

Dr. Salloum emphasized that Christians in Iraq are not de-
tached from their social reality and the Iraqi law recognizes
18 religions comprising 14 Christian communities, Sunnis,
Shiites, Jews and Yezidi. What is the position of Christians in
this sectarian map?? Christians in Iraq are 14 sects, and it is
difficult for them to reach one opinion regarding the issues
that concern their future. They lack clarity about the relation-
ship between religion and state, the return of displaced people
and political participation…

In the Nineveh Plains, for example, there is no unified
Christian vision regarding Christian’s future. While some call
for international protection, others call for the establishment
of an independent province with an autonomous budget, and
still there is a controversy over whether this province will be
governed by the Government of Kurdistan or the Government
of Baghdad.

On the other hand, Dr. Salloum spoke about the low repre-
sentation of Christians in the political arena, explaining that in
Kurdistan there are six Christian deputies out of 100 deputies.
In Baghdad, there are five seats reserved for Christians out of
328 seats, which is a minimal and symbolic representation that
keeps the Christians under the domination of the three other
groups. “15 seats: that’s all Christians ask for… as if this would
change the course of history!” questioned Dr. Salloum.

He added that the Christians in Iraq need to establish an

Saad Salloum
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inter-Christian dialogue before setting up a dialogue with
other communities, emphasizing that to exit from this vicious
circle there are several ways, most importantly the existence
of a unified Christian authority in Iraq (referring to Patriarch
Sako) for them to establish an active presence ; the call to
unify all Christian communities under the umbrella of one
consolidated church ; the focus on the soft power sources of
the Iraq’s Christians ; the importance of considering the Chris-
tian religious heritage as an heritage shared with other Iraqis
in addition to the strengthening of the role of Christian
schools and the strong investment in a bottom-up change ap-
proach, pointing out that when the Christians were prevented
from celebrating Christmas, the Muslims did celebrate it.

Dr. Otmar Oehring : It was a pleasure for
me to listen to the previous interventions and
wished the West’s leaders could listen to them
to change their position about what is happen-
ing to this region and its Christians. It would
seem a bit boastful to come from the West and
talk about the Christians of the East, but I
have been heavily involved in Christian relief
organizations. In 2009, I took part in the re-
ception of the first Iraqi refugees in Germany.
It is very important to describe the situation
in the Middle East and to provide a full picture
in order to help the West in understanding the
situation. Unfortunately, the clergymen use
with us a different language than the one they
use with politicians in the West, and express
views and ideas about the region that confirm
these politicians’ perspectives concerning the region. I am
talking about 200,000 Iraqi Christians based on what I have
learned from some bishops in recent years, but it seems that
the figure is lower based on what was previously shared today.

The determinants of Christians’ future in Iraq are complex
and vague, and there are many reasons that “lead us to believe
that the Christian presence in Iraq will be difficult.” Under
Saddam Hussein, the Sunni regime was imposed on Iraqis.
Nevertheless, he cooperated with Christians because he
needed them. This gave backing to Christians. After the fall
of Saddam and the Shiites rule, there was no longer a need
for Christians, which negatively affected them, especially con-
sidering the escalation of violent extremism and the successive
setbacks that hit them. In this regard, Iran and Turkey did not
play a positive role, which raised concerns among Iraqi Chris-
tians and pushed them to recourse to the Peshmerga’s protec-
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tion, and it was only logical for the to head off to Erbil, hoping
that it will be the springboard to emigration. Christians are
the victims of these crises, I meant to focus on this ; it is not
enough to talk about discrimination in laws and constitutions,
but it is important to picture the reality on the ground which
makes the survival of Christians in the region impossible. We
must be prepared to face the challenges encountered by Iraq’s
Christians and entire population.

A question-answer session followed:
Daoud al-Sayegh : The motives for the mass departure of

Syrian Christians are the emergence of ISIS and the facilita-
tion of the visa granting process by some Western countries.
I think it is not right to look at the Christians of the region
comprehensively, because each country has its own specificity,
all the more the Christians in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria,
Iraq and Palestine have some dissimilarities. The Christian’s
mass departure began in these countries during the second
half of the last century with the emergence of authoritarian
regimes and nationalization and repression trends, and their
presence shrunk with the shrinkage of public freedoms. Chris-
tians in these countries were a minority and minorities get
worried if their freedom is restricted. The Christian’s presence
depends on free systems not on foreign protection. Lebanon
is the country of public freedoms where the freedom of belief
is absolute, and the state respects all religions and sects.
Lebanon was a pioneer in the East in this sphere ; therefore,
the Lebanese case should be approached differently.

Father Peter Madrous : We should examine what the
Quran really teaches about Christianity, because this will de-
fine the position that all Muslims should adopt regarding
Christianity and the Christians.

A participant from Iraq addressed some remarks to
Mitri : There is a growing sense among the Christians of Iraq
and Syria that Iraq is no longer their homeland and that Syria
is no longer their homeland and that they have no future
there. This is a dangerous feeling and difficult to contain con-
sidering what they are exposed to. How do we stop the mass
departure under the persistent threat? As for the illusion of
relying on external support, we are aware that the interna-
tional community is unable to provide enough support to pro-
tect Christians, but Christians seek protection from abroad
because of the absence of all other means.

Al-Sayegh directed a question to Salloum: “You spoke
about the need to establish a unified religious authority in Iraq
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and you alluded to Patriarch Sako. Don’t you think it is dan-
gerous to replace politicians with clerics? Wouldn’t this dises-
tablish the national state?”

Oraib al-Rantawi : “I think that the most dangerous ap-
proach to the relationship between Christians and Muslims is
to read it through the page of the present and through ISIS’s
lenses specifically. By way of appreciation to our history, we
must admit that there are bright pages in it ; the image hasn’t
always been so black, and we witnessed an era where the Is-
lamic discourse was more modern and open. Our duty is to
revise constitutions and laws and build national states. As for
the interfaith argumentation, it may take a long time, vainly.
The right beginning for sound relations between the two par-
ties is to build modern, just and national states, which bring
us all together.”

Alfred Riachy : The Christians of Egypt, Iraq, and Syria
have accepted political allegiance, and they lost hope in stay-
ing in the region. The Christians of Lebanon might follow
their step, and the solution lies in adopting a federal system. 

An answer session followed:
Mitri : I heard generalist fruitless views, and we all tend to

say, “We should, and we must”, which turn our aspirations
into inefficient programs and plans. We must get out of this
framework and be more specific. During the Renaissance,
hopes were high among Christians and Muslims, but they
dimmed and the promises gestated by the Renaissance failed,
and the feeling of disappointment was greater among the less
numerous groups.

Salloum: Christians need a unified Christian authority that
has a clear vision and a good relationship with everyone, that’s
what Patriarch Sako is known for. At the
same time, I emphasize that clergymen com-
plement politicians and do not replace them.

After lunch, the main panelist of the con-
ference Lebanese Member of Parliament
(MP) Neemat Frem emphasized the im-
portance of understanding the world his-
tory to be able to deep dive into the
challenges faced by Christians in the Mid-
dle East. “If the future seems bleak, unpre-
dictable, and sometimes scary due to the
geopolitical changes, I affirm that the Mid-
dle East’s Christians have always been
peace propagandists and have always dis-
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seminated knowledge and fought for freedom and human dig-
nity in the region”, he said.

MP Frem then talked about the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire, the German Empire and Tsarist Russia as cracks that
had a major impact on the Oriental Christians. He also as-
serted that if the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire did
not coincide with the Bolshevik revolution, the Czars of Rus-
sia would have restored Istanbul as the capital of Orthodoxy
in the world, and this would have positively impacted the Lev-
ant’s Christians.

He added that the reality of the Christians in the region
changed with Russia’s radical transformation towards com-
munism and the dissolution of the Catholic empire, and then
they failed to face the dangers of liquidation, immigration and
intimidation. “What the terrorist organization has been doing
in recent years is somehow a repetition of this painful histor-
ical period”, he commented.

He then asked: “What lessons have we learned as Oriental
Christians? And how should we understand what the future
holds in store for us based on history?” Will the Syrian crisis
result in the return of Russia to this Orient in this era outside
the context of the historical course that I mentioned? Is Rus-
sia going in the direction of redefining a renewed course for
the white cesarean army in the Middle East, and at first glance
we Christians seem like we are its natural allies? This contro-
versy deserves deep reflection, and there are many caveats.”

On the other hand, Frem sees the rise of the right-wing par-
ties in Europe as an attempt to restore a Christian identity to
Europe and a semi-reconfiguration of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, asserting that the logic leads us to expect a European
program for the protection of Christians similar to the times
of Metzarpia. He asked whether – amidst the new Turkish
economic invasion of the East, the major IT breakthroughs,
the failure of the Arab Spring, the rise of ISIS, the flabbiness
of the Levant countries and the stalled progress on the Pales-
tinian Cause – we are faced with a geographical-demographic
reconfiguration of the region, whether these crises will revital-
ize the unified countries and whether we are heading towards
fragmentation and disintegration? Will the Christians have a
say in shaping the region in such a manner as to protect their
active and free presence in it or they will become minorities
awaiting emigration to the West?

He added that the Christians need to be aware of what is
going on around them and to be prepared for major develop-
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ments. “We in Lebanon are not prepared due to the political,
economic and social deterioration we are witnessing,” he said.

“If we want Lebanon to remain our country, and the Chris-
tians to remain key players in the East, we must transform
from a semi-failed state into a productive state capable of ad-
vancing the lives of its citizens. Christians in this country and
this East must regain their role and mission. They should serve
as role models for knowledge and decency, and as an example
of a noble and creative management of pluralism and citizen
and state affairs… or else our presence and role will demise!”,
he concluded.

President Gemayel addressed a question to Frem about the
Christian expatriates around the World: “We are communi-
cating with the Christian communities around the world for
them to regain their Lebanese nationality because we consider
that Lebanon and the region would never be the same, if they
are abandoned by the Christians,” he said.

“If we do not take any action today, our numbers will de-
cline. And if Lebanon loses an essential constituent, it will lose
its identity. We are proud of our expatriates, but unfortunately,
our expatriates are not proud of us. For them, the trash crisis
is just as ugly and disappointing as the Civil War. We cannot
disregard the fusion of Christians in Lebanon because the re-
lationship between the religions is so deep that there is a deep
consensus between them on the core of the conflict. They pro-
tect themselves and protect each other to the point of com-
plementing each other. But we must make this fusion a
productive factor to build the state we aspire to, otherwise the
relationship between us will remain sterile!”.

Fadi al-Ahmar : “Based on the historical background pro-
vided, I seize the opportunity to raise three questions: What
responsibility rests with the West’s to re-expose the issue of
minorities? What responsibility rests with the Muslims and
the Islamic discourse regarding the current status of Chris-
tians, and what responsibility rests with the Christians who
have taken refuge in the West and kept their distance from
the Arab issues, which raised doubt about their Arab identity?

Nadim Boustani : what is your vision about the salvation
of Lebanon’s Christians?

Frem : The establishment of a productive state is the only
salvation for all the Lebanese people. Emigration is very dan-
gerous for both Christians and Muslims. In Lebanon, we have
over focused on the power sharing formula to a point we to-
tally neglected the concept of productivity. 
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During Session 3: “Protection of Minorities: A Critical
Approach”, its mediator Oraib al-Rantawi introduced the
panelists: Samir Morcos, former Egyptian Minister and Life-
time Honorary Member of the Norwegian Academy of Liter-
ature and Freedom of Expression ; Hanna Issa, Palestinian
Researcher, Legal Expert and Professor ; and Ziad al-Sayegh,
Policy and Refugee Policy Expert.

Samir Morcos started by questioning the reality of the ex-
istence of a Christian Alliance in the region. For him, this issue
is linked to the societal context. “Those who follow the Egypt-
ian situation, for example, know that the Copts’ movement
in the Egyptian society has always been associated with the
social momentum that took place in 1952 when segments of
the Copts, responded to Nasserism and civil, political, social
and economic nationalism”, he said. He pointed out that the
Coptic social body in Egypt did not have one united color and
a Coptic bloc never existed. The turning point took place in
1970 with the emergence of the Islamic political tide, which
created tensions in the relations between Christians and
Muslims, leading to the outbreak of religious violence and re-
ligious rifts in a phenomenon never witnessed before in
Egypt’s modern history. This congestion turned into a societal
issue and every friction among citizens became a religious fric-
tion if its parties were Muslim and Christian. The Copts
joined the January 25 revolution driven by the sense of na-
tionalism and not because they were a minority, and the Cop-
tic youth turned away from the religious institutions that did
not support this movement. 

However, experience has shown the existence of an opposi-
tional societal stance to religious pluralism ; in fact, there is a
law in Egypt that authorizes the construction of churches, but
the society is opposed to it, and this attitude became more en-
trenched with the rise of radicalism. This culture is the greatest
danger facing Copts in Egypt today. These oppositional values
embrace the ideas of exclusion and one-sided vision and con-
stitute an intellectual and cultural ecosystem that obstructs the
establishment of a modern state built on citizenship, civism
and modernity. I believe that the main battle in Egypt in the
next stage will be the confrontation of this oppositional culture.
We can issue laws that proclaim all rights, but it will clash with
a factuality characterized mainly by cultural oppositional val-
ues?? that find an echo among some conservative forces gener-
ally and among many popular segments. We need to promote
the idea of ?? citizenship integration whether between Chris-
tians themselves or between Christians and other citizens”.

Samir Morcos
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Hana Issa : “In Palestine there are no mi-
norities. We are one people called the Palestin-
ian Arab people. There are 45,000 Christians
in the Holy Land and only 114,500 Christians
live in the region of Palestine while 2 million
live in a global diaspora, yet we do not claim
that we are a minority and there is an absolute
cooperation among Christians and Muslims”.
Issa spoke of a decline in the number of Chris-
tians because of emigration, as is the case with
the Muslims in Palestine and in other Arab
countries. “When Israel occupied Arab
Jerusalem, it confiscated 50% of Christians’
property. In Jerusalem today, only 62 Christian
families are under Jordanian guardianship. Our
status is stable in terms of Palestinian presence.
We have 13 Christian communities and we do not have one
unified Palestinian church. The Church of the Resurrection is
subject to the Ottoman Status Quo and is supervised by the
Roman, Armenian Orthodox and Franciscans.

Ziad al-Sayegh : outlined four challenges
that should be overcome at this historic mo-
ment characterized by an upsurge of national
fanaticism, namely, the illusion of minorityism,
the majority bulge, the ineffectual moderate
liberal movement, and the fragile strategy
aimed at building a socio-economic justice as a
social cohesion factor.

Regarding the illusion of minorityism, al-
Sayegh emphasized on the importance of dis-
mantling this thinking structure, considering that
minorityism is a state of mind that strengthens
extremism, imposes internal or external protec-
tions, and provokes fear and intimidation. The
majority bulge is a situation in which a religious
or ethnic group regards itself as a majority, en-
ters the vicious circle of asserting its right to exercise supreme
authority, imposes its traditions, and monopolizes the legisla-
tion sources, which is contradictory to true democracy.

Concerning the ineffectual moderate liberal movement, al-
Sayegh considers that there is a need to awaken the Christian,
Islamic and civil libertarian intelligentsia and restore its role
in formulating options for an open identity. The fragile strat-
egy aimed at building a socio-economic justice ruptures the
unity of communities’ identities and pushes towards extrem-
ism and instability.
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Commenting on the status of the Oriental Christians
amidst the unusual Arab transformations, al-Sayegh pointed
out to the necessity to liberate them from the Minorityism
complex, calling on spiritual and temporal leaders to overcome
the minority and majority complexes and to channel their ef-
forts towards the mobilization of a broad liberal Arab move-
ment alongside the moderate liberal Muslims to end the
intimidation and violation of human dignity.

These complexes drive some groups to request external and
internal protection of the Orient’s Christians, whether
through trans-continental alliances made on religious grounds,
or through internal alliances with other minorities, and to ad-
here to “tyrannical regimes” that pretend to have the supreme
power to preserve their religious and civil rights. These inter-
nal and external protections are a suicidal illusion, and the
recognition and protection of rights are only achievable in free
democratic countries protected by law and institutions. The
federalism in its isolationist sense does not exist in any Eastern
or Western Christian theology”, said al-Sayegh.

During Session 4, “Arab Christians and ecclesiastical
texts related to public issues”, its moderator Dr. Wahid
Abdel Majeed, Director of al-Ahram Center for Political and
Strategic Studies, Egypt introduced the panelists : Archbishop
Habib Hermez, Archbishop of the Chaldean community in
Basra, Father Peter Madrous, a specialist in Christian-Mus-
lim relations, and Father Gabi Hashem, a specialist in Ecu-
menical Issues and a University Professor.

Abdel Meguid said that the session sheds the light on one
of the most important topics that require a long debate. It is
based on the assumption that an Arab political theology exists
and can be mobilized to play a role in bringing the Arab world
out of the dark tunnel that it slipped into, and which is mainly
marked by the failure to build a modern state and the pre-
dominance of sub-nations over national belonging.

For Abdel Majeed, the topic triggers two questions that
should be considered: First: Is there really a modern Arab po-
litical theology that has a content that can be useful at the cur-
rent stage and contribute to the building of the national state
and the promotion of national culture and a sentiment of
equality and democracy? Secondly: How can an Arab political
theology be stimulated without slipping into involving politics
in religion and religion in politics?? “We want theology to sup-
port politics and we are not looking for a political theology in
exchange for political Islam or Salafi Islam”, he said.

Wahid
Abdel Meguid
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Archbishop Habib al-Nawfaly expressed
his view: “The oriental theology in general is a
biblical theology based on the Bible ; it is a prac-
tical, moral, procedural and social theology,
created by the Apostolic Fathers. Experience
has shown that they used to focus on prayer ;
Christians are allergic to politics because of
their attachment to ethics and their fear of
doing something that contradict religion”.

“There is no political theology in
Mesopotamia, though there are attempts, and
we suffer from many problems, most impor-
tantly the crisis of mind and consciousness,
the problems of sectarianism, the weakness of
civil governments, the shallow democracy, the
fragile economic situation, the wars and conflictual relations
between Christians themselves and between Christians and
Muslims, in addition to the downside of material civilization
and the geographical dispersion of Christians in Iraq. The ec-
umenical work in Iraq is pastoral, there is no theological dia-
logue, and we are left to ponder on the analysis of reality. If
we want Christianity to have a future in our region, we must
keep the hope of dialogue, modernize the religious discourse,
educate the community, separate religion from politics, crim-
inalize hate speech, learn from our lessons, disseminate our
heritage and entrench the culture of loyalty to the nation, and
lastly strengthen the cultural and media Christian presence”
he said.

Father Peter Madrous took the floor and
began his speech by saying:

“Give what is Caesar’s to Caesar and what
is God’s to God”. This is the Christian The-
ology. Christ rejected the Talmud theocracy
and the principle of power and despotism.
He said, “My Kingdom is not of this world”.
Therefore, Christians can live in any state or
under any regime because they do not seek
any rule. He added: “It is very easy for Chris-
tian person to be loyal to his country, be-
cause the concept of homeland exists in
Christianity, even if God’s kingdom is better.
The Lord Jesus Christ’ command for His dis-
ciples to be “the salt of the earth and the light of the world”
(Matthew 5: 13) was meant to teach them abstinence not ar-
rogance, as it is also mentioned in the Quran “because they
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are not arrogant” (Al Mai’dah 83). Christians must pray for
all people with no exception, especially to their authorities,
and to “be subordinate to legal authorities”, being “in the
world”, not “of the world”, and practicing unrestricted charity.

Madrous’ statement on ecclesial texts that refer to the pub-
lic affairs was confined to the countries of Palestine and Jor-
dan. He explained that since 1999, Mr. Rifaat Qassis of
Ramallah launched the idea of a Christian document for the
Palestinian Cause that would concentrate on the Occupied
Region of the 1967 events. This document was published in
several languages under the title “Kairos Palestine – A Mo-
ment of Truth”. Recently, together with the Catholic Church,
the Church in Palestine and Jordan has condemned President
Trump’s decree to acknowledge Jerusalem as Israel’s Capital.
This November 2nd, the Churches called the government of
Netanyahu to cancel its decree concerning the “Jewish Sate”,
given that it is racist and unfair, for it fails to consider the cit-
izenship of people who were there before the Zionist commu-
nity. Madrous also talked about the social services offered by
the Church in token of its activism in the public affairs.

Lastly, he stated that the Churches are seeking the good
and benefit of all, “as they try to bring closer different religious
perspectives and to promote interfaith dialogue”, considering
that extremism, and religious discrimination – or rather
pseudo-religious-, are dangerous factors that lead to Christian
emigration and perturb national unity.

The next panelist, Father (Fr) Gaby Hachem, said that
Christianity is not a religious system based on dogma, worship,
and ethics ; it is rather a way of life clearly and firmly dedicated
to fulfilling on earth the Kingdom to which Christ called. 

There is one sole question that concerns the Christians in
this region: how to justify their persistent presence in the Mid-
dle East? What can they offer that others cannot? He added:
“To say the truth, apparently, there is nothing so special to
Christians whom others cannot do. However, since they have
existed on this part of the world, they believe in fellowship
and endeavor to build it together with all the different com-
ponents of their societies, with all religious, racial, gender, ori-
gins and influential identities”. 

As for the Christian theological speech concerning public
affairs, Fr Hachem said that the Church has been using theo-
logical and spiritual terminology in statements or public mat-
ters for thirty years now. Nonetheless, it has entered a new
stage now called “contextual theology”. Fr Hachem men-

Father
Gaby Hachem
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tioned important Church documents on public affairs and the
ecumenical work, such as: Encyclicals of the Council of
Catholic Patriarchs of the East ; Apostolic Exhortation of Jean
Paul II under the title : “A New Hope for Lebanon” (1997) ;
The declaration on the political work in the light of the
Church teaching and the particularity of Lebanon (2009) ;
Kairos Palestine. A Moment of Truth (2009) ; Apostolic Ex-
hortation of Pope Benedictus XVI : The Church in the Middle
East (2012). He mentioned a Doctorate thesis by Lebanese
student Antoine Fleifel on the following question: “Is there a
Contextual Theology in the Church of Lebanon?” Fleifel de-
duced out of the writings of five theologians (Michel Hayek,
George Khodr, Wakim Moubarak, Mouchir Aoun, Gregory
Haddad), five main subjects for this theology: renewal in the
Churches, Christian or Ecumenical Unity, Arabism, Christian-
Muslim relationships, the Palestinian Cause. Concerning re-
newal in the Churches, Fr Hachem explained that the Church
must make greater efforts for the service of the human person,
stressing that the political activism of faithful Church mem-
bers and if the Church authorities as well as in public affairs
aims at enhancing a noble spirit in and protecting the human
being, and preserving his dignity.

Concerning the Christian or Ecumenical unity, he said that
the Churches in the East cannot bear their true witness if they
do not seek to unite in full communion, the communion in
faith, in sacraments (worship), in laws, and in service, despite
diversity. “The Arabism of the Churches lies in the fact that
they belong to the Antiochian region and culture, to the An-
tiochian history and tradition. It is about the Gospel related
to the indigenous person of this region, to his concerns, hopes,
and dreams. It is the commitment of Christians to their home-
land, and all its matters”.

About the Christian-Muslim relationships, he said: “Islam
is a necessity for Oriental Christianity. They complement each
other”. He added: “No one in the world today knows Islam
better than us, because we have been cohabitating, for better
or for worse, for more than fifteen centuries… The Churches
must offer the synthesis of this history and of its experience
as lessons imparted to the future generations of this region
and of the world. We might give the good example if we com-
mit to loyalty, faithfulness, brotherhood, and solidarity that
include all nations, societies, and religions… Otherwise, we
are only a terrible example of failure.” In the perspective of
Christian theology, the Palestinian Cause is the main Cause,
for there is no peace without justice”. 

DO CHRISTIANS HAVE A FUTURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST?
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He concluded: “In these times of dismantlement, disper-
sion, violence, and injustice which beset the Middle East, it is
evident that the Middle East Council of Churches is today’s
golden opportunity to help the Churches say, “a Word of
Truth” and stand for a “moment of Truth”. He said: “Chris-
tians are staying in the Middle East because their future con-
sists neither in seizing civil rights and privileges nor in showing
arrogance. It rather lies in fulfilling their mission of Antiochian
Arabism to be attached to their land and their fellow man…
The Arab nations and regimes have disappointed the Chris-
tians and all their peoples because they did not ensure their
basic rights ; neither did they defend them in times of distress.
However, it is a shameful deed for the Christian to run away
from and avoid authorities”.

Interventions during the discussion panel:
Sameh Makram Obeid spoke about the state’s laity, as-

serting that “for our countries to develop, it is necessary to
separate religion and state. It is a mistake to let the Church
meddle in politics. Sometimes the Church spoils politics by
making some decisions, such as the decision to forbid Coptic
visits to Jerusalem. This contributed openly to Judaize the city.

Saad Salloum : From the experience of the Christian in
Bosra, as per the Christian-Muslim cohabitation, I insist on
the necessity to stand against hatred speeches. One must learn
from the other, from diversity. I say this because there is a
stereotype for legalizing violence that should be eliminated. 

Samir Morcos : “First allow me to commend this session
for recalling Christian texts related to public affairs. Allow me
also to make a recommendation: there should be some work
for a knowledge map for all the documents that were pub-
lished at some time”.

A participant: “I would like to recall a lecture by Fr Michel
Hayek under the title : “what does it mean to be Christians
here?” Where he says that we are mediators for the biggest
conflict in the world: the conflict between the Christians of
the West and the Muslims of the East. This is the meaning of
our existence, our mission, and our witness in the East.” In
another lecture he says: “The solution for Jerusalem consists
in a special consensus because it is larger than being confined
to a territory.”

Fr Roni Gemayel : The five axes mentioned by Fr Hachem
highlighted some extremely important elements. I would like
to remind you here of an Apostolic Exhortation that did not
receive the right attention because it holds a daring advanced
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vision. It spoke about a positive lay system to manage the lay
state. After the events of Syria and Iraq, we must consider se-
riously the violence issue, in which religious institutions are
somehow involved. There is also an important issue to be dis-
cussed theologically: self-defense versus sacrificing oneself for
others : how can a Christian person defend himself without
denying the Gospel?”

An answer session followed:
Fr Madrous : “Concerning the citizenship document pub-

lished by the Azhar, I frankly see it as a very courageous step,
because the idea of citizenship does not exist in the Quran.
Unfortunately, however, what is taking place in reality contra-
dicts this document, whether regarding the Azhar’s cursus or
the violence against the Copts. I do not exaggerate by saying
that there is an ocean between the speeches and real life”.

Fr Hachem : I commend the papers on the Christian Mus-
lim dialogue. We must come out with a map for documenta-
tion. Violence is a very important question. It is indispensable
to separate religion and government. Nonetheless, in reality,
it is proven that the French lay model has failed, especially in
education, because it eliminated the religious identity, which
cannot be isolated from the human life. I did not accept the
concept of lay state, even though we dream of having a gov-
ernment of justice that would be at the service of the human
being, who, in Christianity, is the love of God, with nothing
more important. This notion is considered as the cream of the
Christian theology.

Session 5 followed and was the last under the title “Islamic
Initiatives for a Culture of Equality”, with panelists Sheikh
Malek al-Shaar, Mufti of Tripoli and North Lebanon, Mr.
Radwan al-Sayed, a scholar and expert in Islamic affairs
from Lebanon, and moderator : Michel
Sabeh, Lebanese University Professor in
Social Psychology.

Sabeh said: “We have been taught in the
schools and universities of Lebanon that there
is a Christian Muslim Pact. This discourse has
brought about a lot of calamities. This pact
concerned two main schemes: an Arabist
scheme with an Islamic background repre-
sented by Riad al-Solh, and a scheme with
Christian background to make Lebanon the
Switzerland of the East represented by
Bechara al-Khoury. This plan withstood all
the difficulties that Lebanon has encountered;
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it still stands. Today, the problem is that there is a dogmatic re-
ligious political scheme by Hezbollah that is heading towards a
new pact based on the struggle between a Jewish theocracy and
a Shi’ite resisting theocracy. But this problem will never end.”

He added: Hezbollah wants to have a place in the new
pact. The 1943 pact was established by Christians and Mus-
lims, mainly the Sunnite, while today a trifold pact is being
considered, with the Shi’ite party included. Christians and
Muslims have a strong Arab belonging. Hezbollah is trying to
decrease the Sunnite power by pressuring them to restrict
their roles and by labeling the Arab Sunnite systems as cor-
rupted. The current pressure in Lebanon is the Shi’ite pressure
on the Sunnis and the Christians. I seriously believe that the
next conference should bear the title : “What is the Future of
the Sunnis in Lebanon?”

Sheikh Malek al-Shaar took the
floor “At the first glance, this valuable
conference seems to tackle a pure
Christian cause, i.e. the Christian con-
cerns about their future. However, I
think that it truly revolves around a
core Islamic cause, because the exis-
tence and presence of the Islamic civi-
lization, or to speak more correctly, the
Civilization of Islam depend on the de-
gree to which the Islam shows open-
ness towards the other religions. All the
more so, when these others are the

nearest, as God said: “and you will find the nearest of them
in affection to the believers those who say, “We are Chris-
tians.” That is because among them are priests and monks and
because they are not arrogant”. He added that Muslims build
with Christians a relationship based on mutual respect and
goodwill, defining what they have in common, while not vio-
lating the Christians rights not only as human beings but also
as fellow citizens. 

Shaar asked if the title of the Conference was meant to ask
whether Christians have a future with the Muslims. “I will not
answer back spontaneously “of course”, but based on my re-
ligious, intellectual, and cultural background, I would like to
declare the following: Christians are not incomers to our Ara-
bic Levant, for they are autochthones who were here before
us. They bear a heavenly message in the Gospel and Prophet
of which we believe as Muslims. Not believing in it takes one
away from Islam. The Christian presence cannot be measured

Sheikh
Malek al-Shaar
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in numbers, but rather in their human presence and their na-
tional identity. Hence, protecting their existence, together
with other communities, is part of the Islamic civilization
which is humanist. The message if Islam is about understand-
ing others on an intellectual basis upon which our doctors
convened: they have their things and we have ours. In addi-
tion to this, God said to His Prophet Muhammad, peace and
blessings be upon him: “And We have not sent you, except as
a mercy to the worlds”. Now the worlds are not only Muslims,
not even together with the People of the Book, but all hu-
mankind. Islam guarantees religious freedom in practice and
worship as well as freedom of expression, for God said, “there
is no compulsion in religion”. Islam is justice and equity, as it
is shown in the Holy Quran: “O mankind, indeed We have
created you from male and female and made you peoples and
tribes that you may know one another. Indeed, the most noble
of you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous of you”.

“It is important to discern a fundamental rule in the existence
of Christians in our East and our world: monotheistic religions
are complementary not contradictory. There are important as-
pects of kinship between faith traditions, apart from some dif-
ferences that vary in time and place. They have similar
foundations and similar values. The teachings of Prophet
Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, were not in-
tended to nullify the teachings of his predecessors. Additionally,
his teachings were not meant to repeat the previous provisions,
but to complement the mission and religion of God which he
revealed to all the prophets and messengers”, he added.

“Islam recognizes the other religions and our God showed
us the importance of Christians or the people of the Gospel
or the Nazari when he said that they are the closest people to
those who had faith. He added that all of the above shows the
position of Islam towards the others by its humanity and uni-
versality and its intrinsic values of freedom and equality, re-
gardless of belief, sex, color or environment ; people despite
their differences related to the same origin, and the others are
absolutely honored by God in life and in death: We have hon-
ored the sons of Adam. “The sons of Adam are not only Mus-
lims, but all people, and Islam, which has honored man and
safeguarded his blood, money and integrity, has protected his
freedom of religion, belief and practice, and none of us has
the right to deny other religions or doctrines.

“My intervention is merely a quick statement of the values
of principles of the Islamic civilization ; a civilization that em-
braces all people, because it is first and foremost centered on

DO CHRISTIANS HAVE A FUTURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST?
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human needs, interests, and protection and a human being
who is venerated in life and in death. It has comprehended
humanity over the centuries of Islamic history, and until God
inherits the land and its inhabitants, the differences will dis-
sipate, and the justice and the state of man prevail. Lastly, I
must briefly say that the quick solution of our debated issue
lies in the fact that Muslims should get to know their religion
and Christians should get to know their religion, because this
entails a dual-reassurance, knowing that both religions were
revealed by God.”

Dr. Radwan al-Sayed exposed Lebanon’s modern history,
starting with the establishment of the Greater Lebanon State,
the French mandate, the independence, the emergence of Is-
rael on its borders in 1948, the skyrocketing popularity of
Gamal Abdel Nasser and the admiration his Muslim support-
ers had for him, the attempts of president Fouad Chehab to
protect the country through an alliance with Nasser, the es-
tablishment of the institution-based state, going along to the
activity of the Palestinian resistance on its land and borders,
the rebellion of Christians against it and the outbreak of civil
war in 1975. 

Dr. al-Sayed then explained that the reason behind the
background information he presented lies in the fact that a
great majority of Muslims, even those who were engaged in
public issues, have believed since the establishment of
Lebanon that their citizenship is compromised, that the state-
hood was established against their will and that they were un-
willingly driven to join it, that the state identity is Christian
French, and that the discriminatory treatment has a constitu-
tional basis. This feeling was somewhat diminished by the
emergence of the principles and policies of the National Char-
ter and the external and internal policies of President Fouad
Chehab which acted as a spur to the Muslims. However, the
game changed with “the emergence of the Palestinian prob-
lem, the death of Abdel Nasser, the aggrandizement of Chris-
tians, and the exchange of accusations between the conflicting
parties regarding national loyalty right on the brink of the civil
war in 1975.”

He added that after the Israeli invasion of 1982, a sweeping
feeling of defeat reigned among all Muslims. He also spoke
about the proclamation of the ten principles set by the Mufti
Khalid, President Saeb Salam, President Hussain al-Husseini
and Sheikh Muhammad Mahdi Shams al-Din, which were
impregnated with expressions of freedom, citizenship and
equality, and brought forth the famous motto “Lebanon is a

Radwan
al-Sayed
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final homeland for all its citizens”, without any discrimination
or bias and everyone should end the internal conflict at all
costs.

“After the Taif Agreement ended the civil war in Lebanon,
another factuality was unfortunately established: the
Lebanese state – because of the deep division between its
Christians and Muslims – will only be likely to continue to
exist if led by an external power that will dominate to ensure
stability but that will also be keen on fomenting discord and
division to maintain its power. The most important feature of
the Taif Agreement was that it used coexistence as a pillar ; it
was regarded by Muslims as a victory, while many Christians
considered it a defeat. This Agreement however, followed the
Constitution only with regard to the arrangement of the num-
ber of deputies, ministers, and first category government ser-
vants. The aspects regarded by the Muslims as reforms
towards citizenship were not implemented due to the Syrian
presence and the Christians’ reservations”, he noted. 

For al-Sayed the nationalism awareness embodied in the
Cedar Revolution in the aftermath of the assassination of
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri was rapidly shaken up (2005-
2010) as a consequence of the continued killing and assassi-
nations, the 2006 war, the occupation of Beirut in 2008, and
the change in international policies, altogether with the coali-
tion of two political forces against the Independence Move-
ment ; the first political force gains powers through the means
of arms and claims that those who freed the homeland from
Israel have the right to rule over – and the second believes that
there is no life and no future for Christians except within the
"minority alliance" in this frightening East. “Today we are in
a state of non-state where neighboring sects, each with an in-
dependent political administration, are governed by the arro-
gance and glamor of weapons”, he noted.

He ended on the note that his intervention revolved
around recognizing the contributions of Lebanese Muslims to
nationalism. He then raised a question and answered it : “Did
I succeed? I do not think I did, nor did the Muslims, because
nationalism whether advocated by Muslims, Christians or
Buddhists is practiced by the people of a state. The Lebanese
tried to establish it three times and failed three times”. Com-
menting on the title of the conference, al-Sayed said “Chris-
tians are leading groups in this Arab East, or at least in what
was previously known as the former Arab East, and their lead-
ership is attributed to the renaissance and modernism and to
the dissemination of insightful ideas and practices of progress
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among their communities and their Arab communities. If we
look at them through this lens, we see that the future remains
dependent on their creativity and resourcefulness, and no one
can deprive them from these outstanding characteristics, but
if we look at their future in this region from the perspective
of establishment of nations and crisis management, the equa-
tion would change.” 

Lastly, a participant noted that in Bavaria, Germany, there
are plenty of crosses that do not denote religion but rather a
culture, a civilization and a set of values. In the Arab world,
we must unlock this aspect’s underlying symbolism, because
apart from religious belonging and belief, we have many com-
mon values?? that unite us whether in the Holy Books, in the
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Arab values or in the insightful literatures. “It is a challenging
task, but not impossible”, he concluded.

At the end of the Conference, President Amine Gemayel
provided closing remarks: “I believe the two days of the con-
ference were intense for everyone. We thank all those who
participated. Some interventions were essential, some were
constructive, and some were harsh. It is necessary to move
forward by drawing lessons from the recommendations of this
conference and using them for further research”. 

DO CHRISTIANS HAVE A FUTURE IN THE MIDDLE EAST?





CONCEPT NOTE

For the past seven years, Syria has been ravaged
by a conflict that has transformed from an uprising
against an oppressive government into a proxy re-
gional and international war – in which Russia
and Iran have maintained a steady support for the
regime of Bashar al-Assad, while the opposition
and its supporters have failed to provide a coherent
alternative for the country. Little concern has,
thereby, been demonstrated – principally by the
regime, but also by other warring factions – for the
safeguard of infrastructure and economic assets. In
fact, the deliberate targeting of such elements as a
means of scorched-earth warfare has been repeat-
edly ascertained. Syria, a country endowed with
both human and natural resources, is today in a
state of unmitigated disaster. This brings up the
question of where Syria is headed, not only politi-
cally but also economically and socially. 

While the Damascus regime has begun to in-
strumentalize a narrative of “reconstruction” in
the Russian-driven effort to secure its rehabilita-
tion, it is important to underline that the Syrian
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tragedy may not be at its closing chapter, and that there is still
no concrete project of reconstruction in circulation. As of now,
much of the regime’s actions in recaptured areas seem punitive
in character, or more oriented towards restoring the stifling se-
curity order, rather than contemplating meaningful considera-
tions of reconstruction.

Still, while the regime’s “reconstruction” claims are unveri-
fied, reducing the historic suffering of Syrian society may require
the engagement of the international community in general and
the West, in particular. To raise the funds and invest the efforts
necessary to rebuild a shattered country, all actors with a stake
in avoiding and reversing the collapse of Syria need to address
the question of how to rescue the country from an economic dis-
aster. Only then, can the grim reality facing Syria be altered,
and solutions for the country’s future identified. 

The purpose of this conference is to assess the current politi-
cal, economic, and social realities and discuss the roles that the
different stakeholders – local, regional, and global – could play
in shaping the future of Syria. The conference is therefore an
attempt to both identify the most important variables that will
determine Syria’s potential path and address their possible ef-
fects on the evolution of the country’s economic trajectory. Be-
yond analysis, the seminar aims to identify the suitable course
to invite capable actors into the endeavor of ensuring a viable,
and hopefully prosperous, economic future for a pivotal nation-
state in a troubled Middle East. 

y
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AISON DU FUTUR and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
Syria / Iraq Office hosted a day-long-closed-door

workshop discussing the role of local, regional, and global
stakeholders in shaping the economic future for Syria. While
the Damascus regime has begun to instrumentalize a narrative
of “reconstruction” in the Russian-driven effort to secure its
rehabilitation, it is important to underline that the Syrian
tragedy may not be at its closing chapter, and that there is still
no concrete project of reconstruction in circulation. As of now,
much of the regime’s actions in recaptured areas seem punitive
in character, or more oriented towards restoring the stifling
security order, than to proceed towards meaningful consider-
ations of reconstruction. Still, while the regime’s “reconstruc-
tion” claims are unverified at best, reducing the historic
suffering of Syrian society may require engagement of the in-
ternational community in general and the West, in particular.
To raise funds and invest efforts necessary to rebuild a shat-
tered country, all actors with a stake in avoiding and reversing
the collapse of Syria need to address the question of how to
rescue the country from an economic disaster. Only then, can
the grim reality facing Syria be altered and solutions for the
country’s future identified.

The conference analyzed the most important variables that
will determine Syria’s potential path and address their possi-
ble effects on the evolution of the country’s economic trajec-
tory and identified the suitable course to invite capable actors
into the endeavour of ensuring a viable, and hopefully pros-
perous, economic future for a pivotal nation-state in a trou-
bled Middle East.

The first session entitled “Syria in its eighth year of war:
Political and Military Realities” kicked off with the first
panelist discussing the current situation in Syria on the polit-
ical, security, and economic fronts. On the political and secu-
rity fronts, there is currently a semblance of political stability
and social revival : The Syrian State is conveying the message
that there is stability in areas under its control and chaos in
opposition-held areas.  Several indicators signal that security
has seemingly been restored such as the removal of most
checkpoints, the ability to travel inside Syria, the reopening
of schools and the decrease in electricity cuts. 

The Syrian government virtually controls all areas it has re-
gained; however, Syrians view differently the military presence
of Russia and Iran. They are more relieved by the Russian
presence than by the Iranian one due to the nature of these
actors’ involvement in the war: Iran’s interference has been

M
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direct and critical, whereas Russia has interfered through sup-
porting the State. On the political level, ties between Syria
and Gulf Countries (GCC) are improving – For instance
weekly flights between the latter and Damascus are taking
place, economic exchanges are mending, and diplomatic rela-
tions are on the verge of being restored, UAE’s Minister of
State for Gulf Affairs, Anwar Gargash, said last June that
Syria’s suspension from the Arab League was a mistake and
Saudi Crown Prince made on March   a statement to Time
magazine that “Bashar al-Assad is staying. Saudi Arabia for a
quite a while now is seeking to pull Assad into the Arab fold
so that it can weaken his alliance with Iran”. GCC have a prob-
lem with Iran’s role in the region, not with Syria or Assad.
However, reconstruction will not take place until American
sanctions against Iran are abolished.

The second panelist tackled the reality of the Syrian oppo-
sition by observing that what is left of the opposition is minor
(in Idlib and Kurdish areas) and by stating that “Hay’at Tahrir
al-Sham (HTS) (previously al-Nusra) has rechristened and re-
branded itself, solding the move to Western media as a com-
plete break from al-Qaida driven by the determination to
solely focus on Syrian issues and to secure broader unity
among opposition factions. However, Turkey has failed to
repel HTS from al-Qaeda, which leads to inquire of Turkey’s
intentions: does it want to take control over North parts of
Syria, or is it solely trying to maintain stability in this area to
have fewer refugees crossing its borders (as an offense in Idlib
will lead to one million more refugees in Turkey)? 

Opposition entities other than HTS (relying on Turkey for
its survival) or those accepted by Western powers will not have
a role in the political scenery. Nonetheless, there is a modest
and gradual emergence of civil society in Idlib. As for opposi-
tion groups in Kurdish areas, they have a “de facto” agreement
(regarding administrative division) with the regime until they
find a significant agreement regarding Turkey (which will de-
pend on American presence in the region) and they are relying
on external powers (mainly the United States) to protect them
from Turkey which allegedly is quietly orchestrating a demo-
graphic shift especially in Afrin, changing the balance of its
population from predominantly Kurdish to majority Arab; the
once overwhelmingly Kurdish population in Afrin dropped
from 80% to 50%. The Russian-Turkish agreement is essential
to the course of the conflict; at the moment, Russia has lever-
age over Turkey and Putin is running out of patience due to
the fact that Turkey has failed to distance HTS from al-Qaeda.
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The third panelist, in his intervention entitled “Looking
ahead: Syria after the conflict” affirmed that the absence of
war does not mean peace. The situation is still very messy as
five main external powers – Russia, the United States, Turkey,
Iran and Israel – interact with local actors and have long term
agendas which are however shaped under a short-term rule:
Syria under Assad. As for foreign actors’ long-term agendas,
the panelist outlined them as follows:

Iran: Having more presence in Syria primarily through
a proxy resembling Hezbollah and a new relationship with
Israel.

Turkey: Occupying both sides of the border directly or in-
directly.

Russia: Declaring victory, legitimizing Assad’s regime, as-
suring security, and engaging in reconstruction.

United States: Frustrating Iranian ambitions; a long “wish-
list” to be fulfilled with no real strategy to achieve it. 

Due to the messy situation and complicated relations be-
tween different actors, there is always a risk of escalation and
a potential for massive escalation.

Despite external powers’ various agendas and interests, the
common ground is Assad’s survival : It is not a victory, but
good enough for Assad since he locally succeeded at defeating
the opposition with practically no risk of re-insurgency and
has overcame the animosity shown by regional powers. More-
over, there is a post-war rationalization and a state of interna-
tional diplomacy regarding Assad. He concluded by noting
that the United Nations’ role was devoid of substance and
Staffan De Mistura’s legacy was pathetic.

The session ended with a Q&A: 
Can you clarify Turkey’s intention towards HTS and elab-

orate about the strategic power-sharing between Syria, Iran
and Russia? Will China play a role in reconstruction?

Turkey is messing with the West by trimming nastiness of
the edges and leaving the core intact: It needs HTS as a means
of pressure on other actors. Regarding power-sharing, Russia
has leverage over it and locals are glad about that ; a short-
term goal is for Syria and Russia to take control and decrease
Iranian influence; however, the three powers still need each
other for the moment. As for China, it has practically invested
modest amounts due to its understanding of the war’s com-
plexity, but it is gradually getting in; it has established two cul-
tural centers, a larger embassy and more diplomatic relations. 

CONSIDERING A VIABLE ECONOMIC FUTURE FOR SYRIA
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How doable is the reconstruction process?
Reconstruction will be very messy with no political process

and specific mechanisms. Syria’s fate is still unclear, and that
of the refugees undetermined. Western powers are unwilling
to get involved in reconstruction due to the above-mentioned
and due to Iran’s involvement.

The second session entitled “A survey of Syria’s socio-
economic state” begun with the first panelist addressing
Syria’s survivalist economy by remarking that the preda-
tory/war economy has had negative impacts on the Syrian so-
ciety. Several phenomena have emerged from his war economy
such as militias providing healthcare, bribery and other as-
pects of petty corruption, the the so-called checkpoint econ-
omy, and the civil documentation economy due to exploiting
many citizens’ loss of their civil documents; and positive as-
pects such as creating network-based social mechanisms under
which Syrians support, assist and depend on each other. 

The economy of predation will transform into a non-war
economy but some of its aspects will persist. The panelist
added that women are filling men’s gaps and currently form-
ing 80% of the workforce. 

With respect to Assad’s complex relationship with the pri-
vate sector, the second panelist indicated that the Syrian
regime was aware of the importance of building alliances with
traders, consequently building its own group of businessmen
by giving those privileges; the post-war apparent stability con-
sequently led to low debt, satiety, and limited inflation and
unemployment; thus generating relative stability and public
satisfaction. The regime even insured free services, subsidised
bread and fuel, and increased employment in the public sector
(which comprised 28% of Syrian workforce. However,
favouritism precipitated unbalanced growth between social
factions; there were limited expenditures and resources, no
palpable efforts to improve the economy, expansion of the
black market and absence of real investments. The balance
between economic stability and limits on democracy was min-
imal, leading to several reforms mainly in 1985, 1991 and
2002. Nevertheless, marginalization and favouritism pro-
voked a rentier economy and increased government expendi-
ture. This rentier economy linked to a rentier way of thinking
showed that the State was unwilling to develop the system
and win business sectors. The above-mentioned led to regres-
sion of the private sector and a large number of Syrians work-
ing in an informal economy.
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The third panelist approached relief efforts in opposition-
held areas through funding and aid by indicating that the local
attitude towards aid is cynical: some regard it as easy revenue
and others as funds available in function of circumstances.
The panelist added that convoys are being blocked, humani-
tarian aid is used as a weapon and there is a remarkable lack
of governance and stability regarding the latter.

“Some local actors promise reforms provided they receive
funding and aids, but there is not seriousness and pro-activism
to reform. Western states will not provide funding and hu-
manitarian aid in the absence of transparency, credibility and
monitoring. This improvement should take place before in-
vestment and reconstruction.” 

The session ended with a Q&A: 
Is Syria able to absorb funds for reconstruction? Who will

be its driving force?
Obstacles to rebuilding Syria are multilayered and overlap-

ping: a lack of human capital constrained by conditions im-
posed by the Syrian Regime which is oriented towards politics,
rentierism and capturing rather than rebuilding; men and
youth most of which have a high educational level and expert-
ise have fled Syria and established lives abroad; political ob-
stacles to refugees’ return to Syria; demolishment of
properties; scarce resources; no jobs opportunities; population
impoverishment (85% of Syrians currently live under poverty). 

How can good faith towards conditional reforms in exchange
of funding and aids be manifested?

It can be manifested through small steps which are rapidly
implemented such as increasing the period of “Non-Govern-
mental Organizations” accreditation to at least twelve months. 

Why is the international community not interested in seeing
refugees, especially those in Lebanon, return to Syria?

The international community wants refugees’ return to
Syria; however the political process and humanitarian condi-
tions for their return should be present; which is not the case.
Refugees’ return is not anywhere in the horizon. 

During the third session entitled “How to set the scene
for foreign engagement” the first panelist debated on
whether Assad’s allies will be involved in reconstruction or
will retreat. “For the Syrian regime and Russia, the coming
battle is that of rehabilitation and normalization of the regime
on the international level; with refugees being an issue and se-
curity being another. Furthermore, the regime does not intend

CONSIDERING A VIABLE ECONOMIC FUTURE FOR SYRIA
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to rebuild Syria in an integrated way, but in a punctual and
sporadic way based on retribution of allies and punishment
of foes.”

The panelist added that main actors in reconstruction are
Russia, Iran, Greece and Italy on the international level, and
the regime’s network of Syrian warlords turned into business-
men on the local level. As a conclusion, reconstruction will
consolidate the reshuffle that occurred to Syria’s demographic
map, and provided there are no solid sanctions on Iran, re-
construction can happen.

The second panelist tackled reaping the fruits and the ques-
tion of investment from neighbouring countries through put-
ting reconstruction in its geopolitical context by exclaiming
that it gives rise to several interests and objectives: 

Europe’s main objective is refugees’ return; 
Iran’s main purpose is recon and bargain.
The regime seeks to establish an economic model which

will serve its survival ;
Russia aims to re-engage with the West and avoid sanctions;
The panelist considered that the elephant in the room is

American sanctions against Iran which will use its presence in
all countries to avoid and resist those sanctions; reconstruction
is not possible without opening up between Iran and the West.

The panelist emphasized that the real issue is not economic
reconstruction, but the demographic and social one and that
the political economy of the region will be redesigned accord-
ing to sectarian lines. “Neighbouring countries such as
Lebanon and Jordan can take advantage of Syria’s economic
growth as was the case further to the reforms in 2000.”

Concerning the role the West will play in reconstruction,
the third panelist concluded that Europeans will not play a
role, and Syrians do not want them to. The panelist added
that from a European point of view, reconstruction can only
begin if all conditions (political reforms) are guaranteed. Ger-
many has a very firm position and opposes idea of reconstruc-
tion as long as there is no progress on the political front.
American sanctions on Iran (financial sanctions and second-
ary sanctions alike) impact the West’s position towards recon-
struction. The panelist concluded on the refugee question:
“there are still push factors and people in the West will slowly
understand that the big return will not take place.” 
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The session ended with a Q&A: 
What is Russia’s capacity and end game in Syria?
Russia has limited capacities (it has the GDP of Portugal)

and it is aware of it ; thus, its interest in extracting resources
from Syria and avoiding a confrontation with the West. Russia
is unable to reconstruct Syria, and its only material resource
is keeping a grip on the Syrian army. 

Is it possible to envisage real reconstruction in non-Assad
controlled areas, thus being a solution for refugees’ return to
Syria?

This would have been possible two years ago. However
today, the only non-Assad controlled areas are the Northeast
and Idlib in the northwest ; note there is an abundance of
problems in the northeast and potential destabilization be-
tween the United States, Turkey and the Kurds, and a possi-
bility of Kurds drifting towards the Regime if their relationship
with the United States continues to degrade. Moreover, there
are no incentives for refugees’ voluntary return: there are no
economic opportunities, the regime is taking concrete meas-
ures to prevent their return, and refugees who grew up outside
Syria do not have any sense of belonging to Syria. 

CONSIDERING A VIABLE ECONOMIC FUTURE FOR SYRIA





CONCEPT NOTE

The Lebanese political system is eminently con-
troversial. While some may propose it as a model
for emulation in the pursuit of productive solutions
to regional woes, notably in the consideration of
the future of each of Syria and Iraq, others accuse
it of consolidating patterns of corruption, denying
afflicted societies ñ Lebanon completely, Iraq par-
tially, and Syria potentially ñ the possibility of
acceding to genuine representative governance as a
step towards the confirmation of national identity
and overcoming factional fragmentation.

This meeting aims to examine the Lebanese
model, away from the prejudicial convictions that
often shape political discourse, in its reality and
potentiality, vices and virtues, in the context of the
effort to determine the model to be applied in Syria
and Iraq, towards helping avoid another slide to-
wards the abyss.

The shape of the Lebanese model is itself subject
to polarization. The diverging characterizations
are a bona fide element of the effort to promote or
deconstruct the model. Meeting participants will
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naturally present different readings of this model,
whether positive or negative, as it applies to its
original Lebanese setting, or to its partial or pu-
tative application in Iraq and Syria. More than
an analytical exercise, the purpose is to test the
limits of the usefulness, or lack of, of the model, to
promote or dismiss it.

These readings may dive into history in order
to establish the background. The focus of the meet-
ing, however, is practical rather than theoretical.
Participants are thus invited to focus on immedi-
ate history and its future implications.

Since its emergence as a modern national state
in 1920, Lebanon has evolved a political model
informed in broad strokes by the past, while fea-
turing new aspects: communitarianism ó a model
of communitarian power-sharing. Mandate
Lebanon approached this model with some initial
hesitation. Independent Lebanon openly embraced
communitarianism in 1943, within its oral ìNa-
tional Pactî, not in its written constitution, on the
basis of late Mandate formula (ì6 et 6 bisî, which
overcame the initial confusion in its application).
This formula gave precedence in power representa-
tion to Christian communities on a ratio of 6 to 5
over their ìMuhammadanî counterparts.
Lebanonís ìSecond Republicî adopted communi-
tarianism solemnly, in the context of the 1989
Taíif agreement and the ensuing constitutional
amendments ñ now on the basis of ìequal divisionî
between Christian communities on the one side,
and Muslim and Druze communities on the other.
The form, substance, and implications of ìequal di-
visionî remain a subject of debate and disagreement
between those who understand the arrangement as
a gradual path to overcome communitarianism,
and those who consider it a permanent confirma-
tion of communitarianism as guarantee of the con-
tinuity of Lebanon as a national state.

In spite of branding and casting attempts,
stressing that the clarity of the model once coupled
with its adequate application, with the free and
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fair elections that legitimize it, amounts to a form of qualified
democracy (ìconsociativeî), this model is based on the agency of
communities as entities endowed with rights, and does not as
such fit the definition of democracy that is derived from the right
of the individual citizen to exercise his or her sovereignty over
the state through elections, yielding a delegatory majority opin-
ion, while insuring no tyranny against the minority.

These open questions will constitute the subject of the forth-
coming meeting, on the basis of priorities set by participants in
two sessions. The presentations in the first session, successively
from Lebanese, Syrian, and Iraqi perspectives, will favor a pos-
itive assessment of the model, while the presentations of the sec-
ond session will mirror in advocating against it. A brief time
will be allocated at the end for a recap of the various arguments,
towards a constructive forward consideration.

y
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AISON DU FUTUR (MdF), in collaboration with
Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies, held

a forum under the theme “Lebanese Consociational Democ-
racy in the Consideration of the Future of Syria and Iraq” to
discuss the merits and faults of the Lebanese model in the
context of Syria and Iraq’s endeavors to identify a model that
is likely to contribute to rebuilding a sound nation-state struc-
ture. The event brought together politicians, researchers and
scholars from Lebanon, Syria and Iraq, and was attended by
president Amine Gemayel and Panos Tasiopoulos from Wil-
fried Martins Centre for European Studies. Through readings
of the Lebanese model from a wide array of perspectives, pan-
elists discussed whether the model should be replicated or
avoided in Syria. 

Sam Menassa, Executive Director of Maison du Futur,
opened the event and welcomed attendees and speakers, ex-
plaining that MdF held previously a conference about coexis-
tence in Lebanon and that the forum complements it and
presents an opportunity to discuss the advantages of a model
that enabled Lebanon to weather multiple storms. Menassa
spoke about the current serious crisis faced by Lebanon, which
for him, is approaching an entity crisis that is mainly caused
by this same model. He concluded by posing questions for the
forum’s participants to address, including “if the Lebanese
Model is controversial, why do we then propose it as a solution
to the Syrian and Iraqi crises? Is it possible to replicate it in
Iraq and Syria, knowing that some consider it as non-repre-
sentative, non-democratic, and a direct cause of corruption?”. 

President Gemayel then took the floor to welcome partic-
ipants to the event. Some people might reprehend the subject
of today’s forum, particularly in view of the challenges faced
by Lebanon, he said. “How could we propose the Lebanese
model as a solution for our neighboring countries?” We have
to look at the advantages of this model, which allowed us to
withstand many difficult situations, to the extent some con-
sider them to be the only way to the country’s salvation.
Thus, the advantages of this model remain worth considering
to redress Lebanon’s and the countries of the region’s crises,
particularly those countries characterized by their diverse re-
ligious and ethnic fabrics”, he added. President Gemayel
hoped that the participants will together be able to explore
the ability of this model to address the problems of neighbor-
ing countries. 

Representing the Wilfried Martins Centre for European
Studies, Panos Tasiopoulos spoke about the collaboration
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between the center and MdF that started two
years ago. “I come from Greece and I think of
the “consensus formula” that was adopted
there and failed. But I have seen in Europe suc-
cessful similar models as is the case of Austria
and Switzerland. Although the European
Union is not a country, it constitutes a perfect
representation of this “Consociational model”,
because the European member countries are all
represented and exercise their role democrati-
cally. The goal of the Wilfried Martens Centre
for European Studies is to continue all efforts
aiming at achieving progress in solving the
Middle East’s problems”, he said.

Tasiopoulous concluded by introducing the Wilfried Mar-
tins Centre for European Studies. He explained that the Cen-
ter is the official think tank of the European people’s party.
Its mission is to help decision-makers and opinion leaders in
the European Union (EU) to formulate new and effective po-
litical options that will make it a strong player on the interna-
tional scene and a fundamental supporter of democracy. “As a
democratic think tank, we are keen to be a forum for all dia-
logues of interest to the EU. We also work on introducing the
EU in all cultural, social, economic and political fields. We
have 25 external partners among which Maison du Futur. We
organize a wide range of events and seek to reap benefits from
their findings by circulating them through social media and
other media outlets”, he added. 

Moderated by Nassif Hitti, former ambas-
sador and university professor, Session 1 The
Advantages of Consociational Democracy: What can
be taken from the European and Lebanese experiences
and applied to Syria and Iraq? included speakers:
Antoine Messara, member of the Constitu-
tional Council, writer and researcher, from
Lebanon, Michel Kilo, writer, member of the
opposition group who drafted the Damascus
Declaration, founder of the Revival of Civil Society
Organizations, from Syria and Dr. Hashem
Daoud, researcher and activist at the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS),
from Iraq.

According to Hitti, the Arab countries are currently wit-
nessing the rising phenomenon of sub-identities on one hand,
and the trans-border identities on the other hand. “The
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Lebanese model remains the best despite all its downsides”,
he said explaining that the consociational model does not nec-
essarily translate into a shift to sectarian federations. The
power-sharing is necessary specifically in the Arab World, and
this is a model that could work in Syria and in Iraq, and many
have already talked about a Syrian Taif and an Iraqi Taif that
are not only based on religious power-sharing, but also on eth-
nic power partnership. It is important however to preserve the
sectarian hierarchy so that these sub-affiliations do not extend
beyond national borders.

Messara began his intervention by explaining that
Lebanon is submerged today with psychological complexes,
the first being an inferiority complex caused by the feeling
that our system is bad compared to other systems. He consid-
ered that Lebanon also suffered from a cultural transgression,
because all Arab and Islamic heritage has been ignored in
countries ‘governance. The term sectarianism, he added, is
not a scientific concept nor a legal framework, Michel Chiha
used it parenthetically and it has three different meanings,
each having its own diagnosis and treatment modality. The
first is self-management of personal, religious and cultural af-
fairs. The second is the positive differentiation regarding the
adoption of the quota principle, and the third is the use of re-
ligion in politics and politics in religion and the isolationism
of communities. “Therefore, when they talk about sectarian-
ism in Lebanon, they often do not know what they mean and
use it as a clothes rack to hang all the problems and miseries”,
Messara uttered.

According to Messara, the scientific name of sectarianism
is the democratic management of pluralism ; it has many dif-
ferent frameworks and forms and the so-called majority
democracy or consociational democracy does not exist, yet
there are various Constitutional systems that adopt it and
apply it. The Lebanese Constitution encompasses six articles
that we consider sectarian, but we did not understand them,
and the danger resides in the fact that their misinterpretation
indicates that the Lebanese regime became an outlaw regime.
Messara considers that the great mistake of researchers is that
they do not distinguish between the concept of democratic
pluralism and the concept of religious, ethnic and cultural plu-
ralism. There is a difference between the two concepts since
the second classifies individuals and has a high degree of sta-
bility and is reflected by social, cultural, religious and health
institutions. We should not be afraid of the term “pluralism”,
especially in the Arab world, because it has an underlying
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meaning of interaction based on common interests. Most re-
searches on this subject have failed because they merely de-
scribed the reality without trying to propose solutions. “I
disapprove many aspects of the political practice in Lebanon,
and I stress that I am not talking about the illnesses of the
system, which are many, and can be treated. We can for ex-
ample substitute religionism with unionism which is trans-sec-
tarian”, he emphasized.

Messara explained that every point mentioned in the Taif
Accord is the result of studies and dialogues debated over
more than fifteen years. “The Taif and the Constitution were
not applied because the Constitution cannot be applied while
the country is under occupation. Moreover, we cannot study
the Constitutional regime before getting rid of the complex of
inferiority”, he said. For him, resolving the problems of the re-
gion lies in the return to the Arab and Islamic heritage, where
cultural pluralism and pluralism of rights are rooted. “The
Millet System is old but has a potential for development”, he
concluded.

Kilo took the floor via Skype and spoke about two impor-
tant features of sectarianism in Lebanon. The first is the up-

holding of the right of each community to manage its
personal, religious and cultural affairs on its own, based on
the principle of freedom. The second is its cooperation with
an open European culture. This sectarianism, he said, included
the idea of freedom, openness, recognition and acceptance of
others and the attempt to find a political system that main-
tains balance between the various components of society,
which with these attributes, do not show any commonality
with the sectarianism that we know today because of the lack
of freedom and democracy and the reclusiveness witnessed by
our communities, something that tinged the sectarian system
with a “non-consociative” shade.
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The strength of sectarianism in Lebanon was its ability to
contain the differences between the religious communities,
but this is a situation of the past, he added. “You are looking
for the impact of the Lebanese sectarianism on its surround-
ing, especially on Syria, but I will reverse the question and dis-
cuss how Syria replaced open sectarianism with a secluded
one. The same way the sectarian regime in Syria destroyed
the country in material, cultural, political and social sense, it
destroyed the Lebanese model. I do not exaggerate when I say
that Lebanon today has an Assad influenced sectarianism that
abated the existing interaction and balance between the reli-
gious communities and placed Lebanon under sectarian con-
trol that follows a pattern dissimilar to the one it followed
more than 100 years ago”, concluded Kilo.

Daoud then took the floor and pointed out that since the
1980s he has been interested in two issues. The first is the
clans. The second is the ethnic identities as distinct identities
within the context of the state. For him, pluralistic societies
exist in all countries, but the dissimilarity between them,
which is the main issue in question, is the relation between
the power and the identities. He explained that identities are
either born with us and we call them the fundamental identi-
ties or are imposed on us and we call them ad-hoc identities
that are formed over time. “In our country we lean towards
the fundamental identities that have an undemocratic nature.
Since 1921, there has been a state in Iraq and there have been
attempts to build a nation that blends pluralism and creates
a balance in its components towards the creation of a society
that responds to the requirements of the modern nation-
state”, he said, indicating that the concept of sectarian balance
during that period is completely different from its today’s con-
cept. The state of Iraq began with basics such as the rent econ-
omy, the army and the central administration, and the plan
to regain its role as a melting pot for pluralism and create an
Iraqi human being. The monarchy failed to create a homoge-
nous society and to find common symbols. In the 1980s,
these attempts entered into a crisis because the political sys-
tem was autocratic.

After 2003, Iraq disintegrated, and various discourses ap-
peared, including the Iraqi, the Islamic, the regional in addition
to the clan and the tribal discourses. All these situations already
existed but they exacerbated due the weakness of the state, and
their existence is one of the major challenges facing Iraq today.
Fifteen years after the 2003 invasion, Iraq failed to manage its
pluralism because all the discourses were of one color, whether
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among the Shia, Sunni or Kurd Arabs. For Daoud, the unifying
identity discourse disappeared due to violent political conflicts
and because clashes broke out between group members: “There
is no longer a single Shiite, Sunni or Kurdish discourse in Iraq.
We have moved from political mobilization to military mobi-
lization, all coupled with the weakness of the state, the milita-
rization of identities and the inability of the state to manage
violence”, said Daoud. He stressed that Iraq’s components are
vulnerable to backsliding into violence, because they keep clash-
ing and disagreeing over the power.

“I think that the basic issue is related to the state, and we
have to think about this state as a regulator that would create
a balance in dealing with the individuals and the groups. We
must think about the form of this state and the so-called sov-
ereignty: how do we react today to the independent Kurdish’s
state? What is the concept of sovereignty here? The Iraqi
Kurdish Independence Referendum came as an invitation to
share sovereignty, is this possible? On the other hand, how
can we avoid doing injustice to the individuals in this con-
text?”, asked Daoud.

A question answer session followed:
Watheq al-Hashemi from Iraq: I agree with Messara about

the validity of the Lebanese model versus its erroneous imple-
mentation. This model was developed based on a consensus
between parties who became now enemies. The national part-
nership implemented in Lebanon and Iraq was bad. After 2003,
Iraq witnessed a phase marked by heightened tensions where
each component was looking for its own interests. Today this
“cantonal situation” is disappearing and the Iraqi citizenship
has started to surface. The Shia-Shia, Sunni-Sunni, Kurdish-
Kurdish and Christian-Christian conflicts are healthy conflicts
that may pave the way for a unified national sense of belonging
to the detriment of sub-affiliations. The biggest problem in Iraq
today is that people began to regret the authoritarian regime
because the erroneous implementation showed the flaws of
democracy, most importantly, the widespread corruption.

Hassan Mneimneh : The main issue in the Levant during
the last century was the creation of a nation-state. The coun-
tries founded did not have an entrenched national framework.
Today, we consider sub and transnational affiliations as ill-
nesses, and the national belonging as a normal course of action,
knowing that – to the exception of Lebanon whose seeds of
the state started to sprout with the Mutasarifiya in which the
Ottoman Millet System was later developed – no entity in this
region existed within the framework of a state. Therefore, the
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sub-affiliations existed in the region before national affiliation,
and transnational orientations are not abnormal or defective.

Kassem Kassir : The crises in Lebanon are not associated
with the Syrian presence or the emergence of Hezbollah as in-
dicated by the 1958 events and the subsequent civil war. The
Lebanese model was characterized by pluralism, freedom, rel-
ative democracy and external openness. The problems faced
by this model arouse during the Civil War. Regarding Syria
and Iraq, the sectarian and religious problems are no longer a
priority, because the common and dominant problem today
is the rampant corruption, and what we need, even in
Lebanon, is a system that fights corruption. On a different
note, I think that the Taif Accord came to redress certain prob-
lems that arouse at a certain stage in the history of the coun-
try, but this is not the case nowadays. Hence, we need a new
social contract, as is the case in Syria and Iraq, where there is
a need for a new vision and a new social contract. Hezbollah
is not the cause of all of Lebanon’s problems. Today, we must
present a new approach to build a modern state, especially in
terms of reserving the exclusive possession of arms and the re-
sort to violence, to the state. In the world, the state is no
longer the sole actor who controls violence, and the most sig-
nificant example is the United States where the arm posses-
sion is a right for everyone. We should find a modality for the
out-of-state arms and new frameworks to redress this issue.

President Gemayel : I agree with the approaches about the
impact of sectarianism on institutional stability. I think that
there is fundamental point, although redressing it requires an
additional effort: the subject of good governance, which had
it been achieved, would have alleviated many conflicts and
sensitivities. Since we are starting from the Lebanese experi-
ence, allow me to quickly to refer to the 1958 experience dur-
ing which the revolution was instigated between Muslims and
Christians. Afterwards, came the term of President Fouad
Chehab, who introduced the element of governance and lifted
the conflict from one level to another and achieved great po-
litical stability that allowed dialogue between both opponents.
Good governance at that time saved Lebanon and re-built a
bond between the Lebanese that lingered until the arrival of
the Palestinians who blew up the situation. I think that the
issue of good governance is very important and deserves to
be thoroughly debated, especially as we are fully aware that
the spread of corruption and clientelism are caused by the lack
of good governance.

Minister Ibrahim Shamsuddin : I think that in principle,
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the Lebanese model can be adopted in Syria
and Iraq, but a distinction should be made
between the Lebanese model and the
Lebanese regime ; the first is good while the
second is bad. The Lebanese model is not
only a Christian Islamic consensus, but it laid
the foundations of freedom and democracy,
two of the major principles of the formation
of the Lebanese society. I am referring to this,
because I think that Lebanon is slipping to-
wards a model that is taking away freedoms
and democracy, and there is a surrender to
the regime and its corrupt actors. The
Lebanese regime is in fact a consensus be-
tween Muslims and Christians stipulated in a Constitutional
context and not in a gentlemen agreement. If that were the
case, we would have said that the agreement remained, but
the gentlemen have gone. I wish there was an Iraqi Taif Ac-
cord – an Iraqi initiative that constitutes a model to redress
the Iraqi problems. In 2012 and 2013, it came to my atten-
tion that research is conducted in the clean United Nations’
back rooms to come up with a solution to the Syrian crisis ; I
was requested to suggest ideas and I recommended the Taif
modality – a written Constitutional model that integrates di-
versity and pluralism. The Lebanese model is good but dete-
riorated and we reached a sectarian confederacy that eroded
the substance of the state.

Ahmad Fatfat, former minister and
Member of Parliament (MP): The Lebanese
model has many advantages that enabled
Lebanon to be the only country in the region
to preserve freedoms and democracy after
the founding of the state of Israel. However,
if we want to replicate this model in other
countries, it undoubtedly needs to be modi-
fied to match the situations of these coun-
tries. What was applied in Lebanon in 1943
cannot be applied today in Syria and Iraq,
but it is important to find a model that
would allow all elements to share power
within the logic of good governance and
under its umbrella. There is a difference between the right
granted by the United States to bear individual arms and the
possession of arms by a non-state organization with trans-bor-
der extensions : There is a world of difference between the
right to bear individual arms and organized arms. A state can
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only be established if it has an exclusive right to use violence
for law enforcement, otherwise we go back to the logic of the
law of the jungle. Legalizing firearms possession by non-state
actors eliminates democracy because it grants power to those
who possess them at the expense of the other components of
the state as is the case today in Lebanon.

Hani Fahs : “I think that the discussion digressed from the
theme of the session”.

An answer session followed:
Messara : Arab countries suffer from the lack of equality

and participation: How do we deal with this? There are two
ways : either we adopt a Zionist model, i.e., we create geo-
graphical spaces for specific religions, or we manage pluralism
by elaborating the lessons captured from the Arab-Islamic her-
itage. Sectarianism is not restricted to Lebanon, it is an Arab
issue as well. Lebanon succeeded in addressing the problem
of sectarianism even though in a non-masterly manner, and
no one in the Arab world can beat us up in this regard. As for
the state, nation-state and use of weapons, it is necessary to
point out that the weakness of the state leads to the emer-
gence of other powers that co-share the governance and the
administration and that in the end most likely triumph over
the state. 

Kilo : “I think that today’s trending pattern is the exclu-
sionary sectarianism, and I reiterate that it is completely dif-
ferent from the sectarianism that Lebanon had known
previously, which as I said, was based on freedom, democracy
and openness to the other. The modern state was shaped by
the idea of eliminating violence from the public sphere and
substituting it with balance and stability. Therefore, what has
been said about the need to find a new state-building ap-
proach on the principle of non-exclusive possession of arms is
a deviation from the historical context of state-building and a
return to the past”.

Daoud : I want to highlight one point : Historically, the
Lebanese experience in managing pluralism and creating a
space to protect it is rare, and we can call it “Lebanese West-
phalia”. However, unlike Arab experiences, among which
Iraq’s, Lebanon went from the specific to the general recog-
nizing pluralism. The Arab countries, including Iraq, took a
completely opposite approach: they started with the state to
reproduce the remaining parts. We are now required to find a
regulator because when the state fails, the identities are politi-
cized – and apart from the tribal identity – all other identities
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do not inherently produce policies. The tribe by nature is a
mini community where people have administrative roles and
therefore are represented.

Moderated by Nassif Hitti, Session 2 The
Disadvantages of Consociational Democracy:
What are the flaws of this governance system
to be avoided in Syria and Iraq? included
speakers: Dr. Hassan Mneimneh, scholar at
Middle East Institute and Principal at Middle
East Alternatives, Washington D.C, Dr.
Wathek al-Hashemi, president of Iraqi Group
for Strategic Studies, Iraq, and Samir al-Aita,
Syrian economist and politician, President of
the Forum of Arab Economists and former editor
of the Arab Bulletin of Le Monde Diplomatique.

Dr. Mneimneh began the session by saying
that the political system in Lebanon is a com-
pound system consisting of two entities. The
first is the modern state – the patriotism that began ninety-
eight years ago with the declaration of the Greater State of
Lebanon – that was required to comply with the world order
so that it represents its society through representative frame-
works. Lebanon took faltering steps towards the realization
of this state. The second is the feudal entity that depends on
a local relationship between the leader and his followers. The
Lebanese regime furthered this phenomenon when leaders
came into power and the relationship between the politician
and the citizen became based on clientelism. 

Dr. Mneimneh remarked that this feudal system, which is
rejected worldwide, overlapped with the Lebanese modern
state system, and everyone in Lebanon became a co-accom-
plice. For him, that overlap resulted in a sectarian system. “As
I mentioned earlier, the communal and transnational identi-
ties are not new to our reality, however, national identity is
the most recent ; this national identity was requested to be in-
stitutionalized and was a success and a failure: it somehow
succeeded in Lebanon and failed in Syria and Iraq.

He also noted that National sentiment does not necessarily
conflict with patriotism, neither does sectarianism. There is
no need to defame and demonize sectarianism if it does not
conflict with national sentiment. The feudal system hid be-
hind sectarianism in the form of quotas, and as a result of this
modern-feudal state duality, a third entity emerged in
Lebanon that we cannot ignore: The canton (al-Wilaya) in the
Sultani sense of the term. It is similar to the model of govern-
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ment adopted after the emergence of Islam (the Sultanate and
the cantons). This is the current landscape in Lebanon with
the presence of an Iranian canton and a military presence of
Hezbollah: Hezbollah is a canton disguised in sectarianism.
The problem in Lebanon is not sectarianism, but the permis-
sion given to different regimes to interfere on the local scene.
When the quotas are applied unconsciously, they offer foreign
actors an opportunity to interfere and exert an influence that
trespasses the ruling authority and extends beyond the coun-
tries’ borders, a reality that is camouflaged by sectarianism,
Mneimneh concluded.

Al-Hashemi took the floor suggesting that before 2003
sectarianism was not present in Iraq and its seeds were in-
grained by the Iraqi Governing Council (IGC) that was
formed on the principle of ethnic and sectarian quotas. After
2003, many tried to propose an Iraqi Taif Accord on the
ground that a pluralistic country is a fertile ground for the
replication of the Lebanese model. He spoke of three similar-
ities between the Lebanese and the Iraqi situation: principle
of quotas, intervention of foreign actors and misrepresenta-
tion of components. The most serious issue in both Iraq and
Lebanon is the size of external influence on the internal po-
litical scene, he said, stressing that the relationship between
the politician and the citizen stops at the end of the polling
day and the closure of the ballot boxes ; afterwards transna-
tional considerations start to influence politicians’ decisions
with each political party having a foreign-driven policy that is
different from the state’s foreign policy.

To conclude, al-Hashemi commented that two of the other
problems at stake are the misrepresentation and the adoption
of the principle of sectarian quotas that have affected all levels
of administration. Nonetheless, unlike the Lebanese Consti-
tution, the Syrian Constitution does not distribute positions
according to sects ; the error is obvious, and we continue to
commit it. The two experiences failed and produced destruc-
tive wars. The third problem resides in the uncontrolled arms,
as the warlords stand against the establishment of the state ;
add to this the major failure in building the state of institu-
tions.

Al-Aita stated that one of the dominant features of
Lebanon is the longstanding freedoms that the Lebanese de-
fend eagerly. However, the current situation raises fear for these
freedoms. He posed several questions, which he considered
fundamentals: “Is the Lebanese model valid at all times and
in all places? “Does the model prevail over the entity as it was
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said?” “Doesn’t changing the country’s social and economic
ecosystem necessarily entail changing the political system”?

“The establishment of the state in Lebanon, Syria and Iraq
showed dissimilarities. Syria and Iraq strengthened the power
of the state, Lebanon followed an opposite path. Consequently,
the composition of Lebanon’s ruling elites has not changed, and
I think that the country has entered a crisis because it did not
know how to manage its border regions. Had the State taken
the south into consideration, there wouldn’t have been a south-
ern sense of belonging and the same applies to the north. The
border regions are making the State pay the price of its negli-
gence towards them. Additionally, unlike Syria and Iraq, there
is no identification of the enemy and of the fundamental char-
acteristics of national security in Lebanon”, he uttered.

For al-Aita, in the first stage of the establishment of the first
Syrian Constitution, the urban elites were mainly concerned
about the openness of this Constitution. In the 1950s, the
rural elites came into power, secluded feudal and economic
elites and ruled with Hafiz al-Assad as icon. The first Syrian
State is the one that established the schools and laid the foun-
dations of the services. The rural people learned and then
wanted to rule ; this is a natural phenomenon prevalent in all
countries. The third wave is the Rif al-Sahel ( ) which
brought along the political Islam.

“Sectarianism exists in Syria, but not in the sense that the
Lebanese Constitution gave to sectarian interests. The state
in Syria was stronger than sectarian interests. This issue is es-
sential because it shows the role of the state. In Syria, political
systems were based on religious grounds and there is a Sunni
majority and an Alawite minority. In Lebanon however, there
is a balance between the communities and things are different.
Iraq is in between: First, there was no sectarianism, then it
emerged by way of preserving the rights of various compo-
nents. I believe that under the current crisis, we must recon-
sider the Wahhabi experience in Lebanon, which is a
Constitutional lesson from which we can learn”, he explained.

Lastly, al-Aita mentioned other aspects such as the influ-
ence of other countries’ political situations. Lebanon has al-
ways been influenced by other countries’ upheavals, especially
the neighboring countries. Today Syria has changed, and the
Arab countries apply different models: the weight is no longer
in Syria and Egypt but moved to the Gulf, while Iraq is idle.
All the Mediterranean countries have become fragile, includ-
ing Lebanon, and the Gulf countries are playing the economic
role Lebanon used to play. All elements of a fragile state are
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present in Lebanon and we do not see anyone making any ef-
fort to prevent the explosion of the country. “There are talks
in Lebanon about participating in the reconstruction of Syria
while the country is unable to produce its own electricity, and
I cannot understand how Syria is providing electricity to
Lebanon, while it witnesses the worst war in recent history. I
do not think that today Lebanon can offer anything to neigh-
boring countries, because the country has nothing but a hand-
ful of consultants. The fear, the overriding fear, remains about
“the continuity of the Lebanese model” in view of internal
and external developments”, he concluded.

During the discussion session the following questions
and answered were raised:

Hoda al-Khatib : We are talking about the merits and
faults of the Lebanese model, which is a factuality in Lebanon,
that created a diversity and an interaction between the differ-
ent components of society to such an extent that Lebanon has
been considered “the message”. The historical context took us
from the model as an inevitable fact to the experience of Pres-
ident Fouad Chehab, which was built on institutionalization
i.e. the formation of institutions. I believe that the consocia-
tional democracy brought by the model dragged us to the war,
then to the Taif Accord that stipulated the removal of political
sectarianism and the establishment of the civil state, that is,
the transformation from a multi-sectarian state to a civil one.
This endeavor failed because of the fear of the other and the
interference of external actors. 

Melhem Shaoul : “I have a question for the Iraqi brothers:
There are a lot of views in Lebanon about federalism and ex-
panded decentralization.” What is the Iraqis’ position on the
federal experience?

Mona Fayyad : I heard some saying that the Lebanese
regime produced the war and others said that corruption is
the fundamental problem of Lebanon. Allow me to make
some clarifications: The Lebanese regime is not based on con-
sensus or the so-called “consociational democracy” nor does
it grant a veto power to any component. Today, Lebanon is
under external pressure ; it is cornered between two fires that
Michel Chiha referred to when he said that in the south of
Lebanon there is an enemy state, and, in the north, there is
an enemy regime. 

Fayyad commented that the foreign influences began in
Lebanon with the 1948 war and the arrival of Palestinian
refugees ; then, came the Cairo Agreement in 1969. Addition-
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ally, Lebanon is the only platform of freedom in the Arab
world which made it a place of refuge for political opponents.
In the 1960s and 1970s, Lebanon was a powerhouse that
never stood still and gathered a group of political orientations
that converged and diverged in a fluctuating course. This has
made the country a destination for multiple state intelligence,
a situation which entailed a great deal of interventions. If the
Lebanese regime was given the opportunity to evolve normally
without the burden of the Palestinian refugees and the Arab
asylum seekers, the war would not have outbroken.

“When the war ended, and the Taif Agreement was put in
place, Syria did not allow it to be implemented. We cannot
say that the Lebanese regime failed ; it was never implemented
so that we could evaluate it. For those who say today that cor-
ruption is our main problem (Hezbollah), we say that corrup-
tion with all its vices is merely a pretext used to take Lebanon
over”, she concluded.

Sami Haddad : Mr. al-Aita gave us the good news that
Lebanon will cease to exist and that we are only a handful of
advisers. We reject this attack on Lebanon, especially in the
presence of a former President of the Republic ; Lebanon and
the Lebanese have good fingerprints in all parts of the Arab
world, they were a beacon of culture and civilization, they
built the Gulf and opened the doors of their country for each
repressed in quest of freedom.

President Gemayel : I started my intervention by saying
that we should always see the glass as half full. Today we are
speaking freely, frankly and honestly, and as Lebanese, we
have great confidence and absolute faith in our country. We
must recognize that despite all the crises that we went through
and continue to engulf us, and which are largely caused by ex-
ternal actors, the Lebanese Constitution remains our reference
and salvation. Mr. al-Aita raised a question about what
Lebanon has offered to Syria and what it can offer to it in the
future. In fact, I do not have an answer to this question. I do
not want to make an inventory of what Lebanon has offered
the Arab world and its contributions to development at all
levels – cultural, economic and social. I want to talk about
what Syria has offered Lebanon. Since the beginning, Syria
has not recognized that Lebanon is an independent country,
sovereign like any other country in the international commu-
nity, and has international obligations based on its supreme
interests. In 1952, Syria incited the Lebanese opposition and
stood alongside it against president Bechara al-Khoury. Then
came the rupture of 1955. In 1958, Syria intervened directly
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in fueling the 1958 revolution and tried to prevent the elec-
tion of president Chehab and closed its borders with Lebanon
in 1973. Later, it played a role in the civil war up until the era
we refer to as the era of “Syrian guardianship” that ended with
the assassination of President Rafic Hariri in 2005, not count-
ing its clear fingerprints in all other assassinations. The assas-
sination of my son Pierre is a clear sign that there was
something sinister about this period in Lebanon’s history and
in the history of the relation between the two countries.

Add to this the fact that Syria sponsors out-of-state groups
and contributes to exporting Hezbollah to Lebanon and
strengthening its position by securing a route to supply it with
weapons. In fact, every crisis in Lebanon has Syria’s dirty fin-
gerprints all over it. 

Mustafa Fahs : The development of the Lebanese model
led to the development of an entity and its expansion. This
entity established the Taif Agreement: In Lebanon, there are
no dominant religious groups. This is not the case of the
Sunni dominated Syria, nor that of the Shia dominated Iraq.
In marked contrast to a historical pattern, the two majorities
in Syria and Iraq felt in danger for the first time which insti-
gated the reign of violence. What was exported to Iraq from
Lebanon is the scourge of quotas, knowing that Iraq before
2003 was not a state, but rather an authoritarian regime. I
think that the Lebanese model can neither be applied in Iraq
nor in Syria, first because of the history of repression in both
countries and secondly because of the existence of a majority
and a minority in both countries.

Alia Mansour : I thank Dr. Mneimneh, who always makes
valuable interventions, and prompts us to think things
through. He said today that the basis in our region is sub-affil-
iations and the emergency is the national affiliation, and this
is in fact true. I disagree with Mr. al-Aita that the state in Syria
is stronger than the religious communities. In fact, the Syrian
State is complaisant with religious groups, and a large part of
governance stability results from the fact that the religious in-
stitution is given a wide margin. The Syrian regime is a crimi-
nal regime, and I wonder if by saying that the criminality of
this regime against Syria and the Syrians is all the more egre-
gious than its criminality against Lebanon, I would be consol-
ing the Lebanese. We cannot deny what Lebanon has offered
to the entire Arab world, and I would like to highlight the role
of the Lebanese press, which taught me how to think.

President Gemayel : I am respectful to the Syrian people
and I have a close relationship with many of them, and I be-
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lieve that strengthening the relationship between the two
countries needs to be done within the limits of mutual respect
and preservation of the State.

Ahmad Fatfat, former minister and Member of Parliament
(MP): I think that Mr. al-Aita’s criticism of Lebanon comes
in the context of the theme of this session which is the flaws
of the Lebanese system, and we have to admit that there are
many. Today we are witnessing an economic and financial col-
lapse and an unprecedented proliferation of corruption, yet
we see no movement in the street because of the influence of
the sects on trade unions’ movements. Corruption has be-
come an institution in itself based on the principle of “act dis-
honestly so that I protect you and you become my follower”.
Corruption affects all areas and we have many defects and
problems in our system and our only weapon is dauntlessness.
Today we are afraid and submissive like never before.

General Khaled Hamadeh : Undoubtedly, there are loop-
holes in the Taif Agreement. The issue however is that this
agreement was not implemented for us to identify its actual
defects. The Lebanese model was based on sectarian quotas,
but we failed to build a modern state based on institutions.
The Lebanese were not unified in their belief that Lebanon is
a nation, an ultimate nation. Under the first republic a class
of intellectuals was formed, and the rural areas developed but
were not represented in this model, which led subsequently
to the explosion of 1975. Having a new balance of power in
Lebanon today may cause the explosion of this model.

Mounir Rhayem : The advantage of the Lebanese regime
is that the model is based on respect for human beings and
mutual respect among religious communities.

An answer session followed:
Mneimneh: We cannot say that there was no sectarianism

in Iraq before 2003. The absence of sectarianism because of
repression does not imply its inexistence, and there is plenty
of evidence that it does, especially when we look at the Iraqi
State’s slip towards racist sectarian practices. Saying that the
occurrences of 2003 led to factionalism in Iraq is inaccurate,
because in fact they unveiled what originally existed. What
makes the Lebanese model valid for consideration is the fail-
ure of all of us to create a national identity, we have rather en-
veloped in a sectarian identity that came as an enhanced
consequence of the Ottoman Millet System. Israel and
Lebanon are both ottoman products, the first evolved, but the
second stood still.
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Al-Hachemi: Federalism is an important system that
lessens the burden on the federal government, it failed in Iraq
because the province began to act like a state. Saddam Hus-
sein was not a sectarian but a dictator. 

Al-Aita : I was misunderstood when I spoke about the dan-
ger threatening Lebanon. My remarks came out of my con-
cern about the only platform of freedom we have in the Arab
world. I did not mean to provoke, I wanted to say that
Lebanon’s reliance on Syria’s reconstruction to get out of its
economic crisis is something that the Lebanese should recon-
sider. Lebanon is in danger of a real explosion if it neglects
some of the problems, most importantly the parties that con-
stitute a time bomb. Unlike Lebanon, there is sectarianism in
Syria, but there are no sects, in the sense that there are no en-
tities independent of the state, and there are secularists and
sectarian secularists as well, but there are no sectarian leaders.
The Syrian regime inflicted harm on Lebanon, but it harmed
the Syrians more than anybody else.

Dr. Antoine Sfeir (Esq.), lawyer in
Beirut and Paris and university professor,
then took the floor to open the last ses-
sion under the theme “Summary and
Prospective”.

Dr. Sfeir : I will try to summarize what
has been said and discussed, and it is not
an easy task considering the richness of
the two sessions of the seminar. It was
said first that sectarianism is a vice and I
disagree, because the Lebanese system is
based on a civil Constitution in all its
meanings, and its clauses alluding to sec-
tarianism are only meant to manage di-
versity. The Lebanese Constitution was
not inspired by any religion. The fear of

certain regimes – such as federalism and other regimes – is not
rightful because it is associated with what was said about par-
tition and that is a different story, and decentralization is a
necessity emphasized by the Constitution. When we analyze
our political system from the perspective of model assessment,
we must go back to the basic model and to the circumstances
that led to it, and we cannot do so today after all what
Lebanon has gone through.

Dr. Sfeir also remarked that the Lebanese model is not per-
fect, but it has remarkable features such as its Constitution
and some of its leaders like President Chehab. The first gov-

Antoine Sfeir
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ernment under President Gemayel was formed by specialists
and experts, not politicians, introduced arbitration into the
Lebanese judicial system and introduced the offshore system
which allowed many companies to operate in Lebanon. The
Lebanese model needs to be updated in the Constitution
without the need to change the system. We need laws to
tackle the problematics (for example, there is no mechanism
to counter the non-formation of the government because
there is no text on this subject in the Constitution). The
Lebanese model is characterized by the rotation of power by
all means and, in all circumstances, this remains the norm de-
spite the aberrations of the extension. The model also means
the coexistence of its components, the diversity of opinions
and the absence of inclusiveness, as well as the recognition of
the rights of others, regardless of their beliefs, practices or dif-
ferences. The so-called civil war is actually a war against
Lebanon. Before that war, the crises were peaceful, but they
turned violent with external interferences.

As his remarks drew to a close, Dr. Sfeir highlighted two
points regarding applicability of the Lebanese model in Syria
and Iraq:

– Syria needs a matching Taif Accord.
– The federalism in Iraq is facing a crisis because it vacil-

lates between its inapplicability and the latent sense of one
nation.

Lastly, we must exclude prejudices, Dr. Sfeir told partici-
pants before concluding that the three countries need ethics,
transparency, accountability, social justice, and modern sys-
tems that are neither afraid of development, nor afraid of new
ideas and that act in the best interest of people.
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